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Introduction

People look for information in a variety of ways. Sometimes we search for answers
to specific questions on the web while at other times we keep up-to-date by reading
information from newspapers. The notion of information seeking is an important
part of our daily routine. In parallel, the number of online information sources is
growing rapidly. To address this, both academia and industry are active in the
research and development of new information access tools. This is evident by the
number of new search engines introduced every year offering to help users search for
information located in multiple sources on the Web1. However, the user interfaces
of these new search tools have changed little since they were first introduced more
than a decade and a half ago. Most search tools use a single search box as their
primary user interface. This raises the question of whether current interfaces and
hence search engines provide sufficient support for the wide range of information
seeking tasks.

The work described in this thesis addresses this question. Our work examines
different information seeking tasks influenced by different user types, different do-
mains and environments. Our aims are to:
a) better understand users’ information seeking tasks,
b) identify specific users’ requirements while searching for information,
c) support users by providing interface features that satisfy needs that are not yet
supported by current tools.

This chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the two
main concepts of this research as background information (section 1.1 and 1.2).
Afterwards, we introduce the three research questions of our research (section 1.3).
This is followed by explanations of the scope of this thesis (section 1.4). Afterwards,
we provide short summaries of the chapters of our thesis (section 1.5) and establish

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_search_engine
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the important contributions of our research (section 1.6). Finally, we list the
publications on which the thesis is based (section 1.7).

1.1 Information seeking tasks

We adopted the description from (Wilson 2000) and defined information seeking
task as: the act of seeking information as a consequence of a need to satisfy some
goal. In the course of seeking, the individual may interact with manual information
systems, such as a newspaper or a library, or with computer-based systems, such
as the World Wide Web. Search behavior has been studied extensively, e.g. in
(Case 2006; Fisher et al. 2005). In principle, there are many ways to classify and
explain users’ behavior while searching for information. Most of these models fall
into one of two types:
a) Holistic models: Generalizations or principles of users’ information seeking
behavior explained as complex interactions between internal (cognitive, affective)
and external (environment, work) factors. For example, Wilson’s information
behavior model describes the interaction between the environment, the person
and social role (Wilson 1999), or the Ingwersen and Järvelin’s general model of
cognitive information seeking and retrieval describing the interaction between
information objects (text, images), the IR system, the interface, the cognitive
actors and social/organizational/cultural context (Ingwersen and Järvelin 2005).
b) Empirical models: Models of users’ information seeking behavior are derived
from observations. The research tends to explain information seeking from a
specific aspect, such as by users’ goal (Kellar et al. 2007; Sellen et al. 2002), by
search process (Choo et al. 2000a; Kuhlthau 1991), by the way users use certain
information access tools (Kelly and Belkin 2001; Rose and Levinson 2004; Jansen
et al. 2007), or by the type of content people search for (Yi et al. 2008).

In our research, we adopt the empirical goal-based information seeking task
taxonomy as the base model to explain users’ information seeking behavior for
two reasons: first, the validity of the taxonomy can be empirically re-examined
in different settings (e.g. different user profiles, different domains and different
tools). Second, the taxonomy should explain users’ intentions independent of what
the current tools allow them to do. The goal-based information seeking taxonomy
has been investigated and verified by previous research. Table 1.1 shows related
research on goal-based information seeking tasks. Even though using different
terminologies, they reflect similar ideas on information seeking task categories:

• Fact finding task: users have a specific goal and focused questions — they
typically look for specific factual pieces of information.
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• Information gathering task: users carry out several search tasks to fulfill a
higher level goal, such as collecting information to write a report.

• Non-goal oriented task: users’ tasks are not goal driven, but rather “keeping
up-to-date”, “just browsing”, “serendipitous discovery” or “see what’s new
or interesting”.

Table 1.1: Comparison of goal-based categories of information seeking tasks

Information Seeking Tasks Category

Research fact finding information gathering non-goal oriented

Choo (2000) & informal search formal search undirected viewing

Marchonini (1995)

Morrison et al. (2001) find compare, collect monitor

understand, explore

Sellen et al. (2002) finding information gathering browsing

Marchonini et. al. (2006) look up learn, investigate -

Kellar et al. (2007) fact finding information gathering just browsing

User type, situation and environment can shape the way users perform infor-
mation seeking tasks. Thus, when designing an application to support a specific
task, it is important to understand the user and the context behind the task. On
the flip-side of the coin, we also need to understand what information is available
and where it comes from. The information that users need may come from mul-
tiple sources. Thus, how to present information from multiple sources is another
important aspect in designing an information access application.

1.2 Searching across Multiple Sources

Historically, research on integrated services for multiple information sources is
technology-centered. One goal of this research is typically to link and merge the
different sources so that users can access them as a single platform. It has been
acknowledged as an important and challenging research topic for many commu-
nities, such as digital libraries, e.g. (Endig et al. 2000; Pyrounakis et al. 2004),
information retrieval, e.g. (Si and Callan 2005), databases, e.g. (Manolescu et al.
2001) and semantic web, e.g. (Schreiber et al. 2008). These communities pri-
marily discuss technical issues of multiple source search, e.g. merging techniques,
interoperability, query efficiency or ranking.
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Previous research has not considered searching across multiple sources from
the end-user perspective. With the ability to search across multiple sources,
however, new challenges and problems arise. For example, how should (com-
bined) information from multiple sources be presented in a way that a user
can understand the difference or how can users navigate through multiple
(unfamiliar) information sources. End-user search across multiple sources is
acknowledged to be a nontrivial problem by the human computer interaction
community, e.g. (Aula and Russell 2009; Baldonado 2000). Searching across multi-
ple sources remains an HCI topic that has yet to be fully explored and understood.

In this thesis, we follow a user-centered design approach to find novel solu-
tions to support information seeking tasks across multiple sources. This translates
to three steps of research: first, understanding users’ information seeking tasks;
second, deriving requirements to support different information seeking tasks; last
but not least, exploring different means to support information seeking tasks and
evaluate whether the solution fulfills the initial requirements.

1.3 Research questions

The three steps mentioned above are the basis of our research questions. The first
research question is dedicated towards understanding different users’ information
seeking tasks. Different users may have different information seeking tasks. What
these tasks are and which tasks lack support tools need to be clearly identified.
The first research question, therefore, is:

Research Question 1. What are the information seeking tasks for cultural
heritage experts and mobile lay users?

Specifically, we investigate the different types of information seeking tasks
across multiple sources for experts and lay users, taking examples from the cultural
heritage and location-based mobile search application domains.

The answers from the first research question provide us with a better under-
standing of users’ information seeking tasks. Moreover, they give us insights on
features of information access tools that are suitable for supporting users’ tasks.
These insights are used as input to derive user requirements for information access
tools. This is the focus of our second research question:

Research Question 2. What are the requirements to support information
seeking across multiple sources?
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These requirements build on our findings from the first research question. They
cover functional and user interface requirements to design future applications for
experts and lay users.

Finally, based on the list of requirements provided by the second research ques-
tion, we explore different interface and interaction features to support specific in-
formation seeking tasks. This is the focus of the third research question:

Research Question 3. How can we support information seeking tasks across
multiple sources?

We take several requirements from the second research question and use them
as guidance in designing information access tools. To further validate our require-
ments, we conduct user evaluations for these tools.

In order to be able to answer the research questions, we need to investigate
specific instances of information seeking tasks performed by specific users in specific
application domain. We also need to select and focus on technical solutions. This
is discussed in the following section.

1.4 Scope

In order to have a more comprehensive view on the different information seeking
tasks, we have chosen to investigate two user profiles: experts users (chapters 2
and 5) and lay users (chapters 3, 4 and 6). Lay users have no prior knowledge of the
domain being used. Experts have some level of expertise of a particular domain,
conduct search regularly for their professional work and have some understanding
of the quality of information sources used.

We have chosen to investigate two different domains: cultural heritage domain
(chapters 2, 5 and 6) and location-based and geographic domain (chapters 3 and 4).
We concentrate on the cultural heritage domain because, within the context of the
MultimediaN E-Culture project2, we had access to a subset of cultural heritage and
geographic datasets and thesauri. The cultural heritage domain is a knowledge-
intensive domain, characterized by rich and heterogeneous data types from large
information sources, while the location-based domain tends to use common knowl-
edge, e.g. the Web.

Due to the differences in the domain familiarity and the context of the infor-
mation seeking tasks between these two user groups in two different domains, we

2http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/
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expect to get a wider overview of the different instances of information seeking
tasks.

We acknowledge that while different technical solutions may be required to
solve different kinds of information seeking task challenges, in this research,
we focus on thesauri to link information stored in multiple cultural heritage
information sources. This approach is taken for a pragmatic reason: museums,
libraries and other cultural heritage organizations have a long history of carefully
annotating the objects in their collections. Many cultural heritage institutes make
use of thesauri for their annotations. They use thesauri to limit the problems
related to multiple terms, such as the use of synonyms, name variants, differences
in languages or differences in jargon, that occur within their own collections.
This research was conducted within the context of the MultimediaN E-Culture
project. Within the project, we have investigated to what extent these thesauri
can also be used to address the same problems when searching across multiple
sources (Schreiber et al. 2008).

1.5 Thesis overview

This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part of the thesis, chapters 2 and 3,
consists of research that provide us with understanding of the issues concerning
information seeking tasks for experts and lay users (problem oriented research).
The second part of the thesis, chapters 4, 5 and 6, consists of research that focuses
on specific information seeking task problems and explores alternative interfaces
to resolve these problems (solution oriented research).

Chapter 2 presents a user study on investigating information seeking behavior
of cultural heritage experts (Amin et al. 2008). We explain in detail the different
information seeking tasks that occur within the cultural heritage domain (research
question 1). Experts from different cultural heritage institutions participated in
semi-structured interviews to explain their information seeking tasks as part of
their daily work. The study provides insights on why and where experts search.
Furthermore, the study reveals positive and negative aspects of the state of the
art search tools used by the experts (research question 2).

Chapter 3 describes a digital diary study on investigating location-based
information seeking behavior for lay users in a mobile context (Amin et al. 2009).
The study focuses on what kinds of day-to-day mobile information seeking tasks
occur while people are on the move (research question 1). The results indicate
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typical location-based mobile information seeking tasks, the temporal, spatial and
social context in which these tasks occur and how the context influences people’s
search tasks and decision making. Finally, we discuss recommendations on how to
improve services for such tasks (research question 2).

The use cases and results of the behavioral studies from the first part of the
thesis are used as inspiration for requirements of the future information access
tools. The following chapters discusses the design rationale and evaluation of these
tools (chapter 4, 5 and 6). Since the functionalities offered by these tools are made
possible with thesauri, we call these applications thesaurus-based applications.

Chapter 4 presents two user interface evaluations on the use of thesauri to help
lay users find the correct keywords in an autocompletion interface (Amin et al.
2009; Amin et al. 2008; Hildebrand et al. 2007). The aim of the study is to
derive guidelines and recommendations for developing thesaurus-based autocom-
pletion interfaces for query formulation (research question 2). Several variations of
thesaurus-based autocompletion interfaces using two thesauri were evaluated. The
evaluation provides us with insights into how to use thesaurus-based autocomple-
tion to support query formulation (research question 3).

Chapter 5 discusses the user requirements, design and evaluation of a thesaurus-
based comparison search application (Amin et al. 2010). We discuss requirements
for interfaces to support comparison search in the cultural heritage domain (re-
search question 2). The application enables experts to compare multiple artworks
simultaneously. In the evaluation, we compared two applications, the thesaurus-
based application and the application the users currently use, and investigate how
well the two applications support different aspects of comparison search. The re-
sults of the evaluation provide recommendations on how to support comparison
search tasks for cultural heritage experts (research question 3).

Chapter 6 describes an exploration study on the effects of information source
credibility ratings in an information aggregator (Amin et al. 2009; Zhang et al.
2009). We focus on investigating how visualization influences lay users’ confidence
while accessing information from different cultural heritage information sources
(research question 3). When a user conducts an information seeking task, s/he
also needs to decide which information sources to rely on. Consequently, it is
important for the user to be confident about the credibility of the information
source. Our user evaluation shows how users’ confidence can be influenced when
information source credibility ratings are shown.
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Chapter 7 describes answers to the research questions. We identify the infor-
mation seeking tasks for cultural heritage experts and mobile lay users. We dis-
cuss the functional and user interface requirements for future information access
tools and discuss several interface features to support specific information seeking
tasks. Moreover, we reflect on the challenges faced when evaluating applications
for multiple sources and discuss the limitation of our research. Finally, we provide
directions for future work in this area.

1.6 Thesis contributions

The work presented in this thesis contributes to the research and development of
information seeking across multiple sources. We provide:

• An in-depth analysis of information seeking tasks in multiple information
sources for experts and lay users (research question 1). The analysis enriches
previous theory on information seeking tasks. For example, we improve the
information seeking task taxonomy by identifing the different types of infor-
mation gathering tasks. We identify the general trends in experts’ informa-
tion seeking behavior. Moreover, we further clarify the information seeking
behavior for experts and lay users with respect to the information sources
used, the social, temporal and spatial context behind information seeking
tasks, and the challenges people face when conducting these tasks.

• A list of functional and user interface requirements for future information
access tools (research question 2). We translated these requirements to a
set of design recommendations and guidelines for interface and interaction
design for future information access tools to support information seeking
across multiple sources. Furthermore, some of these design recommendations
were verified by user evaluations of new interface features.

• Evaluations of the prototype implementation to support the different infor-
mation seeking tasks (research question 3). Based on our user evaluations,
we develop interface design guidelines for the information access tools and
derive requirements for the data and technology to implement such tools.

• Identify challenges in evaluating information access tools for multiple sources.
We reflect on the user interface evaluation methods used throughout the
research and identify interface evaluation challenges related to the dataset
and the search algorithm. Moreover, we propose future work to improve the
evaluation method for similar tools.
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1.7 Thesis material

The material used in the chapters in this PhD thesis is based on the research
described in the following publications.

• Chapter 2. A. Amin, J. van Ossenbruggen, L. Hardman, and A. van Nis-
pen. Understanding cultural heritage experts’ information seeking needs. In
JCDL ’08: Proceedings of the 8th ACM/IEEE-CS joint conference on Digital
libraries, pp. 39–47, New York, NY, USA, 2008, ACM Press.

• Chapter 3. A. Amin, S. Townsend, J. van Ossenbruggen, and L. Hardman.
Fancy a drink in canary wharf?”: a user study on location-based mobile
search. In Interact ’09: 12th IFIP TC13 Conference in Human-Computer
Interaction, Uppsala, Sweden, pp.736–749, 2009, ACM Press.

• Chapter 4. A. Amin, M. Hildebrand, J. van Ossenbruggen, V. Evers,
and L. Hardman. Organizing Suggestions In Autocompletion Interfaces. In
ECIR’09: Proceedings of the Annual European Conference on Information
Retrieval, pp. 521–529, 2009, ACM Press.

• Chapter 5. A. Amin, M. Hildebrand, J. van Ossenbruggen, and L. Hard-
man. Designing a thesaurus-based comparison search interface for linked
cultural heritage sources. In IUI’10: Proceedings of the International Con-
ference on Intelligent User Interfaces, pp.249–258, 2009, ACM Press.

• Chapter 6. A. Amin, J. Zhang, H. Cramer, L. Hardman, and V. Evers.
The effects of source credibility ratings in a cultural heritage information
aggregator. In WICOW ’09: Proceedings of the 3rd workshop on Information
credibility on the web, WWW’09, 35–42, New York, NY, USA, 2009, ACM
Press.

• Chapter 7. J. van Ossenbruggen, A. Amin, and M. Hildebrand. Why
evaluating semantic web applications is difficult. In SWUI’08: Proceedings
of the workshop on semantic web user interface, CHI’08, Florence, Italy,
2008.

Additional publications by the author are:

• A. Amin. Establishing requirements for information gathering. ECDL’08
Doctoral Consortium. Bulletin of IEEE Technical Committee on Digital Li-
braries (TCDL), 5(2), 2009.
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2006.
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Experts’ Information Needs: A User Study on

Cultural Heritage Experts

We investigate the information seeking tasks of experts. We focus on experts’ tasks
using online and offline sources in the cultural heritage domain. The aim of the
study is to better understand experts’ search motivation, the types of search tools
that they use and the challenges that they face while searching (research question
1). The study shows that of the three information seeking task categories, fact
finding tasks, information gathering tasks, and non-goal oriented tasks, the major-
ity of experts’ search tasks involve relatively complex information gathering. The
study also reveals challenges in information seeking, for example while information
gathering is an important task for experts, most of their search tools tend to sup-
port only fact finding (research question 2). Our observations indicate that there
is a mismatch between the experts’ information seeking tasks and the available
support. Additionally, we discovered that experts search in many different online
and offline sources and that one of the challenges in searching through multiple
sources is the issue of identifying the credibility of the information sources.

This chapter was published as “Understanding Cultural Heritage Experts’ In-
formation Seeking Tasks” in the Proceedings of the Joint Conference of Digital
Library (JCDL’08) (Amin et al. 2008) and was co-authored by Jacco van Ossen-
bruggen, Lynda Hardman and Annelies van Nispen.
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2.1 Introduction

Cultural heritage is a vast domain consisting of museums, archives, libraries and
(non)government institutions. Searching for information in this domain is often
challenging because the sources are rich and heterogeneous, combining highly struc-
tured, semi-structured and unstructured information, combining authorized and
unauthorized sources, and combining both text and other media (e.g. image and
video). To perform their daily work, domain experts need to access and exploit
cultural heritage information in its full richness. The specific information seeking
needs of these experts remains, however, a scantly researched area. This chapter
reports on a user study that was motivated by the need to understand the infor-
mation seeking behavior of cultural heritage experts. The results of this study are
currently being used to improve the search tools developed in the context of the
MultimediaN e-culture project (Schreiber et al. 2006).

Key findings of our study include, first, that experts’ daily search tasks are
dominated by a range of different (relatively complex and high level) information
gathering tasks, while the tools tend to be geared towards support for (relatively
simple and low level) fact finding tasks. Second, many search tasks require experts
to use and combine results from multiple sources, while the tools typically provide
access to a single source. Third, we found that direct communication as a means
for information transfer is greatly valued by experts. Finally, we found that trust
in the information source is an important aspect of experts’ search activity.

The chapter is structured as follows. After discussing related work, we describe
the setup and analyze the results of the user study. The analysis includes an
information task classification of the use cases reported by the participants, a
classification of the type of information sources used in these use cases and an
analysis of the underlying search tasks. We then discuss the extent to which current
tools support the experts’ search tasks and illustrate inadequate tool support with
concrete examples given by experts during the interviews. Finally, we discuss
design considerations based upon our experiences within the MultimediaN project.

2.2 Related work

The motivations behind searching information have been studied exten-
sively (Broder 2002; Case 2006; Choo et al. 2000b; Pirolli 2007; Rose and Levin-
son 2004). Research by Broder (Broder 2002), extended by Rose et al. (Rose and
Levinson 2004), found search motivations such as navigational search, informa-
tional search or resource finding. Their research is mainly based on analyzing logs
when people use a search engine and a short survey. It is, thus, difficult to know the
real search motivation. Choo et al. (Choo et al. 2000b) took a different approach
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and monitored web browsing activities of people for two weeks and conducted an
interview to check the participants’ search motivations. They found that people
have different modes of searching, where each mode has its own traits and search
strategy (Choo et al. 1998).
Kellar et al. (Kellar et al. 2005) compared previous research on information seek-
ing task categories (Choo et al. 2000b; Morrison et al. 2001; Sellen et al. 2002)
and proposed a taxonomy which gives a more thorough overview on the informa-
tion tasks. They used this model to explain peoples’ behavior on the web. In this
study, we extended this taxonomy to discuss online as well as offline information
task behavior for expert users. We use the following information tasks categories
(adapted from (Kellar et al. 2007; Kellar et al. 2005; Kellar et al. 2006), see
Figure 2.1):

1. Fact Finding: users ask goal-oriented and focused questions; they look for
specific factual pieces of information.

2. Information Gathering: users carry out several search tasks to fulfill a higher
level goal, such as writing a report, preparing an event, or collecting infor-
mation to make a decision.

3. Non-goal-oriented: this search task is generally not goal-driven, other than to
“keep up-to-date”, “just browsing”, “see what is new or interesting”, recre-
ational searching or even “passing time”.

4. Communication: an information exchange task, either face-to-face or through
technology, such as email.

5. Transaction: an information exchange task, e.g., online auction, banking,
downloading multimedia documents. Transactions are often associated with
a user name and password combination.

6. Maintenance: a task which involves organizing information, e.g., updating
bookmarks or organizing email in the appropriate folder.

To date, research on cultural heritage experts’ search behavior is limited. A
survey with 477 cultural heritage experts in the Netherlands on Collectiewijzer1

(van der Graaf 2006) usage reveals that experts think the Internet is becoming a
more important information source. Experts say that they would use such system
mainly to: do research, compare collections and look for potential items to borrow

1Collectiewijzer is an online portal that supports information linking and exchange between
cultural heritage institutions
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Figure 2.1: Classification of Information Tasks, adapted from (Kellar et al. 2007).

from other collections. The survey suggests that information seeking is an impor-
tant part of experts’ work. Unfortunately, it does not provide insights into experts’
search behavior nor the kind of difficulties they experience when searching.

Table 2.1: Participants’ Demography (total:17 people)

Digital library experience:∗) expert(3), intermediate(12), basic(2)

Cultural heritage sub-domain: ethnography(9), Dutch classic art(6), contemporary art(2)

Age: years old 21-30 (3), 31-40 (6), 41-50 (3), 51-60 (5)

Expert role: ∗∗) researcher(6), curator(8), registrar(3), IT(3),

teacher(2), student(3)

Affiliation: ∗∗) museum(8), company/freelance(2), university(5),

cultural heritage institution(8)

Note:
∗) expert: IT experts, also manage the museum information systems.

intermediate: Intensive use of search engines, online and offline digital libraries.

basic: Minimal computer usage, e.g only email and Word. Prefer using traditional libraries.
∗∗) A single expert can have more then one role/affiliation.

2.3 User study setup

The purpose of our study is to understand the search behavior, that is the informa-
tion seeking tasks, of cultural heritage experts. We, thus, do not investigate other
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information tasks, such as information exchange and information maintenance.
Our main research questions are:

1. Why do cultural heritage experts search? What is the motivation that gives
context to their search activity?

2. Where do these experts search? Which sources do they use, why do they use
them and do they experience any problems with them?

3. What are the experts’ search tasks? What are typical search tasks, which
search tasks do they do the most/least and do their tools sufficiently support
the tasks?

To answer these questions we conducted a user study, which we describe in the
following section.

2.3.1 Procedure

Most of the interviews took place at the participants’ working environment. We
conducted two pilot studies prior to the actual interviews to make sure all questions
would be clearly understood. Each participant was interviewed individually with
semi-structured questions and was asked to answer a questionnaire. The interview
had three parts:

1. Introduction, demographic questions and informed consent.

2. Questions about the participant’s main responsibilities and daily activities
at work.

3. For each activity mentioned in part 2, participants were asked to give exam-
ples and to describe the purpose of the activity, its frequency and the tools
involved. Supplementary questions include their subjective impression based
on their experience in using the tools.

After the interview, we asked them to demonstrate the tools they used and
to give some examples on how they use them. On average, the whole interview
took two to three hours. The interview was voice recorded; pictures and screen
shots of the tools were taken. We analyzed the voice recording, photos and screen
shots of the experts’ tools and questionnaires. Activity descriptions (use cases) for
every participant were noted down. Samples of screen shots of the tools from the
participants helped us clarify the way our participants carry out their daily work
and the problems that they face.
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2.3.2 Limitations

We acknowledge that the method used has shortcomings. We did not capture the
dynamics of experts’ behavior over a longer time frame and relied on participants’
(selective) memory. We may thus not have captured unconscious behavior of these
experts. This study will also not reveal non work related search such as recreational
search. However, we faced several restrictions: many experts are reluctant to give
consent on automatic computer monitoring. This is not just because of privacy
reasons, but also because it is against institute policy to share sensitive informa-
tion, such as correspondence between experts, or install unauthorized monitoring
software in the organization’s computer network. These restrictions are the main
reasons behind our pragmatic approach. Despite the approach that we took, we
believe the study captured key aspects of the cultural heritage experts’ information
seeking behavior.

2.3.3 Participants

Based on recommendations from ICN2, we recruited experts who frequently search
for information related to cultural heritage (see Table 2.1). In total, 17 Dutch pro-
fessionals participated from 9 different cultural heritage institutions in the Nether-
lands (five museums, two companies, one university and ICN). Most participants
use computers intensively at work. We interviewed experts with a variety of back-
grounds to capture the different perspectives of information searching needs. De-
pending on the size of the organization, a single expert can have one or more roles.
In large museums, an expert typically has a clearer and more specific role com-
pared with smaller museums where an expert takes responsibility for several roles.
We distinguish five expert roles in this study:
Researchers develop guidelines, recommendations, articles and books. Examples
of cultural heritage research are developing different conservation techniques or
developing theories on the history of acquisition of objects.
Curators are responsible for the collections and their documentation, including
arranging loans, acquiring objects and planning exhibitions.
Registrars handle the digitization process of collections in the collection manage-
ment system. Depending on the size of the museum, the registrars may work
together with the curators in annotating collections. Together with curators, they
also handle new entries and check whether the information is correct. They also
prepare periodical reports on the museum collection status.
Teachers and students were recruited from a relevant Master’s program at a Fac-
ulty of Art. The students are in their final year and carrying out their internship in

2The Netherlands Institute for Cultural Heritage http://www.icn.nl/
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Figure 2.2: Types of experts’ use cases (left). Types of experts’ information
seeking tasks (right).

a museum. The lecturers’ main search activity is to prepare their course materials
and keep up to date with the state of the art in the field. Students need to search
regularly for making reports and assignments for their class. They also assist the
researchers, curators and registrars while doing their internship.
IT personnel manage the museum database system. They prepare customized user
manuals for the system and they often train and support other employees. In addi-
tion to this, they update the museum website, create regular reports on the status
of collection documentation and assist registrars on collection documentation.

2.3.4 Classification of use cases

For every participant, we noted their main activities (i.e. use cases), which were
further broken down into one or more sub-tasks. We filtered out the use cases that
do not involve information seeking activities in the cultural heritage domain, such
as project management or fund raising. In total, there are 17 participants with 53
use cases and 110 tasks. We then identified all information seeking tasks occurring
within each use case. All information tasks were classified independently into one
of the five information task categories by two reviewers. They were guided by
information task descriptions similar to those given in the Related Work section.
Cohen’s kappa was used to measure the agreement between the two reviewers. We
found the agreement of κ = 0.74 (sufficient). The main disagreement between the
two reviewers was in deciding which task category was more dominant for a given
sub-task. This occurs for complex tasks, such as Information Gathering.
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2.4 User study results

This section is divided into three parts, reflecting the three research questions in
the user study. First, we discuss the experts’ motivation that gives context to
why they need to search for cultural heritage information. Second, we discuss the
sources that the experts use to find information. Finally, we discuss the different
types of experts’ search tasks with examples.

2.4.1 Why do experts search?

We classified all use cases into five groups (see also the left of Figure 2.2):
1. Object handling. Experts need to gather information for the restoration,
acquisition, loan or sale of an individual object. For example, before acquisition of
a painting, a curator needs to research the history of the painting to see whether
it is suitable for the museum’s collection.
2. Exhibition planning. Experts spend a great deal of effort in research when
preparing for an exhibition, e.g. finding interesting themes, carrying out compari-
son studies with previous exhibitions and publications. Serendipity is highly valued
here. The main goal is to find different and interesting perspectives to present to
the public.
3. Research for publication. Experts’ publication activities can be divided
into preparing publications for peer experts or for the general public. The first
is mainly about developing guidelines, best practices, recommendations related to
the cultural heritage domain and presenting new findings and discoveries. This
activity also includes dissemination of the research through lectures and presenta-
tions. Publications for the general public are typically PR-related activities, such
as writing an ”object of the month” section for the website for which the history of
the object, including interesting facts that could attract the general public, need
to be found.
4. Managing the collections’ documentation. Records in the collection man-
agement system are constantly updated by curators and registrars. For example,
new objects need to be registered, information about old collections needs to be
updated. When a new object is registered, the expert needs to compare anno-
tations of similar objects and search for more descriptions by looking further in
various sources.
5. Building thesauri. Thesauri are controlled vocabularies used, in this case,
for annotating objects in museum records. Within an organization, it is important
that everyone use the same terms to express the same concepts in the museum
records. So experts need to collect terms important for the field from selected
sources such as literature, dictionaries, library archives and object descriptions for
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Table 2.2: Frequency mention of source (total:204 mentions)

Source

1 literature (lit.) 21.4%
2 archives and catalogs 18.9%
3 personal contact 10.2%
4 visit exhibition/museum 1.5%

Total offline sources: 52.0%

5 reputable website 18.9%
6 ollection management system (CMS) 13.8%
7 search engine 8.7%
8 other digital sources 6.6%

Total digital sources: 48.0%

Table 2.3: Distribution of sources for different types of use cases (total:204 mentions)

Usecase type lit. reputable archives search CMS personal visit exh. other

vs. source website catalogs engine contact museums

1.Objects 9 9 11 3 8 4 1 1
2.Exhibitions 9 7 10 4 3 3 1 1
3.Publications 17 10 8 4 7 6 1 8
4.Doc. 4 2 2 1 7 0 0 0
5.Thesauri 4 7 1 2 2 1 0 1
6.Other 3 3 7 3 1 6 0 2

Total 46 38 39 17 28 20 3 13

inclusion in their thesauri. Information from reputable websites, such as those of
other museums or cultural heritage organizations, are also used. Typically, multi-
ple experts need to agree on the proposed terms before they are included in the
thesaurus. Different cultural heritage branches may use different thesauri. Exam-
ples mentioned by our experts are the SVCN3 thesaurus for Dutch ethnography
and the AAT/AATNED4 for general art and architecture terms.

3
http://www.svcn.nl/

4
http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting\_research/vocabularies/aat/
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Table 2.4: Distribution of the experts’ information seeking tasks (total:110 use cases)

Search task vs. Total Thesauri Doc. Exh. Publ. Obj. Other

Use case type

Fact finding (FF) 11 (10.2%) 0 1 0 5 3 2

Inf. Gathering (IG) 70 (63.0%)

1.Comparison 9 0 2 0 2 3 2

2.Relationship search 6 0 0 2 1 1 2

3.Topic search 39 4 4 7 10 8 6

4.Combination 9 0 1 3 3 2 0

5.Exploration 7 0 0 5 1 1 0

Keeping up to date (KUTD) 9 (8.3%)

1.Active 7 1 1 0 1 4 0

2.Passive 2 0 0 0 1 0 1

Inf. Maintenance (IM) 6 (5.6%) 0 2 1 2 1 0

Inf. Exchange (IE) 14 (13.0%)

1.Transaction 2 0 1 1 0 0 0

2.Communication 12 2 0 1 5 2 2

2.4.2 Where do experts search?

Experts consult a large variety of sources to look for the answers they need (see
Table 2.2 and 2.3 for details). Source credibility is an important aspect for experts.
For research, they carefully select and refer only to reliable sources.
1. Literature: This includes magazines, dictionaries, books, publications, bi-
ographies, encyclopedias, journals and reference databases such as RKD library5

or Picarta6. Offline literature remains the most important source for experts be-
cause comprehensive knowledge on art, culture and history are usually in books
and not yet available in digital form. Online integrated bibliographical search,
such as Picarta, helps experts in their search for the correct literature across many
libraries.
2. Archives and catalogs: This includes exhibition catalogs, auction logs, inven-
tory cards and remarks fields made by curators. Old documention about objects,
often not yet digitalized in the collection management system, are stored as inven-
tory cards and remarks on log books.
3. Personal contact: Personal contact and networking remain one of the most
important means of seeking information. For example, communication between

5
http://www.rkd.nl/rkddb/

6
http://www.picarta.nl/
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curators is about each other’s collection or to find out more about a particular
historical or cultural topic.
4. Visit exhibitions or museums: Experts gain knowledge by conducting
working visits to other museums to see their collections in person.
5. Reputable Internet sources: It is extremely important for experts to use
reliable information sources, including sources on the Internet. The museum cu-
rators, who are responsible for the annotation of their objects, agree on which
online resources meet their quality standards. Reputable Internet sources are, for
example, specific museums websites, cultural heritage institution websites (SVCN
website7, RKD online, galleries.nl), global gazetteer8 and the CIA fact book9.
6. Collection management system Each museum maintains its own infor-
mation system. This stores the records of all objects and is often an integrated
system to help museum employees with almost all aspects of their work, such as
management, status report generation and loan request processing. Examples of
commonly used commercial systems are TMS10 and ADLIB11.
7. Web search engines: Most experts mentioned Google as their search engine.
In contrast with how experts use reputable websites, experts use search engines
for navigational search (e.g., to find an artist, museum or gallery website) and,
interestingly, to seek inspiration (e.g. “what does Google have on Iranian Callig-
raphy?”).
8. Other digital sources: This includes all tools not mentioned above, such as
online newspapers or RSS feeds.

Table 2.2 shows a summary of the sources used by the participants. Figure 2.3
shows the interfaces to these sources. We can see that the number of use cases using
traditional sources (1–4 add up to 52%) and digital sources (5–8 add up to 48%)
is comparable. While more and more sources are made available for online search,
offline literature remains a very important source of cultural heritage information.

2.4.3 What are the experts’ search tasks?

We originally hypothesized that information seeking tasks are dependent on the
expert’s role. The analysis, however, suggested otherwise: tasks depend more on
the type of use case. This is because most of the use cases mentioned by the experts
are done in team work by multiple expert roles. Consequently, some of the use cases
are overlapping. For example, management of collection documentation is done by

7
http://www.svcn.nl/

8
http://www.allm-geodata.com/products1.htm

9
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/

10
http://www.gallerysystems.com/products/tms.html

11
http://www.adlibsoft.com/
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curators and registrars, and student interns help curators with their daily work.
We have thus classified the use cases into different task categories of Figure 2.1.
The breakdown of each task is summarized in Table 2.4 and the right hand side
of Figure 2.2. We discuss each information seeking task: fact finding, information
gathering and keeping up-to-date, and illustrate each task with examples given by
our participants.

2.4.3.1 Fact finding

Fact Finding search questions vary from simple to very complex. Typical examples
of simple queries include:
“What is the contact information for the gallery?” [P4]
“To which tribe/culture does this object belong?” [P1]
“From where does this object originate?” [P3]
Complex queries typically combine several constraints. For example, a curator
was given an assignment to select and lend several paintings from the collection
for a government building. She needed to select several paintings with appropriate
themes and sizes for the building, that would fit on a wall having certain space
constraints: “Are there paintings from our collection, either depicting Amsterdam
or created by a painter from Amsterdam, with a width smaller than 50 cm?” [P6]

2.4.3.2 Information Gathering

With 63%, Information Gathering tasks dominate our expert’s use cases. Based on
the similarities between the use cases within this group, we identified the following
sub-tasks: (See also Table 2.4):
1. Comparison involves gathering information to compare differences and simi-
larities between objects or sets of objects. For example: a curator needs to make
an acquisition proposal each year. To do this, she needs to make an assessment of
the objects currently in their collection and in that of others: “What objects from
the Middle-East do other museums in the Netherlands have? Is there any tribe or
region not represented in our collection or in the collection of other museums? If
there is, we need to find out exactly what kind of object we should get.” [P14]
2. Relationship search is about finding relationships between individual pieces
of information. For example, a curator needed to research the network of people
around the Dutch painter Rembrandt van Rijn. To do this, she performs a litera-
ture study, searches for close and distant family members of the artist, the mostly
rich and influential people whom he had portrayed, the people whom he had met
socially and been friends with. The questions asked about these people are the
same every time: “Who is this person, what does s/he do and what is the nature
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of his/her relationship with Rembrandt?” [P8]
3. Topic search queries can typically be formulated as ”Tell me more about ...”
questions. For example: one of our curator’s responsibilities is to maintain the
descriptive labels that are associated with all objects in the collection. Among the
objects is a specific Jewish ceremonial coat. To determine the history of this coat,
the curator checks literature, newspaper archives, auction records, etc.: “Where
and when was this coat made? Was there any restoration done to the coat? What
is the purpose of the coat? What does it symbolize? Is there any meaning behind
the embroidery? Where was it used? Who used it? Was it ever used in an impor-
tant historical event?” [P8]
4. Exploration or exploratory search, is typically not goal-directed. Instead, the
expert may associatively follow one train of thought after another. For example,
one of our experts was looking for art suitable for decorating the staircase area of
a public space. Given that “staircase art” is not an established genre, the expert
knows that searching on this term directly will not provide the intended results.
Instead, the expert looks for related projects for suggestions, such as artists who
do landscaping or city planning art projects: “. . . On specific situations, (such as)
in the Staircase project, I look a lot at similar examples of artworks in staircases,
for instance, art projects connected to landscaping or city planning, something like
that. ” [P4]
5. Combination is about finding matches among pieces of information, most
likely from different sources. This task is similar to fitting pieces of a puzzle to-
gether to see the bigger picture. For example, a new part of a public building
needs to be decorated and the client (the government) has assigned an art ad-
viser to make the planning. The art adviser first gathers the requirements for a
public-art piece such as the amount of space, the preferences of the client, the
purpose of the building, the theme of the art and the environment. The art ad-
viser then searches on public-art artists and compares their portfolios containing
examples of their work. The next step is to match the collected requirements with
the artists. The art adviser needs to make a selection of several artists and then
present these options to the client for approval: “Which public-art artists match
the project requirements?” [P4]

2.4.3.3 Keeping up-to-date

We found keeping up-to-date is the type of non-goal oriented task carried out
by the cultural heritage experts. There are two ways in which the experts keep
up-to-date: by actively seeking for updates, or passively, using technology that
automatically detects content updates and sends notifications.
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Figure 2.3: Interface screen shots from different types of sources, giving an
impression of the typical complexity of the search interface: TMS collection
management system (left), RKD online library (middle), Tropenmuseum’s
public website (right).

1. Active: Going to the sources and scan through for changes from sources (e.g.
browsing). Experts keep up with the latest news on artworks of their interest,
follow auction news, keep up-to-date with the price of artworks or with changing
artwork ownership.
2. Passive: Using technology to automatically deliver new information from
sources (e.g. RSS feed, email). Many experts subscribe to community mailing-lists
to receive information on developments such as new exhibition announcements or
reviews of new books and other publications.

2.5 Discussion

The results in the previous section allowed us to identify the experts’ most impor-
tant information seeking tasks. In this section, we identify a number of problems
with using current tools, categorized by information seeking task. Furthermore,
from our observations, we distill general trends of the information seeking needs
in the cultural heritage domain that may extend to other domains.

2.5.1 Fact Finding

Experts’ search questions can be simple or complex, with many constraints. Most
search applications they use support both simple and complex search. The two
most frequent Fact Finding problems are where simple search does keyword match-
ing across all descriptions and returns too many results; and where advanced search
specifies values as constraints and retrieves too few or no results. Difficulties in
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building queries can occur if the expert is not familiar with the correct controlled
vocabularies from the thesauri that are used to describe the objects.

2.5.2 Information Gathering

More than half (63%) of the use cases we found can be classified as Information
Gathering tasks. Many of these use cases are relatively complex when compared
to Fact Finding use cases, and they are often related to activities such as preparing
new publications, designing exhibitions or managing collection documentation (see
table 2.4). Information Gathering contains very distinct use cases, which can be
further classified as sub-tasks such as comparison, relationship, topic, combination
and exploration search tasks. Topic search is the main type of search for experts
that need to prepare exhibitions, write publications or document objects. In In-
formation Gathering tasks, experts typically search with several different sources.
They are forced to manually collect, examine and synthesize relevant pieces of in-
formation, because these higher level activities are not supported by their tools.
For each Information Gathering sub-task, we give examples that illustrate this
mismatch and describe how experts compensate for the lack of tool support:
1. Comparison. Current tools are often not geared towards comparing two ob-
jects side by side, and comparing sets of objects is an even harder task: “For our
exhibition, what objects from Aceh12 that are missing in our own collection can we
borrow from that museum?” [P3]
When a curator would like to compare parts of her collection with that of another
museum, she might prefer to pick up the phone and discuss the issue with the
curator of the other museum directly. Curators report this is often more effective
than trying to browse the other museum’s collection website, especially when both
curators know their collection by heart. However, relying solely on a curator’s
memory may not be wise for large collections: As one curator explains after the
interview: “For my own collection, there are around ten thousand objects, it is still
possible to remember my own stuff, but I cannot imagine a curator remembering
every detail if he has to take care of hundreds of thousands of objects.” [P15]
In such cases, experts are forced to look up the relevant objects themselves, and
to do all the higher level comparison related tasks manually as these are not sup-
ported by their tools.
2. Relationships Search. In the example of the Rembrandt exhibition, our
expert executed a comprehensive search for relationships between Rembrandt and
other people, to create a story for the exhibition. In such cases, an expert typi-
cally consults many sources, such as art books, history books, birth records and

12Aceh is a region in Sumatra, Indonesia.
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biographies. She takes notes of different names from one book, and some of these
names may refer to the same person that are mentioned under another name in
another source. She then has to cross reference to see if there is more information
about the related persons found in other sources. “I check old archives, history
books, collect the names and make the connections.” [P8]
Finding such relationships requires a lot of time and energy. Sometimes the re-
lationship is direct and easily found within one source. More often, however, the
relationship is indirect, requiring searching through many sources and making in-
terpretations along the way. These tasks have to be done manually because they
are not supported by the expert’s tools.
3. Topic Search. When an expert needs to find out everything s/he can about
an individual object, e.g. when it is to be added to the collection, many online
and offline sources need to be consulted. There is no direct way to obtain all the
answers. Most search interfaces provide only keyword search, and rarely allow
users to browse by topic or obtain suggestions for related results. One participant
wanted to know, “Are there any objects in the museum related to the African trade
in the 17th century theme? [P17]”. She tried many related keywords in combi-
nations that she thinks may be included in the description of the object: ’trading
africa’, ’goudkust’ (name of area), ’handel’ (trade), ’1799’, ’west-africa’, ’akan’
(name of people who lived in the area), ’elmina’ (name of a fort), ’weight’, ’boeien’
(chain). Eventually she found a few carved metal weights that the traders used
with a balance. She was quite sure that there should be many more objects about
that topic but she could not find them. “There should be chains and special boxes
with ornaments (to put gifts in), but I couldn’t find them.”[P17]
For topic search, simple and advanced search interfaces (see figure 2.3) are not suf-
ficient. Users have to (almost randomly) guess related keywords, which is unlikely
to lead to finding all desired answers.
4. Exploration. When experts need to do exploratory search, they rely heav-
ily on their domain expertise. Similar to topic search, users will try out different
terms, but only because this is what the search interface supports. The difference
is that they try to be more exploratory with the chosen terms in the hope that
they will obtain results serendipitously. Currently, experts are forced to rely on
their cognitive skills and creativity to bring all this knowledge together. In the
“Staircase” example, the expert tried different terms that she thinks will lead to
promising results (e.g. staircase art, landscape art, city planning art). These terms
are usually very specific, relying heavily on the expert’s creativity, and the proce-
dure itself is often based on trial and error and may lead to no result. Exploratory
search is helpful when the expert is looking for new ideas, e.g. for an exhibition.
The problem is that, while some tools may support browsing from one link to
another, none supports the exploratory search task directly.
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5. Combination. Finding a match between two pieces of information is challeng-
ing. For example, an expert needs to find an artist, who best matches the project
requirements, from a list of candidates. She selected several artists who were po-
tential candidates, collected samples of their work and presented her findings to
the client. “I select around 5 best artists who I think are suitable for the job, then
I collect and present their portfolio to the client”[P4]. Much of the work involved
in the combination task is done manually and relies heavily on the expert’s experi-
ence and personal judgment. The problem is that this task requires diligence and
takes large amounts of time and effort.

2.5.3 Keeping Up-to-date

Even though our participants did not mention this activity as a priority, they
would like to be kept informed of cultural heritage news that is interesting for
them, such as new exhibitions, new publications, social and professional events.
Passive KUTD (e.g. being subscribed to a mailing-list or RSS feed) takes less effort
than active KUTD (e.g. browsing websites) because experts receive notification
only when there are changes. Our study suggests, however, that the usage of
passive KUTD is low. The reason behind this is because not all systems provide
support for passive KUTD and experts are not used to passive KUTD – this was
mentioned only twice out of 110 use cases. Despite its utility, passive KUTD can
be irritating, especially when changes are too frequent or insufficiently important,
resulting in information overload. “Well, I am subscribed to a mailing-list but I
do not have time to read all those emails (laugh).”[P5]. As a result, only few
experts feel the need to subscribe to mailing lists or RSS feeds. The problem is in
finding a balance between providing the experts with the most recent and relevant
information while not letting them feel overwhelmed by too much information.

2.5.4 General Trends

Even though we focus our study on the cultural heritage domain, we found several
issues that indicate general trends in information seeking behavior that may be
relevant and apply to other domains, such as humanity, social sciences and pro-
fessionals (Bruce et al. 2004; Rosner et al. 2007; Tibbo 2002; Warwick et al. 2005).

Information Seeking Tools — We observe that the current tools used by ex-
perts do not fully support fact finding, information gathering and keeping up-
to-date information seeking needs. We identify several reasons why this is: (a)
difficulty in making complex queries (b) pieces of information need to be collected
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from many different sources before being synthesized by experts (c) data is mostly
unstructured, making the retrieval process challenging.

Fact-finding requests require better data descriptions and tools that assist
users in expressing complex queries. For most of the information gathering
tasks, we feel current tools are insufficient because the tasks often rely on finding
higher level relationships between individual facts, which are distributed across
heterogeneous sources. Typical examples are tasks that require a combined view
on the collections of two separate museums or tasks that combine information
from the museum’s collection management system with more general art-historic
background information. In these cases, tools that can make the higher level
relationships explicit are needed. Similar findings were reported by (Warwick
et al. 2005), for humanity researchers where the search tools available are not
adequate for their complex information seeking needs.

Searching Multiple Sources — In most use cases, experts need to consult
multiple sources to obtain their answers (see Table 2.3). This is consistent with
research found in other domains such as in (Rosner et al. 2007; Tibbo 2002).
It is rarely the case that experts rely on only one source of information. For
example, in Information Gathering tasks, experts need to constantly compare,
relate, combine and explore information from different sources. Even though none
of the experts complained about the tedious way of searching, we observe that
they spend large amounts of time and effort on repetitive searching because they
need to repeat the same query in different sources.

Communication — While experts consult multiple online and offline sources,
personal contact between experts remains an important means of obtaining
information (12 out of 14 information exchange use cases). We identify a number
of reasons for this. Experts find it more convenient to contact other experts
rather than to do the searching themselves; other experts have knowledge and
experience that cannot be found in any document or information source; experts
need to consult each other to find consensus on certain matters or decisions.
“We have regular meetings with other museums to decide which words should be
in the thesaurus.” [P2]. When asked about how she planned her exhibition: “...I
talk to many people who are experts in Rembrandt.” [P6].

Provenance and Trust — Another important issue mentioned by our experts
in this context is source credibility: experts only mine information from sources
they trust. This is also the case in other domains (Rosner et al. 2007). Generally
these trusted sources are agreed upon within a specific community. “For the
thesaurus we decided to use all the literature which we agreed upon. Several years
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ago we did not accept anything from Internet, but nowadays some. The curators
are a little bit afraid of it, who says the information is correct?”[P2]. When
systems use information from multiple sources, source credibility measure needs
to be taken into account at both a functional and interface level to help users
decide on the quality of the search results.

Information Maintenance — While our study focuses on understanding search
behavior, we found that information seeking behavior is closely related to informa-
tion maintenance. Once an expert finds a piece of information, she may want to
store it because it may be reusable in the future. While cultural heritage experts
adopt many strategies commonly used also by other professionals (Bruce et al.
2004), such as making bookmarks and keeping notes, there is no integrated way
to store and maintain retrieved information from different sources that enables
experts to re-access information efficiently. Thus, if we want to support these ex-
perts’ information seeking tasks, we also need to help these experts maintain the
information once discovered.

2.6 Design Implications

The results of our study suggest that cultural heritage experts need better support
for complex query formulation, information gathering tasks, keeping up-to-date
and for searching across multiple sources. In this section, we discuss potential
research directions and the impact of this study on the design of the search tools
developed within the MultimediaN project.

Information Seeking Tools
Fact Finding — Our results show that experts would benefit from explicit
support for formulating complex queries. A facet browser (Hildebrand et al. 2006;
Yee et al. 2003) is an example of an interface that can assist users in building
complex queries in an incremental manner. The interface shows intermediate
results as the user builds a complex query step by step. Yee et al. showed that
facet interfaces work well for visual resources described by structured data (Yee
et al. 2003). Cultural heritage information is often visual (e.g. photographs of
museum objects, visual archives and photos of artists) and stored in structured
museum databases. Deployment of a facet browser interface, however, typically
requires extensive configuration of data and software. This requirement makes
facet browsing less compelling for museums, which often use more generic museum
management systems. Facet browsers also may not work well on heterogeneous
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datasets because the number of facets tends to become too large. /facet13 is a
facet browser that we developed for heterogeneous domains (Hildebrand et al.
2006). We are currently researching how we can effectively use facet browsing
within cultural heritage organizations.
Information Gathering — Due to the complexity and diversity of information
gathering search activities, different specialized search tools may be required. For
example, to support experts searching for relations among artefacts or concepts,
the sources used need to be structured and linked to each other, providing
relationships among museum entities, such as between artists, art styles and
artworks. Our Relation Search14 prototype allows users to find connections
between any two objects or concepts, such as between an artist and an artwork or
between two artists. The results are organized from the shortest (showing direct
relations) to the longest (showing indirect relations). Current challenges in this
type of search is on how to differentiate the “interesting” from the large amount
of “trivial” relations, since these notions are subjective and context dependent.
Another example is topic search. Whenever experts search for information
centered around a particular topic, they need information related to a single
term as well as suggestions for related terms, e.g. nearby geographical locations
or related cultures. While recommender systems based on content-based and
collaborative filtering have already been developed for suggesting relevant research
papers (Torres et al. 2004; Schafer et al. 2007), further research is needed
to explore if and how such approaches can deployed in the domain of cultural
heritage.
Keeping Up-to-date — While experts need to keep up-to-date with the
development of particular topics, they should not be overwhelmed with irrelevant
information. User interfaces developed for this purpose, such as RSS readers,
already exist. Our study, however, shows that only few of our experts have
actually used them. This may be because RSS readers are relatively new, and
over time more domain experts may start to use them. One thing that may be
helpful for subscribers is a tool to manage the frequency of update and provide
filtering and/or ranking based on, e.g., priority and topic. Further research is
needed to explore to what extent keeping up-to-date functionality can and should
be integrated into tools that experts already use.

Searching Multiple Sources
For many experts, a “meta-search” functionality that simply aggregates search
results from multiple sources would already be a great improvement over the

13
http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/demo/facet

14
http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/demo/path
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current practice of repeating the same query in isolated search applications. Our
project’s demonstrator (Schreiber et al. 2006) allows users to search and navigate
multiple collections from multiple organizations. In addition, our system uses
available domain background knowledge to find semantic relationships between
items from different collections. We are currently researching how to effectively
explore these relationships in both the search algorithm and in the presentation
of the results.

Provenance and Trust
Trust in the information source is a key aspect for experts, so applications pro-
viding access to multiple sources need to explicitly communicate the origin of all
information to the user. How provenance can best be conveyed when information
from many sources needs to be displayed is still an open research question. As
a first step, we conducted a study on how visualization of the credibility of the
cultural heritage sources influences peoples’ decisions (Zhang 2007). This study
showed, for example, that visualization of source credibility ratings significantly
increased the confidence of users that were presented with information from mul-
tiple sources. Additionally, trust measures could also play a role in the search
functionality itself, for example by ranking results based on the credibility of their
source. Further research is needed on the design and evaluation of this type of
functionality.

2.7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the results of our study on the information seeking needs of
cultural heritage experts. The goal of the study is to understand: why do cultural
heritage experts search; where do they search for information; and what are their
information seeking tasks. Our study suggests that experts’ daily search tasks are
dominated by (high level) Information Gathering while the search systems they
use support (low level) Fact Finding tasks. As a result, experts need to compare,
relate and combine pieces of information manually or ask their colleagues. We also
found that while the experts have simple as well as complex questions, their current
tools provide insufficient interface support for query formulation. In addition, most
experts’ search tasks require information from many different sources, while their
tools tend to support search in only one source at a time. Finally, we discussed
the study’s implications on the design of the search tools developed in our project.

Our next step is to concentrate on each of the tasks and see how to improve the
search experience. We will focus our attention mostly on Information Gathering,
since this is our experts’ main search activity but seems to have the least support.
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We will investigate the different ways to present cultural heritage information
that enable our experts to compare, relate, explore and combine information and
search for related topics. Furthermore, we plan to perform user evaluations on
our proposed interfaces to verify that we have indeed helped our experts in their
search.
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Lay Users’ Information Needs: A User Study on

Location-based Mobile Search

We investigate the information seeking tasks of lay users. We focus on location-
based information seeking tasks using a mobile search engine. The aim of the study
is to capture lay users’ location-based information seeking tasks, the information
sources that they use and the social and temporal context that influences their
search (research question 1). To capture users’ location-based search tasks in a
ubiquitous setting, we used a longitudinal ethnography study combining log analy-
sis with diary studies and interviews. This study shows that lay users’ information
seeking tasks consist of fact finding, information gathering and non-goal-oriented
tasks. We identify the different information sources lay users use for location-
based mobile searches, the challenges they face when carrying out these tasks and
the factors that influence their search decision process (research question 2). On
the basis of these, we propose suggestions of features to enhance location-based
services, such as location-based query refinement, location-based service mashups,
and iterative and comparative support tools.

This chapter was the result of an internship work at Google.com and was pub-
lished as “Fancy a drink in Canary Wharf?”: a user study on location-based
mobile search” in the 12th IFIP TC13 Conference on Human-Computer Interac-
tion conference INTERACT’09 (Amin et al. 2009), and was co-authored by Sian
Townsend, Jacco van Ossenbruggen, and Lynda Hardman.
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3.1 Introduction

While the World Wide Web allows access to information globally, local geograph-
ical aspects are nonetheless important in many web search tasks. In a generic
search, such as searching for a movie trailer or a book, geographical aspects are
irrelevant. This is not the case for location-based searches. For example, when
a user is searching for the nearest pubs, the system is required to identify local
pubs and only present those that are in the neighborhood. Unlike generic search,
the geographical context is important for location-based search. Much research
has shown consistent demand for location-based information on the desktop as
well as on mobile devices (Kamvar and Baluja 2006; Spink et al. 2002; Yi et al.
2008). Estimates on how often such search occurs have been disclosed by several
major search engines: in (Spink et al. 2002), samples of queries from 2001 Excite
desktop searches were examined and 19.7% of them were searching for places,
people and things; around 9-10% of the queries collected in (Yi et al. 2008)
on Yahoo! mobile search were identified to have geographical search intentions,
whereas more than 15% of 1 million Google queries from PDA devices are for
local services (Kamvar and Baluja 2006). In addition to search engines, many
web services offer search support for diverse location-based information, such
as, local businesses search and review (e.g. www.yelp.com), city guide (e.g.
www.citysearch.com), or local traffic news (e.g. www.highways.gov.uk/traffic).
These examples show a healthy market for location-based information providers.
Research on location-based information needs is still at an early stage and most
reports are confined to the different domains of interest related to location-based
search. For example, large scale mobile query analysis done by Google (Kamvar
and Baluja 2006), Yahoo! (Baeza-Yates et al. 2007) and an EU Mobile operator
(Church et al. 2007) consistently report that people make location-based queries
on a wide range of domains of interests, such as food and drink (e.g. restaurants),
shopping (e.g. stores) and travel (e.g. addresses). A small scale diary study
on mobile information needs (Sohn et al. 2008) reported that people search for
generic information, such as looking for music, and for location-based information,
such as looking for places of interest (POI), business hours, and movie times.
In these types of searches it might be useful to consider location context as
it has proven to improve the quality of query prediction in a mobile search
application (Kamvar and Baluja 2007). Unfortunately, past research on has not
given any explanation as to when, where and why people conduct location-based
search. Most research on mobile information needs do not focus on this topic
e.g (Baeza-Yates et al. 2007; Church et al. 2007; Kamvar and Baluja 2006; Sohn
et al. 2008), and those that do, limit their approach to automatic query log
analysis e.g. (Sanderson and Kohler 2004; Sanderson and Han 2007). As far as we
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know, there is no user study that exclusively investigates peoples location-based
search motivations and context. In order to improve and optimize location-based
services, it is necessary to understand peoples location-based information needs
and the context in which they occur. We define location-based search as: “Search
for a business or place of interest that is tied to a specific geographical location.”
This definition is somewhat broader than Location-aware search where it is
implied that the system has knowledge of and exploits the searcher’s location.
We use this terminology to reflect the type of query that is collected from the
search engine in this study. In this research, we investigate location-based search
on mobile devices. The contribution of this chapter is an in-depth investigation
of location-based search behavior using the mobile search engine and includes
the spatial, temporal, and social contexts in which this search occurs. We
look into how the users location and the people they were with influence the
location-based search made on a mobile device. We collect comprehensive
information from search engine log data, location data tracking and diary entries.
Key findings include, first, that people specify location-based search at different
levels of granularity, from simple to detailed queries, constructed by different
types of information. Second, people tend to travel along regular routes in their
environment and visit the same places of interest regularly, and the impacts on
their search behavior. Third, most location-based searches on mobile devices
are conducted in the company of other people, such as friends, family or colleagues.

This chapter is structured as follows. In the next section, we describe our re-
search method. We then present the results, including how people express location-
based searches, the contexts in which the searches are conducted, and the search
tools used when they do location-based search. This is followed by discussions on
the key findings and design considerations to improve location-based services. We
close with a summary and future work.

3.2 Research method

We want to investigate how people express location-based information needs on a
mobile device, what are the different situations when this search occurs and what
are the search tools that people use to conduct location-based search. Our research
questions are as follows: What types of location-based search can be identified?
In what context (spatial, temporal, and social) are these searches initiated? What
are the information sources (e.g. maps) used for location-based searches? Cap-
turing users’ behavior on a mobile platform is challenging because of the difficulty
of unobtrusively collecting data in a ubiquitous environment. Previous research
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with the mobile phone relies on different methods, such as interview e.g. (Cui and
Roto 2008), log data analysis e.g. (Baeza-Yates et al. 2007), (video) observation
e.g. (Mark et al. 2001), experience sampling e.g. (Consolvo and Walker 2003),
diary study e.g. (Brandt et al. 2007; Sohn et al. 2008), or a combination of two or
more methods (Riegelsberger and Nakhimovsky 2008). Search logs provide data
on users’ realistic search engine usage. They do not, however, provide any insight
into users’ intentions. Identifying location-based information needs solely from log
analysis is not easy because the intention might not always be expressed explicitly
in the query by specifying an address or a city name (Yi et al. 2008). Diary studies
give the opportunity for users to express search goals. Our approach is to combine
two methods: search logging and diary study in order to benefit from the strengths
of both. Additionally, to understand how people perceive the spatial world around
them and the places that are important to them, we use a method similar to that
proposed in (Lynch 1960) in the form of a creative exercise where people describe
and visualize their environment and the places they go. Next, we describe the web
diary tool, the user study procedure and participant profile. The Web-based Diary
Tool The diary tool collects and links 3 types of data: users search event logs from
the Google mobile search engine, location tracking data from participants device
and diary entry data.
Search event log. Events occurring using Google mobile search1 were collected
(e.g., queries entered, clicks, scrolls, keystrokes) including the corresponding times-
tamps. We also collected SMS snippets. Participants were asked to send an SMS
to a dedicated number whenever they identified an information need that was an-
swered by some other information source (e.g. maps, other websites) or a need
that could not be answered.
Location tracking. We logged the users location (latitude and longitude), every
time a search is made. The location data provides information on the participants
whereabouts when the search occurs.
Diary entry. Participants were required to log into the diary at the end of every
day and to answer questions about their search activity. The participant’s detailed
search history throughout the day is made available. There are 2 steps of action in
the diary tool. First, participants need to identify search tasks. In some cases, in-
formation needs can only be answered by a participant through conducting several
queries in a search session. For example, a user might type several queries, such
as pubs, bars, Irish pubs, for one search task: to find the nearest pubs. Thus, in
the web-diary tool, we provide an option for the participant to group these queries
from the same session into a single search task. Second, for every search task,

1Software was installed on users phones to enable us to log search events and location
(latitude and longitude) while users were searching with the Google Mobile Search http://www.
google.com/mobile/
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participants need to answer several questions:
How important is this task?
Where were you?
What were you doing?
Who were you with?
Describe in detail what you needed to look for.
When was this need initiated?
What tool(s) did you use to find your answer?
Did you successfully accomplish your task?
Positive and negative experiences with the tool used?
The search event log provides information on the location-based information needs
that occurred and the search history. The location tracking indicates where the
search took place, and the answers provided by the participants from these ques-
tions give an overview on the condition and situation when the information need
arose.

3.2.1 Procedure

The study is divided into four parts:
Pre-study interview. Participants were briefed about the procedure and were
requested to provide background information about their daily activities and search
experiences. Participants were free to search for any topic but were told that this
study was investigating location-based search. Participants gave their consent to
have their search activity logged and location tracking during the course of the
study.
Digital diary study. The diary study lasted for 12 days. The duration of the
study covered different types of days (6 work days, 6 days weekend/public holi-
days). During this period, participants were asked to make approximately 3 queries
per day, as a loose guideline, with the search client on their phone, and to log into
the diary website daily from their PC to answer questions related to the mobile
searches made.
SMS Reminder. During the course of the diary study, an SMS was sent every 2
or 3 days as a reminder to make queries, and to log into the online diary daily.
Post-study interview. After the study, participants were invited for a semi-
structured interview. They were asked additional questions relating to their mo-
bile search experiences based on the answers provided on the diary website. Any
unclear or missing diary entries were clarified. Finally, participants were given a
creative exercise to sketch typical places where they usually go, and to specify the
distance and means of travel to get there.
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3.2.2 Participants

Twelve participants were recruited from the London area from which 9 participants
(5 female, 4 male) successfully completed the whole study. We recruited partici-
pants who used Blackberry phones2. All nine participants were young profession-
als, aged between 27-35 years old (M =32.6, SD=2.5). We recruited participants
with different occupations, such as a financial advisor, photographer, and retail
sales person. All participants were regular users of mobile phones and PCs. Our
participants use their phones for calls and SMS-es on a regular basis. In addition,
they have a mobile Internet subscription and use it to access their emails, news
and entertainment content (e.g. BBC), to plan journeys (e.g. maps, public trans-
port schedules), to keep in touch (e.g. Facebook) and to do search (e.g. Google,
Yahoo!).

3.3 Results

During the course of the study, we collected 347 location-based mobile search
queries (see Table 3.1). These were organized by participants into 186 location-
based search tasks (see Fig. 3.1b). Thus, in average, participants make 1.87 queries
per location-based search task. Additionally, there were 13 search tasks (6.3%)
which were not location-based search tasks, such as downloading images, music,
or games (i.e. Transaction task3). We omit these and focus our analysis and
discussion on location-based search tasks. The diary tool provides a rich context
(who, where, when, why, and how) for each search task conducted. Queries and
tasks were systematically analyzed as follows. First, we examine the queries from
different perspectives to understand how people express location-based information
needs, the different domains of interest and different types of search tasks. Second,
we examine the answers provided from each diary entry to understand the spatial,
temporal, and social context when location-based information needs arose. Third,
we examine the tools that people use to find location-based information and the
reasons behind unsuccessful location-based search. Finally, we use affinity diagram
technique to understand emerging topics that lead to the discussions and design
implications.

2Due to a technical restriction of our system
3Transaction task is an information exchange task, e.g., online banking, downloading multi-

media documents. Transactions are often associated with a user name and password combina-
tion (Kellar et al. 2006)
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3.3.1 Types of location-based queries

The queries were analyzed from 3 different perspectives. Each perspective offers a
unique view on location-based search. We examined the query patterns to identify
how people express location-based information needs (Syntactic view). Afterwards,
we looked at the variety of domains to get an overview of peoples’ interests and
on the types of places people look for the most (Domain view). Finally, we look
from the perspective of information seeking tasks, to understand the breadth of
the search goal (Task view).

3.3.1.1 Syntactic view

We manually analyzed each query to investigate how people express location-
based queries (see Table 3.1). There are 6 different components of a location-
based query: business name (e.g. Orange Tree pub), business category (e.g.
Mexican restaurant), location name (e.g. Pennyhill Park), event name (e.g.
Cbeebies tour), product or service (e.g. Smart 12 month lease), and web ad-
dress (e.g. www.streetmap.co.uk). We found that participants express location-
based information needs in different levels of granularity with these elements:
(a) A simple location-based query consists of only one of these components
(see Table 3.1, a-e). Additionally, some people make Navigational queries4 to
search for a website that contains location-based information (see Table 3.1, f-h),
e.g. www.streetmap.co.uk,www.tfl.gov.uk/tube, or www.kidslovelondon.com.
These sites usually offer dynamic and detailed information, such as tube schedules,
the city weather forecast, and local events. (b) A detailed location-based query con-
sists of a combination of more than one element, e.g. business name and location
name (see Table 3.1, i-n). From Table 3.1, we observe that location-based infor-
mation need is expressed by specifying a business name (22.9%), a business name
and location (13.0%), or a web address containing local information (12.1%).

3.3.1.2 Domain view

The queries were further analyzed to identify the domains of interest. Four main
domains of interest that our participants looked for (see Fig. 3.1A): stores (27.0%):
businesses that offers products/services, such as electronic stores, furniture stores,
book stores; food & drink (24.5%): businesses such as restaurants, pubs, cafes;
entertainment (13.7%): such as cinemas, theaters, concerts; and transportation
(10.3%): public or private companies, such as train, bus, tube, taxi.

4Navigational query is a query where the intention is to reach a particular site (Broder 2002).
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Table 3.1: Local query construction (Total: 347 search queries)

Query Examples

67.7% Simple location-based query (235 queries)

22.9% a.business the orange tree pub[P4]

4.3% b.business category mexican restaurant[P6]

2.4% c.event cbeebies+tour [P5]

7.2% d.product/service smart 12 month lease[P6], vintage leather jacket[P7]

2.9% e.location where is covent garden[P3], pennyhill park[P4]

10.1% f.local news, weather BBC weather [P1]

5.8% h.transport schedule, map train times[P1], tube map[P4]

12.1% h.url streetmap.co.uk [P4], kidslovelondon.com[P11]

32.3% Detailed location-based query (112 queries)

1.4% i.business & attribute tesco opening hours[P1]

13.0% j.business & location burger king charing cross[P6], nandos - se19 [P3]

5.8% k.business category & location canary wharf bars[P2], model agencies in london [P7]

1.9% l.event & location moon walk 2008 london[P7]

6.8% m.product/service & location driving testing centre-hither green[P3]

3.4% n.multiple locations directions from green park to primrose hill [P7]

Figure 3.1: a) Distribution of interest. b) Types of location-based search task.

3.3.1.3 Task view

The diary entries provide rich descriptions of users’ search tasks and motivation
behind each search query. We found there are different location-based search tasks
(see Fig. 3.1b) from specific to broad as explained by the Information Seeking Task
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taxonomy (Amin et al. 2008; Kellar et al. 2005; Kellar et al. 2006). These tasks
are:
(a) Fact finding tasks. The task is goal oriented and focused: Users look for
specific factual pieces of information. The search intention is usually straightfor-
ward e.g. looking up a phone number. We found 42.7% of the location-based
search tasks fall into this category. Examples of participant’s tasks are: Looking
for service information: public transport timetable. “I want to know the train
times home to return to London” [P1]. Looking for business information e.g. con-
tact details. “I needed the number for Pizza Express to order the food.” [P12]
(b) Information gathering tasks. Users carry out several search tasks to fulfill
a higher level goal. We found 43.8% of the search tasks belong in this category.
Examples of participants tasks are: making a decision where to go for dinner by
exploring different businesses with different constraints, such as cost, distance and
product. “Looking for a Mexican restaurant for a surprise birthday party, found
a good selection of restaurants with distance information and maps to easily lo-
cate.” [P6] .“We were looking for a reasonably priced place to go and eat in central
London as that would be convenient for everyone.” [P11] From our search logs,
we observe that Information gathering search tasks tend to be iterative (the user
goes through several rounds of searches), exploratory (the user tries out different
alternative queries/search strategies), and comparative (comparing different search
results before making a decision).
(c) Non-goal oriented information seeking tasks. Users’ information needs
are not goal driven. The motivation of the search activity is either to be informed
or to see what is new or interesting. We found 13.4% search tasks that belong
to this category, e.g. Keeping up-to-date with upcoming events. Users carry out
serendipitous browsing to see if there are interesting events. “I was just trying
to find out if there were any packages for dinner and show, or if there were any
specials in restaurants, bars, clubs.. just to get an idea and see if I find something
that stands out.” [P7]

3.3.2 The context of location-based search

The web-based diary tool gave us comprehensive information on where, when and
how each location-based search occurs. We discuss each of these in the following
subsections: spatial, temporal and social context.

3.3.2.1 Spatial context

Participants’ search activities and locations, while using the search engine, were
logged throughout the study. We found that many searches are made either at
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home, at work, while travelling between the two, or at regularly visited places.
With the exception of a weekend break, most of the time, participants’ follow
regularly used routes and regularly visited places (hotspots). Fig. 3.2 (lower half)
shows a map visualization of searches made by a participant. Searches that have
overlapping locations are represented by one point. The line connecting home (1)
and work (2) represents a participants daily travel routine with the train. At the
post-study interview, we asked participants to make a sketch of the places they
most frequently visit. For example, Fig. 3.2 (upper half) shows the corresponding
sketches from the same participant. His regularly visited places are home, work,
and several favourite businesses (pubs, restaurants, cinema, cafe) that are located
within 5-15 minutes walking distance from home or work. By comparing the map
visualization and the user sketches, we have a better understanding about our
participants spatial mobility, their hotspots, the distance between hotspots and
their means of transport. From the 186 search tasks made by participants, the
most common place to search was: at family/friends’ home (6.5%); public places
(8.5%), e.g. at the gym, at the pub/cafe; at work (12%); on the move (20%),
e.g. on the public transport, inside a car; at home (53%), e.g. watching TV,
lying in bed, preparing to go out. We discovered that the target location is more
often related to their regularly visited places (e.g. work, home) rather than to
the proximity of their current location, e.g. while on a way to work a participant
searched for an optician close to home/work where he can easily stop by: “I needed
to find the closest opticians and deals nearest to home or work.” [P3].

3.3.2.2 Temporal context

For every search task, participants were asked to specify whether the need for
the information was spontaneous, related to something planned on that day, or
arose in relation to something prior to that day. We found that more than half
of the queries were a spontaneous need (66.1% of 186 tasks), prompted mainly by
activities and situations. They were based on recently acquired needs to obtain
information and required immediate answers. “I needed to find a phone number
for a client to contact him urgently.” [P5] . Less than a quarter of the queries were
needs that were planned for the same day but had less sense of urgency (21.5% of
186 tasks), e.g. deciding where to go for lunch later. “Wanted to book a table for
lunch with a local Tapas restaurant.” [P1]. The remaining search tasks were needs
for another day (12.4% of 186 tasks). These tasks are mainly exploratory search
and not urgent at all. “I was looking at a health farm for a weekend break.” [P4]
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Table 3.2: Decision making in local search (Total: 76 search tasks)

Reason

23.7% has a particular product/service

15.8% is recommended by other people

13.2% is decided together∗

7.9% is close to where I am now

7.9% it’s my favorite place

6.6% is close to my home

6.6% is decided for work purpose

5.3% is decided by someone else

3.9% has the best offer (e.g. sale)

9.2% other (e.g. serendipity search)

* e.g. with friends, family, colleagues

3.3.2.3 Social context

Participants were asked about who they were with at the moment they conducted
the searches. More than three quarters of the location-based search tasks were
conducted in the presence of others (76.1% of 186 tasks), e.g. while with family,
friends or colleagues. Most location-based searches were prompted by: conversa-
tions with people, “We were talking about Rosarito and we wanted to know where
that is.” [P7]; event planning, “We were looking for somewhere to go for lunch
on Easter Monday.” [P5]; recommendation by people, “We have spoken about
this wine tasting place and I wanted to go and have the experience.” [P11]; and
necessity, “We needed directions on how to get there.” [P11]. Less than a quarter
of location-based search tasks were conducted alone (23.9% of 186 tasks), mostly
driven by necessity. “I wanted to see that days weather.”[P5], “I wanted to know
how to get from Hyde Park Corner to the City Airport.” [P7]. Because of the
common perception that a mobile device is a personal device, we were surprised to
find most location-based searches are not merely a solitary activity but one that is
strongly influenced and triggered by social interactions. Cui et al. (Cui and Roto
2008) reported similar observation: that the mobile web acts as a conversation
enhancer, such as to start a new topic, an ongoing discussion or settle a dispute.
In our study, the mobile device plays a bigger role than merely as a communication
tool and a conversation enhancer. Mobile search supports social activity, such as
searching for ideas, collaborating on making plans, and sharing recommendations.

Related to the influence of spatial, temporal and social context, we investigated
the decision making process in location-based search. In our post-study interview,
8-9 tasks were randomly chosen for every participant. For these tasks, participants
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were asked about the reason(s) behind choosing a certain business from the search
result list. Table 3.2 shows the 9 most frequent reasons for choosing a certain
place of interest. Most participants made the decision based on the availability
of a specific product/service (23.7%), e.g. checking if the store sells a particular
product. “Needed to stock check a toy for my niece’s 1st birthday.”[P1]. Many of
the decision making processes in location-based searches were strongly influenced
by social elements, such as recommended by other people (15.8%) “Wanted to
confirm the location of a pub. Had been given the name by a friend.” [P1], or
decided together with other people (13.2%) e.g. “It’s a restaurant to go for our
anniversary.” [P4].

3.4 Location-based Information Sources

Where participants were unable to satisfy their information need with the Google
service, they were asked to report any other tools they used. A number of various
location-based information sources were used, such as: business directory, e.g.
yell.com; event guide website, e.g. www.timeout.com; travel website, e.g. www.

nationalrail.co.uk; news website, e.g. www.bbc.co.uk and information in public
places, e.g. poster or map on the wall. Participants were also asked to note down
if the search was successful or not. Of the 186 search tasks, 64.1% were successful,
24.3% were partially successful, and 11.7% were unsuccessful. Several reasons why
location-based search on a mobile device was unsuccessful are, e.g. (a) Participant
could not find local content or could not find up-to-date information. “Mainly
American sites, couldn’t find the UK one easily and then couldn’t get the phone
number.” [P5]. “A very old wrestling information came up. Like years old.”
[P11]. (b) Difficult to conduct complex search with mobile interface. “National
Rail Enquires needed the same information entering 2/3 times which was annoying
and time consuming.” [P1]. (c) Problems with mobile connection “It timed out
a few times so I gave up.” [P4], “Before I could finish my search, my train went
into a tunnel and therefore no mobile connection.” [P6]. When the search is
unsuccessful, the participant has the choice to either abandon the search altogether,
look for another information source, or develop a new problem solving strategy.
“On Mobile, if I don’t find something quickly then I give up, I lose interest. It
would be rare to go back (to refine query). I guess it’s cos you’re used to going
back using the back button on your PC ...on mobile you just give up.” [P6], “There
was nowhere I wanted to go in the search so I just decided to drive to the area and
decide then.” [P4].
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3.5 Discussion

Our goal was to investigate location-based search needs and to understand the
context in which they occurred. From the results, we distill a number of key find-
ings:
Most location-based search is conducted in the presence of others —
Although a mobile phone is a personal device, our study shows that more than
three quarters of the searches are done in the presence of other people (76.1% of
186 tasks). In some cases, these searches are group information needs rather than
individual needs. This is because location-based mobile search is closely tied to
social/group activities, such as going out. We also discovered that decision mak-
ing in location-based search (e.g. where to go, which businesses to choose from) is
highly influenced by social factors, such as recommended by people they know or
decided together with family/friends.
Search now vs. search later — Our study reveals that mobile information
seeking behavior progresses over time. A study on the mobile consumer behavior
in 2001 reported that even though the information needs were triggered at a par-
ticular moment, people prefer to do information gathering search activities at a
later time with their desktop, because of the difficulty in acquiring comprehensive
information and making product comparison on the mobile phone (O’Hara and
Perry 2001). In our study, this is partially still the case. Comparison search is still
a difficult task to do on a mobile device. However, accessing information on the
mobile device has become easier. On many occasions, participants prefer to use
their mobile device at home rather than using their desktop because of the lower
engagement threshold. For example, one participant and his daughter used the
mobile search to plan their day while having breakfast in the kitchen. On another
occasion he used mobile search just before bedtime while discussing weekend plans
with his wife. These quick searches were considered inconvenient to do with the
desktop computer located in the other room. Moreover, as they can now access
many things on conveniently through the mobile device, there is less need to plan
or to do search ahead of time. One participant puts it: “It will change a lot of
things, you usually do your homework before (at home), now you can do it after-
wards (on the road).”
Resident vs. Tourist — It should be noted that there are differences between
the users in this study and the users in studies on mobile tourism, e.g. (Brown
and Chalmers 2003). In our study, participants are residents, are somewhat famil-
iar with the city, conduct location-based search regularly, and search on a broad
domain of interest from plumbing to paint balling. Tourists, however, are more
likely to be unfamiliar with the city (need to orient themselves often), have fewer
time restrictions, and search for specific domains of interest e.g. city landmarks
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and how to get to these places (Brown and Chalmers 2003). We expect differences
between the two user roles with respect to location-based search types, and their
spatial, temporal, and social context.
Study limitation — We acknowledge that there are several limitations to our
study. First, our participants are Blackberry users. As pointed out in (Kamvar
and Baluja 2006), users with Qwerty keyboards may have different search pat-
terns compared to users with 12-keypad devices with regards to the distribution of
number of words per query, domain of interest distribution, query distribution and
session characteristics. Nevertheless, we expect users location-based information
needs and the aspects investigated in this study (information seeking tasks, the
role of spatial, temporal and social context) are mobile device independent. Sec-
ond, our study had a relatively homogeneous demographic profile. This should not
come as a surprise. The reality is that smart phone and mobile Web penetration
is highest amongst a fairly narrow group who tend to be young professionals. It
would not have been logical to recruit a cross section of all mobile users since we
wanted to ensure we only recruited people who already use and were thus familiar
with mobile search. It should be acknowledged that the findings of this research
may vary for different user segment. Nevertheless, this research is among the first
to report on location-based search behavior and actual usage.

3.6 Design implications

Location-based search experience can be improved by taking into account users’
motivation, search patterns and context. We present a list of issues that should
be addressed in future system designs.
Detecting and predicting location-based information needs — As men-
tioned in (Yi et al. 2008), it is difficult for a search engine to identify whether a
query is location-based without any location qualifier. In our study, we found that
most of the time participants only specify business name, business category, event
name or product name. Thus, based on our findings we recommend that whenever
a search engine receives a query that contains one of these elements, the search
engine should prioritize using location-based information.
Recommendation based on hotspots — We found that people move along
regularly used routes and their location-based search interests are within their
hotspots (as shown in Fig. 3.2). Moreover, users’ interests in location-based infor-
mation are usually within the proximity of their hotspots. Thus, a personalized
search result that provides location-based information tailored to users hotspots
areas would be potentially valuable.
Location-based search query refinement — Features that help avoid making
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mistakes when typing unfamiliar business/place names and addresses is useful to
have in search engines. Search engines can help users by providing query sug-
gestions based on likely local business/place names, for example, a list of query
refinements, similar to the ’Did you Mean?’ feature for business/place names that
are phonetically or morphologically similar to what has been typed. Another useful
feature to help users specify business names and places is to provide autocomple-
tion suggestions of businesses nearby or favorite businesses from users’ bookmark
or search history.
Support iterative, exploratory and comparative search activity — Our
results show that a large portion of our search tasks are information gathering tasks
(43.8%, see Fig. 3.1b). Most search interfaces, however, do not provide features
that support iterative, exploratory, and comparative search activities. Features
that would help users in this task are: first, support users to collect, filter, or-
ganize, compare, save and share location-based search results; second, support
exploration by allowing users to tweak a set of constraints, such as enable to filter
points of interest by distance, business category, service price, in order to find the
optimum search results.
Location-based services mash-ups — Integration of different services, such
as business directory (restaurant, pub, store), places (car parks, bus stops), pub-
lic transport system (train, bus, tube), navigation system (route, distance), other
services (ATM, gas station, restroom) and map application is another way to help
users in information gathering tasks. Integration of different services will help
them decide where to go, match their schedules, estimate distance and travel time
between places, and ultimately help users make better plans.
Recommendation based on social network — Recommendations made by
people play an important role in prompting location-based search needs and the
decision making processes. It would be helpful to provide several features: (a) en-
able people to search, recommend and share experiences on businesses and make
this information easily accessible to people from their social networks; (b) to pro-
vide location-based recommendations based on the interests of the whole group,
for example if people within a social network are detected to be in close proximity
to each other, a search engine can recommend places of interest that incorporate
the interests of all members of the group rather than just the searcher.

3.7 Conclusion and future work

We conducted an in-depth web-based diary study using different types of data
collected from search event logs, location tracking and diary entries. We found
that location-based searches are mostly based upon just-in-time information needs
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that are usually related to social activity. Our study also shows that participants
have regularly used routes and regularly visited places (hotspots). We also found
that the target locations for these searches are more often related to users regularly
visited places (e.g. work, home). Services that support location-based search need
to take users social and spatial context into account. There is still much work to
be done on how to properly implement search recommendations based on users’
hotspots and social networks, e.g. with respect to information privacy and security.
Finally, as mobile web searching becomes more widely adopted, we believe that
location-based search will be an even more prominent need that calls for alternative
mobile search interfaces and new engaging ways to interact with location-based
information.
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Figure 3.2: Upper half: An example of a participant’s sketch about his reg-
ular routes. Lower half: the related location tracking data. The markers
represent approximate search locations. Multiple queries from one location
are presented as one marker: (1) home area, (2) work area, (3) weekend hol-
iday out of town, (4) pubs, (5) curry restaurant, (6) picture house cinema,
(7) cafe, (8) supermarket. The dashed lines connecting areas (1) and (2) are
the participant’s daily train route.
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Supporting Query Formulation with

Thesaurus-based Autocompletion Interfaces

We investigate interfaces that assist a specific activity of information seeking,
namely query formulation (research question 3). We carry out two user studies on
thesaurus-based autocompletion. In the first study, we explore different strategies
for grouping autocompletion suggestions using two different thesauri. The aim of
the first study is to see which Group strategy is preferred and better understood
by lay users. The results suggest that the best strategies depend on the differ-
ent thesaurus structures. Group organization seems to be more appropriate for
geographical names thesaurus (a domain specific thesaurus with symmetrical hier-
archy), while Alphabetical works better for object names from a lexical database
of the English language (a thesaurus with less symmetrical hierarchy covering a
broad scope). In the follow-up study, we compare three different organization
strategies (Alphabetical, Group and Composite) for location name search tasks.
The aim of this study is to investigate the different organization strategies support
users in query formulation. Based on this study, we derive guidelines to design
thesaurus-based autocompletion interfaces (research question 2). The results of
the second study indicate that for TGN thesaurus, Group and Composite organi-
zations help users search faster, and are perceived easier to understand and to use
than Alphabetical.

This chapter was published as “Organizing Suggestions in Thesaurus-based
Autocompletion Interfaces” in the 31st European Conference on Information Re-
trieval (ECIR’09) conference (Amin et al. 2009) and was co-authored by Michiel
Hildebrand, Jacco van Ossenbruggen and Lynda Hardman.
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4.1 Introduction

There is a lot of interest in the Information Retrieval community for interactive
query expansion features that can help improve user search performance and the
quality of queries submitted. There are two types of interactive query expan-
sion: real-time query expansion (provide suggestions during query formulation)
and post-query expansion (provide suggestions after query formulation). Between
the two types, real-time query expansion (RTQE), such as autocompletion has
been most adopted in many operational search applications e.g. Google Suggest
or Yahoo! Search Assist. RTQE is an attractive feature because it can reduce
the required number of keystrokes, decrease the user’s cognitive load through term
recognition (rather than recall) and help the user avoid typing errors (Hendrickson
1989; Jakobsson 1986). It can improve the quality of initial query for known-item
as well as exploratory tasks (White and Marchionini 2006; White and Marchionini
2007). RTQE is better than post-query expansion because it lowers task comple-
tion time, increases search engagement and increases uptake of interactive query
expansion (White and Marchionini 2006). Most research efforts are directed to-
wards improving query expansion suggestions, e.g.(Agichtein et al. 2006; Efthimi-
adis 2000; Radlinski 2005; White and Morris 2007), and tend to pay less attention
to the interface issues. Many RTQE use only list organization as presentation style.
Prior work has led us to believe that different types of implementation of RTQE
presentation would likely result in different user search performance. In (Beaulieu
1997), three different interfaces to the same retrieval system were compared. The
study suggests that the quality and effectiveness of search depend on the combina-
tion of the retrieval system and its interface in supporting query expansion. Joho
et al. (Joho et al. 2002) studied different query expansion presentation styles.
They compared two types of organization strategies: alphabetically ordered list
and menu hierarchy IQE interfaces. They found that even though there is no sig-
nificant difference in the precision-recall between using the two interfaces, people
finished the search task significantly faster when using the menu hierarchy. An-
other study (Joho et al. 2004) compared two different hierarchical IQE systems
(based on the subsumtion approach and trigger phrased on parent-child descrip-
tion) against a baseline (no suggestion). They found that accessing the hierarchies
reduces search iterations, reduces paging actions and increases the chance to find
relevant items. In practice, many variants of RTQE organization strategies have
been deployed, such as:
• List organization strategy, such as by alphabetical list (WikiSearch), by past
user query in (Kelly et al. 2010), by popular query/destination in (White et al.
2007).
• Group organization strategy, such as Google Suggest uses 2 groups: personal
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history query and popular prefix match, or Naver.com uses 2 groups: popular pre-
fix and suffix match.
• Menu organization strategy, such as a cascaded menu hierarchy in (Joho et al.
2002; Joho et al. 2004).
In this research, we focus on the presentation aspects of an autocompletion, namely
organization strategies and how they influence users search performance. We are
motivated by the usage of relationships of terms from a thesaurus to improve
RTQE presentation. Certain relationships between terms from a thesaurus has
been known to improve the quality of query expansion. Efthimiadis et al. (Efthimi-
adis 2000) investigated the terms used in a IQE for the INSPEC database. They
reported that variants (synonym) and alternative terms (i.e. narrower, boarder
and related terms) relationships are useful for query expansion. Similarly, Joho
et al. (Joho et al. 2002) in their research found that for WordNet, the most use-
ful relationships are hyponym, hypernym and synonym. Additionally, they also
mention conceptual relation (e.g. teeth-dentist) is a meaningful relationship for
query expansion. In this study, we investigate how to improve selection of terms in
autocompletion interfaces. In particular, we explore the potential of hierarchical
relations in thesauri to improve the organization of autocompletion suggestions.
By imposing grouping and ordering strategies we provide a means of navigating
the suggestions and finding the right terms faster and easier. We restrict our dis-
cussion to interfaces that syntactically complete the input based on exact or partial
literal match. We do not consider query recommendation which tries to extrapolate
queries based on certain (semantic) relations or algorithms, such as in (Bast et al.
2007). Semantic relations are used, if at all, primarily to organize the suggestions
in the interface. We carry out two related studies. The first examines the quality
of grouping strategies for different thesauri, the second investigates to what extent
grouping and (alphabetical) ordering are able to influence the suggestion selection
process.

4.2 Organization of Suggestions

In this section, we discuss the look and feel of different organization strategies for
autocompletion suggestions used in Study 1 and Study 2 (see Fig.4.1 and Fig. 4.2)
Examples are taken for TGN 1 autocompletions, similar visualization and algo-
rithm is applied to WordNet.

Alphabetical order — Fig.4.1a shows autocompletion suggestion in an alphabet-
ical order. The suggestions are organized in the following priority: prefix match

1
Thesaurus for Geographical Names http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/

tgn/
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on primary literal (location name), prefix match on secondary literal (country
name), e.g. the suggestion “Paris, Canada” is shown before “Paris, France”. Ex-
act matches are presented first, followed by partial matches. The first part of
suggestion consists of 15 items. When the user selects the “see more” button, all
suggestion is presented as a long list.
Group — An organization that combines similar suggestions under a common
heading. The grouping category is conveyed visually as a group title. Where
terms are related by explicit thesaurus relations, any of these relations can be used
as a basis for grouping. Grouping can be based on variants of hyponym relations.
There are 2 types of grouping: predefined and dynamic. In predefined grouping
the category is always of the same type. For example, TGN’s hierarchy is based on
geographical containment (e.g. Europe > France > Paris). Grouping can be based
on any predefined level within this hierarchy, e.g. grouping by country (Fig. 4.1b).
Alternatively, a predefined category can be based on a common property, such as
place type (Fig. 4.1c) e.g. inhabited place (city, village) or body of water (stream,
lake).
Another variant is the dynamic grouping where the group heading differs and is
determined by an algorithm that optimizes groups based on the number of sugges-
tions retrieved. The desired groups can be preset taken from the top level hierarchy
(Dynamic TB) or taken from the lowest (leaf) level hierarchy (Dynamic BU). Dy-
namic groups could provide an alternative grouping for thesauri with irregular
hierarchical structures such as WordNet. Fig. 4.1d is an example of Dynamic TB
group implemented for TGN.

a b c da b c d

Figure 4.1: Autocompletion with different organization strategies used in
Study 1 for TGN, from left to right: a) alphabetical order, b) Country group-
ing, c) Place type grouping, d) Dynamic TB grouping

Composite — A composite organization resembles a two level cascaded menu
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hierarchy. It is groups similar suggestions into a single item (primary menu),
deferring their display to a secondary menu. Fig. 4.2d shows an example composite
suggestion interface, the primary menu contains all exact match of all location
names from the same country. The secondary menu displays more information of
the location names that allows disambiguation e.g. Kingston (the city) or Kingston
(the parish). This strategy retains the simplicity of alphabetical order, but shows
larger numbers of alternatives in the limited amount of screen real estate available.

4.3 User Studies

We conducted two user studies to investigate the benefits and trade-offs of differ-
ent strategies for organizing suggestions in autocompletion interfaces. The first
study was an exploratory study to investigate the effects of grouping strategies on
two different thesauri. The second study built on the result that grouping terms
in a thesaurus of locations can be beneficial. The study investigated different
organization strategies on the same set of suggestions.
Technology — The study was done using our autocompletion widget2 that works
on all major browsers supporting (X)HTML, CSS and Javascript. The client side
widget is an extension of the Yahoo! User Interface autocompletion widget (YUI
v. 2.3.13). The suggestion server has been implemented using SWI-Prolog’s web
infrastructure4. The autocompletion architecture is fully described in (Hildebrand
et al. 2007).

4.3.1 Study 1: Grouping Strategies

In Study 1, we investigate different variations of grouping as a type of suggestion
organization. As mentioned in the previous section, there are many alternative
implementations of grouping strategy using various term relationships in a the-
saurus. The goal of Study 1 is to investigate to what extent grouping strategies for
autocompletion suggestions can be applied to thesauri and if so, which grouping
strategies are meaningful for users. We have chosen to implement similar group-
ing strategies for two different thesauri: a domain-specific thesaurus, TGN and a
global thesaurus, WordNet. Our intention was not to compare the two thesauri,
but to evaluate the suitability of different group strategy when implemented for
these thesauri. Our research questions in Study 1 are: Can group organization
strategy be implemented for the thesauri? Which group strategy is perceived the
best by users?

2
Demo is available at http://slashfacet.semanticweb.org/autocomplete/demos/

3
http://developer.yahoo.com/yui/autocomplete/

4
http://www.swi-prolog.org/
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Interfaces — We selected 4 autocompletion interfaces to compare with each other
for TGN and similarly 4 for WordNet. The four chosen interfaces for each thesaurus
are those which we thought were best to offer to users after informal trials of differ-
ent algorithms and combinations. For TGN, the grouping strategies are: grouping
by country (Fig. 4.1b), grouping by place type (Fig. 4.1c) and Dynamic TB group-
ing (Fig. 4.1d). As a baseline, we used Alphabetical ordering (Fig. 4.1a). We refer
these interfaces as the Location Name (LN) interfaces.
For WordNet, the 3 grouping strategies are: predefined grouping using the top nine
WordNet category nouns from the hypernym hierarchy, and two dynamic group-
ings: Dynamic TB and Dynamic BU. Similarly, the Alphabetical order was chosen
as a baseline. We refer these interfaces as the Object name (ON) interfaces.
Participants — Participants were recruited by sending out invitations to univer-
sities and research institutes from diverse departments, such as computer science,
engineering and natural science. In total, 47 people responded. Participants were
mostly students and some university employees. All participants reported that
they use the Internet daily and are familiar with autocompletion interfaces (e.g. in
email clients, search engines and web browsers), 14 participants have experience
with autocompletion interfaces in specialized applications such as script editors
and interactive script interpreters.
Procedure and Tasks — The study was done as an online interactive experi-
ment. All session activities are logged. Prior to the task, participants answered a
short questionnaire focusing about their experiences with autocompletion. After-
wards, every participant was assign tasks with 4 four TGN-LN interfaces (within
subject design). For every LN, participants were given the same tasks: to formulate
several location queries, such as Berlin (city name) or Alps (mountain system)),
and find the correct location names from the suggestions presented in the interface.
Afterwards they were encouraged to try out their own example queries and explore
the interface responses. After completing the tasks, participants were asked to an-
swered assessment questions about the quality of the groupings and to give their
comments. Finally, participants were asked to rank their preferred strategy for LN,
from the most to the least preferred, and provide reasons for their decisions. The
same task and procedure were repeated by the participants for the WordNet-ON
interfaces. Participants were asked to formulate object queries, such as Barbecue
or Party, and answer the assessment questions about the quality of grouping in
this interface. The assessment questions on the quality of the group organization
were derived from criteria taken from the literature (Gonzales 1994; Hendrickson
1989; Hodgson and Ruth 1985; Lee and Raymond 1993; Rosch 1988). The answers
to the assessment questions are given in a 7-Likert scale (1:low, 7:high). These
criteria are:
Q1 - perceived similarity of items within the same group; “I think the items be-
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longing to each group in this type of list are similar to each other.”
Q2 - perceived difference of items between groups; “I think the items belonging to
different groups in this type of list are different from each other.”
Q3 - affinity item and group title; “I think the relationship between the items and
group title is clear in this type of list.”
Q4 - reasonable number of groups; “I think the number of groups in this type of
list is appropriate.”
Q5 - group title appropriateness; “I think the titles of the groups in this type of list
are clear.”
The order of the interfaces were counter balanced using the Latin Square scheme
among the participants. Pilot sessions were conducted to ensure that the partici-
pants could perform the tasks and understood the questions. The time to complete
the study was approximately 30 minutes.
Results — The data we collected from the experiment were processed qualita-
tively and quantitatively. Our server log indicates that in addition to trying all
provided examples, additionally some participants explored the behavior of auto-
completion interfaces by trying out their own examples, such as different cities,
countries or river names (e.g. Rhein) for LN and various object names (e.g. mus-
cle, mobile, partner) for ON. It is important for us to confirm that participants
explore the behavior of the autocompletion beyond the given task before assessing
the quality of the interfaces.

Table 4.1: Top: Assessment scores (n=47 people, Study 1)

TGN-LN Mean Score (SD) *

Question Place type Country Dynamic TD p-value

Q1 5.30(1.68) 4.57(1.83) 4.34(1.75) .03

Q2 5.00(1.52) 4.53(1.80) 4.51(1.52) .71

Q3 5.77(1.49) 5.74(1.51) 5.49(1.57) .39

Q4 4.91(1.77) 4.15(1.98) 4.98(1.76) .02

Q5 5.30(1.79) 5.94(1.41) 5.19(1.85) .03

WordNet-ON Mean Score (SD) *

Question Predefined Dynamic TD Dynamic BU p-value

Q1 4.19(1.56) 4.21(1.85) 3.94(1.65) .77

Q2 4.64(1.47) 4.43(1.60) 3.96(1.43) .01

Q3 4.13(1.81) 4.28(1.75) 4.13(1.66) .61

Q4 4.19(1.72) 3.47(1.73) 4.02(1.88) .01

Q5 3.83(1.81) 4.04(1.71) 3.72(1.82) .48

* 7-Likert scale, score 1:strongly disagree, 7:strongly agree
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Table 4.2: Bottom: Preferred grouping strategy (n=47 people, Study 1).

TGN (LN) Ease of use (SD) p-value

Place type 2.23(1.15) .16

Dynamic TD 2.35(1.09)

Country 2.67(1.13)

Alphabetic 2.74(1.09)

WordNet (ON) Ease of use p-value

Alphabetic 1.98(1.23) .02

Dynamic TD 2.62(.97)

Predefined 2.68(1.09)

Dynamic BU 2.72(1.06)

• Assessment: The participants’ assessments for six grouping strategies are shown
in Table 4.1. We examine each question to understand the characteristics of each
grouping strategy using Friedman two-way analysis by ranks5. For LN we found
that: (a) Place type grouping scored best with respect to perceived similarity - Q1
(χ2(2)=7.36, p=.03)6 (b) Country grouping scored best with respect to group title
appropriateness - Q5 (χ2(2)=6.77, p=.03)7 (c) Country grouping scored lowest
with respect to the number of groups - Q4 (χ2(2)=8.11, p=.02) 8 Perceived sim-
ilarity indicates the cohesiveness between the suggestions in a group. Place type
grouping scores highest for this aspect. Alternatively, the Country group strat-
egy gives most representative group titles (Q5) but scores poor on the number
of groups (Q4). One disadvantage of our implementation for the Country group
strategy is that we did not make any limitation on the number of groups allowed.
Because of this, the autocompletion list can potentially be very long. This is an
adjustable parameter of the interface and does not depend on the characteristic of
the thesaurus. The assessment score indicates that from the 3 types of LN group-
ing, Country and Place type are relatively good grouping strategies that each excel
in different qualities.
For the ON interfaces, we found that: (a) Dynamic BU group scored lowest with
respect to perceived difference - Q2 (χ2(2)=10.17,p=.01)9 (b) Dynamic TB group

5
Nonparametric statistics is used as the data did not meet parametric assumptions

6
Wilcoxon signed ranks (WSR) post-hoc test result for Q1: Place type scored sig. higher than

Dynamic TB (p�.05).
7
WSR post-hoc test result for Q5: Country scored sig. higher than Dynamic TB (p�.05) and Place

type (p=.03)
8
WSR post-hoc test result for Q4: Country scored sig. lower than Dynamic TB (p=.02) and Place

type (p=.01)
9
WSR post-hoc test result for Q2: Dynamic BU scored sig. lower than Predefined (p=.01)
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scored lowest with respect to the number of groups - Q4 (χ2(2)=9.66, p=.01)10

The results showed that none of the ON group strategies excels from each other
in the assessment score. We only found that the Dynamic TB and Dynamic BU
groups perform the worst in Q2 and Q4. We think this is because the dynamic
group strategies actually add to participant’s cognitive load when they are trying
to go through the suggestion list. No grouping strategy in ON is assessed the best
by our participants. The reason for this will be clear in the next results where we
compared all group strategies against a baseline (Alphabetical order) and examine
users preferences.
• Preference: Table 4.2 shows the Mean Rank of each grouping strategy for LN
and ON. A low Mean Rank score indicates most preferred, and a high score is least
preferred. Using the Friedman two-way analysis by ranks, we found that there is no
strong preference in any of the location grouping strategies (χ2(3)=5.14, p>.05).
From the comments provided by the participants, we see that participants prefer
different interfaces for different reasons. We conducted the same analysis for the
four ON interfaces and found a different result. Participants strongly preferred
the Alphabetical order to all other organization strategies (χ2(3)=10.38, p=.02)11

From the participants’ comments, we understood that they found it difficult to
understand the ON grouping strategies. This could explain the strong preference
for Alphabetical order.
• Comments: Participants’ comments gave us an explanation as to their assess-
ment decisions and preferences. It seems that most decisions on choosing a LN
interface is based on personal preference. “By country seems more logical and
pragmatic. Place type takes some getting used to but could work fine. Dynamic
(grouping) gets confusing, Alphabetical (list is) not very clarifying.” [P6]. For the
ON interfaces, participants opinion are more uniform. The main comment was
that many participants struggle with understanding ON grouping strategies. The
baseline (Alphabetical order) seems to be the easiest to understand based on their
past experience with finding terms in a dictionary. “. . . I am more familiar with en-
cyclopedic or dictionary structuring. The problem with such group autocompletion
advice is that the adaptation process is quite time costly.” [P25].

Retrospective — The main goal of study 1 was to get a feel for how users perceive
different grouping strategies. More precisely, we want to find out if and how the
different structures of the thesauri used effect the user’s perception, and whether
the resulting groupings make sense at all.
Ideally, the best grouping strategies are the ones that scores highest on all five

10
WSR post-hoc test result for Q4: Dynamic TB scored sig. lower than Predefined (p�.05) and

Dynamic BU (p=.03)
11

WSR post-hoc test result for Mean Rank of preference: Alphabetical scored sig. lowest (i.e. strongly
preferred) then Predefined (p=.02), Dynamic TB (p=.04) and Dynamic BU (p=.01).
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assessment scores (Table 4.1) and most preferred (Table 4.2). However, this is not
the case. For LN, we found that one grouping strategy is better in some aspect
while others in another aspect. For ON, we did not found any favoured grouping
strategy.
Thus, we concluded that grouping strategies may not be suitable for every type
of thesaurus. For a domain-specific thesaurus, such as TGN we could find a sen-
sible grouping strategy that people could understand relatively easily. In a global
thesaurus such as WordNet, however, we found different results. The users pref-
erence, assessment scores and participants’ comments lead to the conclusion that
for WordNet the group organization may not be the best strategy to use. In cases
where the underlying thesaurus does not provide the information necessary for
appropriate grouping, Alphabetical ordering is the best option.

4.3.2 Study 2: Organization Strategies

Based on what we have learned in Study 1, we conducted a follow up study.
We narrowed down the scope of study 2 by only investigating autocompletion for
TGN. We decided not use WordNet since none of our group strategies for WordNet
outperformed the baseline (Alphabetical). The goal of the second study is to
compare three types of autocompletion: Alphabetical order, Group and Composite.
We would like to investigate which interface helps users to search for terms from
a thesaurus the fastest and easiest. To be able to come to this conclusion, we
setup an experiment where users are required to use autocompletion for known-
item search tasks. To evaluate speed, we measure performance in time to complete
task (objective measurement). To measure ease-of-use, we took three subjective
measurements: user assessments, preferences and comments. Additionally, we
analyze the quality of keywords provided in each condition.

Interfaces — In this study, we compared 4 different interfaces, namely: Alpha-
betical order (Fig.4.2b), Group (Fig.4.2c), Composite (Fig.4.2d) and a no auto-
completion (NAC) interface (Fig.4.2a).
Participants — We recruited participants in the same manner as in the first
study. In total, 41 people participated. Participants were aged between 16-66
years (M =30.90, SD=10.45). In general, participants use the Internet frequently
(M =34.96, SD=19.51) (hours per week), and have medium to high familiarity
with autocompletion interfaces12.

Procedure — Each participant is assigned interfaces: NAC, Alphabetic, Group
and Composite (within subject design). The order of the conditions were counter

12
1:low familiarity, 5:high familiarity; Autocompletion in search engines (M=3.40,SD=1.34), email

client (M=4.12,SD=1.17), address browser(M=3.86,SD=1.46), Misc.: autocompletion in MS Visual
Studio, Eclipse IDE
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balanced using the Latin Square scheme among the participants. Pilot sessions
were conducted to ensure that the participants could perform the tasks and un-
derstood the questions. The time to complete the study is approximately 25-30
minutes. In the experiment, participants started by answering general questions
about their experience in using the Internet and autocompletion. Participants
were then given a trial session to get accustomed to the interfaces. During the
experiment, participants were given 24 tasks. In every task, time measurements
were taken and participants were asked to assess the usability of the interface af-
terwards. We are interested in comparing the usability aspects of the different
interfaces. After every interface, participants answered two questions (5-Likert
scale):
Q1 - “I find this interface easy to use.”
Q2 - “I find the organization of the suggestions easy to understand.”

At the end, participants were asked to rank the autocompletion interfaces based
on their preference and to give reasons for their choices.

Task — Participants were given 24 tasks (3 tasks per interface). To simulate a
realistic search task, participants were asked to search and specify the birth place of
a famous person (see Fig. 4.3). They were allowed to find the answers in Wikipedia
and then fill in their answer using the autocompletion interface. Participants were
encouraged to use autocompletion but could choose not to use it if they could not
find the right suggestion from the list. We have chosen the non trivial tasks such
as locations with exactly the same name. Thus, for all questions, the need for for
disambiguation and choosing the correct terms was clear. For example, the birth
place of Kurt Kobain (Aberdeen, Washington, USA) has at least 56 other similar
place name matches, of which Aberdeen in the UK will most likely be the most
familiar to our European participants. The times recorded are the autocompletion
typing time only. We disregard the time it takes for the participant to browse the
Web and look for answers.

Results
• Mean keystrokes: As expected, an autocompletion interface reduces the number
of keystrokes required to type. On average, users typed almost twice as many
characters in the NAC condition compared to when using autocompletion (see
Table 4.4). Additionally, we found that some participants copied and pasted the
location name they found from Wikipedia. This behavior was identified from the
interaction event log and is estimated to be about 7.5% from the total tasks per-
formed by all participants.
• Performance in Time: Table 4.4 shows the mean time it took for participants to
complete a task. This time constituted the time from the first keystroke typed until
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a

b c d

Figure 4.2: Autocompletion in Study 2, from left to right: a) NAC, b) Al-
phabetical order, c) Group by country and d) Composite.

Figure 4.3: Task example used in Study 2

selecting a suggestion (for the autocompletion conditions) or hitting the return key
(for the NAC condition). When we compare the performance of the individual au-
tocompletion interfaces, we find that Group and Composite are significantly faster
(47% and 45% resp.) than the Alphabetical order13 We conclude that both Group
and Composite strategies help the user search for terms faster than Alphabetical
order.
• Quality of keywords: Table 4.3 shows the quality of keywords provided by partic-
ipants. The quality of keywords is measured by how accurately the location names
are given. We found four levels of accuracy (from low to high): strings that consist
of one term (mostly city names which are ambiguous because there exist many
cities the same name, e.g. “Kingston”), strings that consist of two terms (mostly a
combination of city and state, or city and country, e.g. “Kingston, USA”), strings
that consist of three terms (mostly a combination of city, state and country names,
e.g. “Kingston, Texas, USA”) and keywords which were correctly chosen from the

13
WSR post-hoc test result for Time: Group is sig. faster than Alphabetical (p�.05). Additionally,

Composite is sig. faster than Alphabetical (p�.05).
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Table 4.3: Quality of keywords provided by participants (492 tasks, 41 people, Study 2)

Interface NAC Alphabetical Group Composite

Total correct keyword 96.7% 86.2% 95.1% 84.5%

a. Unique concept n/a 77.2% 86.2% 82.9%

b. One term 14.6% 2.4% 0.8% 0%

c. Two terms 53.7% 6.5% 5.7% 0%

d. Three terms 28.4% 0% 2.4% 1.6%

Total incorrect keyword 3.2% 13.8% 4.9% 15.4%

a. Select wrong item n/a 13.0% 4.9% 15.4%

b. Typing error 2.4% 0% 0% 0%

c. No answer 0.8% 0.8% 0% 0%

Table 4.4: User search performance and preference (492 tasks, n=41 people, Study 2)

Interface NAC Alphabetical Group Composite

Mean no of keystrokes (SD) 19.20(6.86) 8.55(4.50) 7.89(4.81) 7.91(3.82)

Mean time in s (SD) 5.94(3.41) 38.93 (46.87) 18.36 (10.99) 17.62 (12.25)

Mean pref. rank (SD) 2.93(1.23) 2.71(.90) 1.98(1.11) 2.39(1.02)

Mean score Q1 * (SD) 3.07(1.21) 2.59(.87) 3.34(1.39) 3.56(.90)

Mean score Q2 * (SD) n/a 3.05(1.24) 3.73(1.10) 3.61(.95)

* 5-Likert scale, score 1:strongly disagree, 5:strongly agree

suggestions (unique concepts from the thesaurus). All autocompletion interfaces
have a high percentage of correct keywords (all above 84.5%). The quality of key-
words provided by participants, however, differs when using autocompletion and
without. In NAC, most keywords consist of merely 2 terms (53.7%), which is in
many cases not sufficient for location name disambiguation. For example, there
are 47 places named Kingston in the USA. Only about a third of the cases in NAC
(28.4%) consist of three terms. In contrast, keywords provided in the other auto-
completion interfaces are mostly high quality keywords that are unique concepts
(86.2% for Alphabetical, 95.1% for Group, and 84.5% for Composite). We also
identified three types of incorrect keywords: incorrect terms selected from the au-
tocompletion suggestions, typing errors and blank entries where participants gave
no keyword at all. A closer look at the incorrect keywords provided by participants
reveals that most errors in the NAC conditions are typing mistakes (2.4%), while
most errors in the autocompletion interfaces are wrong autocompletion selection.
For example, selecting Ottawa (the river) instead of Ottawa (the city). From all 3
autocompletion interfaces, Group organization generates least error (4.9%) com-
pared to Composite (15.4%) and Alphabetical (13.8%). The results show that
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even though NAC is slightly faster, the quality of keywords provided in any of the
autocompletion interfaces are far higher.
• Perceived ease-of-use: We gathered participants assessments on the ease-of-use
of each interface (see Table 4.4). In general, people find the Group and Com-
posite interface easier to use than Alphabetical and NAC interface (χ2(3)=17.52,
p�.05)14 In a follow up question (Q2), we wanted to know specifically if people
understood the organization strategy. Most people agree with the statement that
Group and Composite suggestion organization is easier to understand than Alpha-
betical list (χ2(2)=8.12, p=.02)15. We conclude that both Group and Composite
interfaces are perceived easier to use and understand than the Alphabetical order.
• Preference: Our analysis shows there is a preference for Group strategy (see
Table 4.4), although Composite is not far behind (χ2(3)=12.6, p�.05)16. From
the comments made by the participants we understand more about the reasons
behind the users preference. Participants acknowledge that autocompletion sug-
gestions help avoid typing mistakes and enable them to express more keywords
than they would otherwise have thought of. “The lack of autocompletion choices
prevents me to give a proper answer for question X.”[P1]. In general, participants
think Group organization is better. “It’s comfortable to see the countries sepa-
rated” [P2]. “ You know where you have to go. You get a better overview” [P16].
For many participants, the Composite organization is relatively new. The main
disadvantages of Composite are: a) requires more interaction with the interface
before making a selection (e.g. mouse movement and click) and b) submenu inter-
action requires getting used to “took several seconds to discover the small arrows.
After that, the interface is easy to use” [P4]

4.4 Discussion

Study limitation — In Study 1, the grouping strategies tested were developed
partly by trial and error in combination with educated guesses. We came up with a
range of possible grouping strategies, which we tested informally. We only formally
tested the three different grouping strategies which performed best in the informal
test. The result of Study 1 shows that, in contrary to the TGN grouping strategies,
our best grouping strategies for WordNet were not helpful for users and people pre-

14
WSR post-hoc test result for Q1: Group is sig. perceived easier-to-use than Alphabetical (p�.05).

Composite is sig. perceived easier-to-use then Alphabetical (p�.05). No difference between Group and
Composite.

15
WSR post-hoc test result for Q2: Group organization is sig. perceived easier to understand than

Alphabetical (p=.01). Composite organization is sig. perceived easier to understand than Alphabetical
(p=.04). No difference between Group and Composite.

16
WSR post-hoc test result for preferred interface: Group organization is sig. preferred than Alpha-

betical (p�.05) and NAC ( p�.05). No sig. difference between Group and Composite.
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ferred Alphabetical ordering as an organization strategy. We acknowledge that it
might be the case that we did not succeed to find the appropriate grouping for
WordNet. Therefore it is reasonable to only conclude that for WordNet grouping
strategies which were tested, none outperformed the Alphabetical list.
During the experiment, we observed that there are some cut and paste behavior
specially for the NAC interface. This might provide additional explanation as to
why participants complete NAC tasks faster than other tasks. We expect that if
all participants were only allowed to type (not cut and paste), the autocompletion
interfaces would show comparable time performance.
Alphabetical order — When using a global thesaurus, such as WordNet, Alpha-
betical order organization seems to be the best option. This organization requires
very little learning effort. The downside of this organization is, as one participant
points out, that it provides no “overview” when there are many suggestions.
Grouping strategy — We learned from the first study that a grouping strategy
should be chosen carefully because not every grouping strategy is suitable to use.
The TGN groupings produced by the thesaurus hierarchy seem to be more natural
than WordNet groupings. In many of our pairwise statistical comparisons between
Group and Composite organization, we found no significant differences. Based on
this study alone, we cannot see a clear advantage one type of organization over
the other. We can say, however, that the Group organization has a tendency to
expand the length of suggestion interface vertically, whereas the Composite orga-
nization has a tendency to reduce the length of the suggestion interface. Therefore,
depending on the thesaurus used and the length of suggestions it produces, the
Composite organization might have an advantage.
Improve autocompletion — The server log indicates that some people use com-
mas and make keystroke errors. We learned that in order to make a good au-
tocompletion interface, there are a number of supporting functionalities that are
indispensable: (a) Compensate for non alphanumeric letters such as white space(s)
and commas. For example, the system should know that Kingston Jamaica is the
same query as Kingston, Jamaica. Our finding is consistent with the study in
(Teevan et al. 2007) on how people express similar queries in different ways. (b)
Users may make typing mistakes (e.g. Ottawa, Ottowa, Otawa). Spell check and
giving suggestions based on likely spelling would be a useful feature.
Incentive to use autocompletion — We observe that autocompletion can stim-
ulate people to be more precise in their keywords. Even though participants
were instructed to be ”as precise as possible”, the keywords provided in the no-
autocompletion tasks are largely ambiguous: only less than a third of the keywords
consist of detailed information (i.e. city, state and country). This is in large con-
trast to the keywords provided by the participants when using autocompletion
suggestions where they are mostly unambiguous location concepts. Autocomple-
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tion allows people to provide high quality keywords from which an information
retrieval system can benefit. We believe that users are willing to spend more time
to formulate a more elaborate query with the help of autocompletion interfaces if
the option to use is made available.

4.5 Conclusions and Future work

We conducted serial user studies to compare different kinds of organization for
autocompletion suggestions that can help improve known-item search task. In
the first study, we found that grouping strategies might not be suitable when
using a global thesauri, such as WordNet and only certain grouping strategies
could be used for TGN. Based on what we have learned, we conducted a second
study where we compared three different autocompletion suggestion interfaces. In
general, we found that the quality of keywords provided by users are better with the
autocompletion; Group and Composite organization help users search faster than
when using the Alphabetical order; users perceive Group and Composite easier
to use and to understand. We are currently integrating autocompletion with our
applications and evaluate its performance for a domain-expert annotation task. In
addition to this, we will improve autocompletion interface to detect similar query
strings identified in (Teevan et al. 2007), such as synonyms, extra whitespace and
word swaps.
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Designing a Thesaurus-based Comparison Search

Interface for Linked Cultural Heritage Sources

We investigate support for comparison search, a specific type of information gath-
ering task (research question 3). As indicated in earlier chapters, this task occurs
frequently for both experts and lay users. We develop a thesaurus-based compar-
ison search tool to support cultural heritage experts. The tool allows a user to
search, select and compare sets of artifacts from multiple sources. Different visual-
izations are available, allowing users to use different comparison strategies to cope
with the underlying heterogeneous data and the complexity of the search tasks.
We carry out two user studies. In the preliminary study, we identify requirements
for comparison search tasks (research question 2). In the second study, we examine
the effectiveness of the tool in helping to solve comparison search tasks. Our main
contribution here is to establish design guidelines for the data and interface of a
comparison search application. Moreover, we offer insights into when thesauri and
metadata are appropriate for use in such applications.

This chapter was published as “Designing a thesaurus-based comparison search
interface for linked cultural heritage sources” in the International Conference on
Intelligent User Interfaces (IUI’10) (Amin et al. 2010) and was co-authored by
Michiel Hildebrand, Jacco van Ossenbruggen and Lynda Hardman.
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5.1 Introduction

In an in-depth study on information seeking needs in the cultural heritage domain,
comparison search was identified as an example of an information seeking task
that experts perform frequently for their work (Amin et al. 2008). Comparison
search involves examining objects or sets of objects for similarities and differences.
The more objects there are to compare, and more properties to compare on, the
more complex the task becomes. For such tasks, support tools are indispensable.
Comparison search tasks are commonly found in the e-commerce domain. For
example, a customer who wants to buy a product online might be interested in
comparing products from different manufacturers using various properties, such as
quality, price, features, and delivery time.

Comparison search also occurs in the cultural heritage domain. For example,
consider an art historian doing comparative studies on Dutch paintings owned
by different museum collections throughout the Netherlands. First, the historian
needs to thoroughly search for all paintings made by Dutch artists in different
archives and digital museum collections.

Second, after all artworks are selected, the historian might need to compare the
artworks by their distinguishing properties, such as by artist, materials used, art
style or year of creation, to be able to identify trends.

In practice, the scenario above is not trivial. First, there are difficulties in
thoroughly searching for artworks in collections. Many museums have their own
thesauri from which they use terms to annotate their artworks. As a result, a user
needs to be familiar with the different terms in these thesauri and how they are
used to annotate the artworks. This is unlikely, as typically, only the museum
employees have such detailed knowledge. Second, most museum collections and
archives offer poor support for complex search tasks such as comparison search.
Most tools used only offer simple interaction, such as keyword search. This is
found to be too restrictive for complex tasks such as comparison search (Amin
et al. 2008).

In this chapter, we discuss a user-centric approach to support cultural heritage
experts in searching and comparing artworks. This research consists of several
phases. We carried out a preliminary study to better understand how experts
conduct comparison search in practice for their daily work. Based on this study,
we derived design requirements and identified key features for a thesaurus-based
comparison search tool that supports users to search, select and compare artworks.
We then implemented LISA to help experts compare sets of artworks. Finally, we
evaluate how well LISA supports the comparison search task. The contribution
of this chapter is to establish design requirements for the data and interface of a
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comparison search application. Moreover, we offer insights into when thesauri and
metadata are appropriate to use for such applications.

5.2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, no other tools currently support comparison search
in the cultural heritage domain. We first discuss the state of the art information
access tools in cross-collection cultural heritage search sites followed by support
for comparison search in other domains.

As a result of many digitization projects, the collections of many museums,
archives and libraries are now accessible online. Recently, new aggregated search
applications allow users to search directly in multiple collections. Examples in-
clude portal sites such as www.europeana.eu and www.collectiewijzer.nl; and re-
search prototypes such as MultimediaN E-Culture (Schreiber et al. 2008) and
CultureSampo (Hyvonen et al. 2009).

Such systems are useful, not only because they enable users to find pieces of
information faster, but because of their potential for comparing objects from differ-
ent collections. Most of these systems include interfaces for common information
seeking tasks, namely searching, browsing and exploration (Shen et al. 2006).
Unfortunately, however, the interfaces of none of the systems mentioned above
support comparison tasks directly. Rather, experts are forced to use the standard
search and browse interfaces provided.

Related work on comparison search can be found, however, in other domains.
For e-commerce applications, analysis of requirements for supporting comparison
search has been well covered in the literature (Callahan and Koenemann 2000;
Kobsa 2001; Lee et al. 2004; Steiger and Stolze 1997). One important requirement
of a product comparison search interface is to allow users to extensively search
and browse objects before comparing (Callahan and Koenemann 2000; Steiger
and Stolze 1997). Selection is also another crucial requirement and can be done
in different ways. For example, a study on electronic catalogs (Steiger and Stolze
1997) emphasizes the importance of allowing users to conduct incremental object
selection in comparison search. Another example is to use interactive object filter-
ing based on the available properties, such as in VOPC (Lee et al. 2004). In this
interface, the properties are visualized next to each other, providing the user with
an overview of all possible properties to select from.

A visualization requirement for comparison search is the capability to present
multiple properties (Lee et al. 2004; Steiger and Stolze 1997). Different visuali-
sations have different characteristics. Some presentations are able to show values
of a single property (e.g. Bar charts, Dotplots, Histograms and Spinograms), two
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properties (e.g. Scatterplot, Mosaicplot), or multiple properties (e.g. Table) (Theus
and Urbanek 2009; Young et al. 2006). Bar charts are simple and straight for-
ward. All values of a single property can be displayed in ascending or descending
order. Scatterplots are mostly used when two important characteristics need to
be displayed at once, such as in Gapminder www.gapminder.com and in (Perugini
et al. 2004; Plaisant et al. 2006). Tables are still the most popular visualisations
for comparison search in practice. Tables present information in a simple way:
the products are presented all in one column, while the product properties are
presented in a row (or vice versa) (Spenke et al. 1996; Tenev and Rao 1997). This
type of presentation allows a user to clearly see the values for multiple properties
for multiple products at the same time.

The effects of different visualisations on user performance have also been
studied, e.g. in (Callahan and Koenemann 2000; Kobsa 2001). The experiment
in (Kobsa 2001) shows that table-like interfaces help users solve problems faster,
while a scatterplots is better at guiding users find correct answers. Callahan et
al. (Callahan and Koenemann 2000) show that an interactive table (InfoZoom)
helps user compare object properties faster than a hierarchical table. The hi-
erarchical table interface, however, was found to be more pleasant to use. The
study also suggests that the user’s performance, while using a comparison search
interface, depends on the type of task, the context and the ability of the user to
translate the given problem while working with the system (Callahan and Koen-
emann 2000). Thus, different domains and tasks might have different comparison
search requirements.

5.3 Preliminary Study: Understanding Comparison Search
in the Cultural Heritage Domain

We conducted the preliminary study with two goals in mind. First, to identify
problems that experts face when they conduct comparison searches. Second, to
derive realistic use cases about comparison search tasks that cultural heritage
experts carry out during their work.

5.3.1 Setup

We carried out one to two hours semi-structured interviews that took place at
the participant’s working environment. Each interview consisted of several parts,
starting with an introduction explaining the study and general demographic ques-
tions. We then asked questions related to accessing multiple cultural heritage
sources and how to compare results coming from these sources. Next, we showed
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sketches of a hypothetical comparison search prototype. These were displayed on
the computer to animate interactions with the interface. Finally, the participants
were given the opportunity to ask any questions or address concerns about the
sketches. In total, seven cultural heritage experts from three different institutions
took part in the interviews (see Table 5.1). The participants’ average age was 39
years old. They had diverse roles: 2 researchers, 3 curators, 1 art historian and 1
consultant. Most participants had senior positions and had a good overview of the
different expert roles within their organization. We hoped that our participants
would thus be able to provide insights into the work of their colleagues as well as
into their own. All interviews were voice recorded for documentation.

5.3.2 Results

We divide the participants’ comments into two themes: the comparison search task
use cases that experts conduct for their work, and challenges that experts face in
conducting these tasks.

5.3.2.1 Comparison search use cases

In the interview, we asked participants for instances of comparison search tasks
that they, or people in their community, would conduct as part of their daily work.
To stimulate ideas, we showed them mock-ups of a comparison search tool. Based
on the comparison search demonstrated in the mock-up, participants described
several use cases along with the roles of those involved.
Learning about collections — As a part of their education program in art his-
tory and museology, students are required to familiarize themselves with the vari-
ety of museum collections. Currently, this can only be done by browsing through
different museum websites individually. “Students study sculptures from different
museums to get a first impression about what different museums have related to
sculptures.” [P6]
Planning exhibitions — Whenever a curator needs to prepare for an exhibition,

Table 5.1: Preliminary Study: Participants demography (total: 7 people)

Age: 35-42 years old (M=39.3, SD=2.8)

Gender: 1 male, 6 female

Affiliation CH institution(6), museum(1),

Expert role: researcher(2), curator(3)

art historian(1), consultant(1)
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s/he needs to find and collect different artwork candidates. This is followed by a
selection process where the curator compares and judges each artwork to find the
most suitable ones to be displayed in the exhibition. “I’m preparing an exhibition
on [a painter], and need to make a selection and then from the selected items decide
which ones should be finally picked for the exhibition.” [P4]
Museometry1 — Museum collections change throughout time. Artworks may
be loaned, borrowed, sent for restoration or donated. The museum management
needs to have periodic quantitative reports of the distribution of artworks to al-
locate appropriate amount of resources, e.g. for risk management or for expert
training courses. “A museum with diverse collections will benefit more from this
interface [mock-up], in particular from the managerial perspective. If I can see, for
example, that 80% of my collections are [made of] wood, then I know how many
resources to allocate for wood preservation.” [P2].
Qualitative comparison — Experts often need to conduct qualitative compar-
isons on other experts’ assumptions, opinions or recommendations. This task may
require in-depth cognitive analysis and interpretation. For example, one partic-
ipant often needs to analyze different point of views “I would like to compare
arguments between experts about a particular topic. First look at a lot of projects
and look for best practices. Always choose from internationally recognized studies.”
[P3]

5.3.2.2 Challenges in conducting comparison search tasks

The challenges mentioned by participants were primarily about two issues: search-
ing and specifying the terms (e.g. name aliases, multiple languages and multiple
terms), and comparing multiple sets and multiple properties. Descriptions of these
issues are presented below.
Name aliases — The participant may not always specify the correct name when
searching because s/he does not know which variant is used in the collection. For
example, location names change with time, e.g. Burma (old name), Myanmar (of-
ficial name). Artists may also have different name aliases. “The problem is you
don’t always know how to write the artist name that belongs in a specific collec-
tion.” [P2]
Multiple languages — A related problem is when artworks have multilingual
annotations. Artworks coming from all parts of the world may be annotated in
their vernacular terms or other languages (e.g. Spain, Spanje, España). In order
to find these artworks, traditionally, the user needs to perform multiple searches
using all possible terms and languages. Not only is this task tedious but also not

1Museometry: research that emphasizes a quantitative approach to answer questions related
to different aspects of museum information and its quality.
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always obvious for users. “How could I search for artworks if the language is dif-
ferent?” [P5]
Multiple terms — There are many potential terms that museums can use to
annotate their work. To an outsider, even with some level of domain expertise,
guessing which search terms to use is not obvious. One museum curator mentioned
that she often needs to help website visitors with their searching. “Sometimes vis-
itors (of the museum collection website) do not know what to type. For example,
to search for an Islamic collection, there are many different words: Islam, Islamic,
Moslem, Muslim. Thus sometimes I do the searching for them and send the (search
result) link.” [P6]
Comparing many sets — The tools used do not support the comparison of
multiple sets of artworks e.g. comparing the differences between artworks from
different museums. For example, one participant researching on museum manage-
ment usually compares 77 contemporary art museums in the Netherlands at the
same time. “Most of the time I compare more than one museum.” [P6]. Com-
parison may be based on various characteristics, such as artworks from different
museums or artworks from different artists.
Single and multiple property comparison — Tools do not support compar-
ison search tasks using multiple properties: “Compare collections of artworks by
female artists from before and after the 1960’s.” [P1]. In another example, the
curator wants to highlight different aspects of African art collections in muse-
ums in the Netherlands, and wants to compare how different cultures (e.g. Akan,
Gurma) predominately create different artwork types (e.g. mask, painting) and
how this changes according to the history of the nation (e.g. pre-colonialism v.s.
post-colonialism).

5.3.3 Key findings

The preliminary study provided us insights into comparison search tasks conducted
by cultural heritage experts. Our intention was to see where a thesaurus-based
comparison search tool can help the experts. Comparison search use cases, such
as learning about collections, planning exhibitions and museometry, may require
quantitative processing of artwork’s metadata. Since there can be many homonyms
and synonyms within the metadata, simple text matching is insufficient. Quantita-
tive computation on the artwork’s metadata taking the thesaurus that provides the
metadata terms could yield more accurate results. Therefore, for these use cases,
a thesaurus-based comparison search tool maybe useful. For other use cases, such
as qualitative comparisons, a thesauri-based comparison tool might not be suf-
ficient. Qualitative comparison requires in-depth analysis and interpretation of
information primarily coming from non structured data, such as literature and ar-
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ticles. Thus, for these use cases, metadata and thesauri are insufficient information
sources. This is confirmed by participants. For example, when asked about using
metadata for comparing different experts’ points of view, participants commented:
“Sometimes the information is just too basic.” [P5], “This is not specific enough
for the job.” [P2]

Furthermore, we found that there are three main challenges in comparison
search: (1) to support searching using the terms that match with the object’s
metadata; (2) to select the objects to compare and (3) to support comparison for
multiple sets and properties.

5.4 Design Requirements

The preliminary study and related work gave us directions on the design require-
ments for a thesaurus-based comparison search tool for the cultural heritage do-
main: it should provide features that help users overcome the search, selection and
comparison challenges:
Searching artworks — Most of the problems when searching for artworks, such
as name aliases, multiple languages and multiple terms, are related to finding terms
that match with the artwork’s metadata. To help users find the matching terms, a
guided search, such as an interactive query expansion interface (Amin et al. 2009),
feature should be provided.
Selecting artworks — Selecting artworks is an important part of a compar-
ison search task (Lee et al. 2004; Steiger and Stolze 1997). Selection is an
intermediate step where participants define a set of artworks to be compared
against each other. While this activity is enabled in some museum collec-
tion websites that cultural heritage experts frequently use (RKDimages, http:

//english.rkd.nl/Databases/RKDimages), the interface and interaction is often
unintuitive and sluggish. There are two important requirements for the artwork
selection process: first, the selection process has to be easy and convenient; second,
to ensure a smooth selection process, the user has to be able to add and to remove
any artwork from a set.
Comparing artworks — There are two requirements for this activity: first, a
comparison search tool for the cultural heritage domain should support comparing
multiple sets, where a set can contain many artworks. In the presentation, the
differences and similarities between these sets should be clearly distinguishable.
Second, it is important to support a comparison on single and multiple proper-
ties. To focus our research, we concentrate on supporting one property (single
property) and two properties (dual property) comparison. For different type of
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comparison search tasks (single and dual property) a suitable presentation type
should be made available (Theus and Urbanek 2009; Young et al. 2006).

5.5 LISA: Design and Implementation

The LISA application2 is part of a suite of tools developed within the Multime-
diaN E-Culture project3. The project concentrates on providing intelligent access
to distributed and heterogeneous cultural heritage collections. In the following
sections we discuss LISA’s technology infrastructure, the datasets and the user
interface. We focus our discussion primarily on the interface and interaction. For
an extensive discussion on the technological infrastructure, see (Schreiber et al.
2008; Wielemaker et al. 2008).

5.5.1 Design

Overview — To support the identified activities of comparison search, the LISA
interface consists of four areas (see Fig.5.1): (a) the search area, (g) the search
result area, (k)(l) the selection areas, and (j) the comparison area. In the search
area, the user incrementally formulates queries, and the results are shown in the
search result area below. In the selection area, users can specify and see two sets
of artworks. In the comparison area, there are alternative visualizations that can
be used to see the characteristics of the selected artworks. We discuss the three
supported activities separately. As an example, we compare the self-portraits of
Vincent van Gogh with the self-portraits of Rembrandt van Rijn (see Fig.5.1).

Search — To support search, we use a thesaurus-based guided search that consists
of a property filter and autocompletion in the interface. The property filter is a
pull down menu that shows all possible artwork properties, such as artwork creator,
creation date or material, that can be selected (see Fig.5.1b). When a user types a
keyword, the autocompletion interface will show suggestions of terms used by the
museum collections. An alphabetical ordering is used for our autocompletion sug-
gestions as we found it to be the most effective ordering for loosely structured the-
sauri (Amin et al. 2009). The guided search takes the form of property:value pairs.
Users can complete a search by selecting an autocompletion suggestion (Fig.5.1d).
To assure full flexibility, the user can add and remove as many property:value pairs
as s/he wishes. In the example of Fig. 5.1, to search for self-portraits of Rembrandt
van Rijn, the user specified two guided searches: to search for all artworks having a

2The LISA prototype in progress is accessible at: http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/
lisa/compsearch.

3http://e-culture.multimedian.nl/
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Creator:Rembrandt van Rijn and subject:zelfportret (English: self-portrait) (see
Fig 5.1c), and to search for all artworks having a Creator:Vincent van Gogh and
subject:zelfportret.

Because related terms from different thesauri are linked, the system can provide
a match even though the artworks’ metadata are different as long as they are
semantically equivalent. For example, there are 31 name aliases for ‘Rembrandt
van Rijn’ in ULAN4, e.g. ‘Rembrandt van Ryn’ or ‘Rembrandt van Rhijn’. If a
user specify any of these alternative names, LISA will be able to retrieve the same
artworks. Similarly, it is possible to thoroughly search with different geographical,
art and architecture, and iconographic name aliases. For a list of all linked thesauri
supported by LISA, refer to Table 5.2. For more information about designing and
configuring a thesaurus-based autocompletion see (Amin et al. 2009) 5.

Selection — After the user is satisfied with the search results, s/he needs to select
the artworks to compare. The system allows the user to add multiple artworks in
either set. In the current implementation, we only support comparison between
two sets 6. An artwork can be placed in any of the available sets (Set A or Set B).
There are two easy ways to add an artwork to a selection: first, by dragging and
dropping an artwork thumbnail from the search result panel to the selection panel
(Fig. 5.1k,l); second, a bulk selection of all search results can be made by clicking
the Set A or Set B button (Fig. 5.1f). To allow fine tuning of selections, adding
or removing an artwork from the set is made possible. The search and selection
process are typically done sequentially. For example, first the user searches for all
self-portraits of Van Gogh (creator: Vincent van Gogh, subject: zelfportrait),
places them on the Set A selection area (Fig. 5.1k). Afterwards s/he makes a
second search of all self-portraits of Rembrandt ( creator: Rembrandt van Rijn,
subject: zelfportrait) and places the results in the Set B selection area (see
Fig. 5.1l).

Comparison with visualizations — LISA currently supports single property
comparison and dual property comparison. We choose the Bar chart (Fig. 5.1j3)
for single property comparison and the Scatterplot (Fig. 5.1j1) for dual property
comparison because these presentations are the most common from a variety of
visualizations specified in (Theus and Urbanek 2009; Young et al. 2006). Addition-
ally, we also implemented a Table visualization because this type of presentation is

4Union List of Artist Names thesaurus, http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_
research/vocabularies/ulan/

5In this implementation, only syntactic matches are shown in the suggestions. This is,
however, configurable to also suggest semantic matches, such as broader, narrower and related
terms

6This is extendable as the current application design takes into account the future addition of
more sets, however, since computations are carried out client-side, for more than 1,000 objects
the interface becomes slow.
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the default presentation for most comparison search applications (see Fig. 5.1j2).
Whenever an object is placed in the selection area (Set A or Set B), the visual-
ization area is updated. In all visualizations, we use color codes to indicate which
sets the elements belong to (either Set A or Set B). Fig. 5.1j3 shows a Bar chart
representation of artworks from both sets. The bar chart highlights the compari-
son between the two sets with respect to the chosen property:material. The x-axis
represents the artworks organized by the selected property:material in alphabetical
order. The y-axis represents the number of artworks. The figure shows the values
of Set A and Set B next to each other. The property pull-down menu (Fig. 5.1o)
shows all available properties for which the objects can be organized, e.g. by di-
mension height, date, material or depicted subject. The scatterplot presentation
(Fig. 5.1j1) shows comparison of sets with respect to the dual property selection
(Fig. 5.1i) i.e. material (y-axis) and date (x-axis). This presentation highlights
the differences between the two sets with respect to the creation time and what
materials they are made of. The table visualization (Fig. 5.1j2) shows all artworks
from Set A. To view all properties from Set B, the user needs to select the tab
(Fig. 5.1m). It is possible to explore the information space by two means: a) alter-
nating between different properties by selecting an item at the property pull down
menu (Fig. 5.1o), or b) visual exploration either by zooming, panning or scrolling.
With the different visualizations, the user can flip through different properties to
examine multiple collections simultaneously to gather quick insights about vast
collections, which is extremely difficult with current tools.

5.5.2 Implementation

Infrastructure — The LISA application is developed on top of ClioPatria, a web
application platform for search and annotation across heterogeneous collections.
For detailed information on the web server infrastructure and the search strategies
across heterogeneous collections, see (Schreiber et al. 2008; Wielemaker et al.
2008). Communication between the client and the server is done via requests to
the system’s HTTP API. Information is sent back from the server in JSON. The
implementation of the interface uses (X)HTML, CSS, Javascript and Flash. It is
tested on the Firefox 3.0.10 browser. The client side visualization widgets use an
extension of the Yahoo User Interface widget (YUI v. 2.7.0) and amChart v. 1.6.5
7.
Dataset — To enable comparison search with LISA, the server needs to host
common thesauri, namely IconClass8, the Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus

7http://www.amChart.com
8http://www.iconclass.nl
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Figure 5.1: The LISA interface (a) search area, (k) selection area Set A, (l) selection
area Set B, (j) comparison area: (j1) Scatterplot (j2) Table (j3) Bar chart
Features: (b) property filter, (c) guided search, (d) autocompletion suggestions, (e) num-
ber of search results, (f) selection shortcut, (g) search results, (h) visualization selection
options, (i) Scatterplot 2 properties selection, (m) Table set selection.
(j1) The scatterplot shows the distribution of Van Gogh’s self portraits and Rembrandt’s
self portraits with respect to the date and material used. The visualization shows that
Rembrandt had consistently painted a small number of self portraits distributed through-
out many years using different kinds of materials (e.g. canvas, Oak panel, Mahagony
panel). Van Gogh, however, made many self-portraits between 1886 and 1887. In 1887
alone, he made about 11 oilpaint (olieverf) self-portraits.
(j2) The table shows all values of Van Gogh’s self-portraits. The smallest height of a van
Gogh’s self-portrait is 19 cm (n).
(j3) The bar chart shows the distribution of materials used for Set A and Set B. 20 of
Rembrandt’s self portraits are made out of oilpaint (olieverf) and 13 are made out of
Oak (Eikenhout).
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(AAT), the Getty Union List of Artist Names (ULAN) and the Getty Thesaurus
of Geographical Names (TGN) 9, as well as collection specific thesauri, such as
thesauri from RKD. Table 5.2 shows the size of collections and thesauri currently
used by the application. Collections and thesauri data were converted to an RD-
F/SKOS representation. To allow information access across collections, specific
thesauri are aligned with the common ones. For example, artists’ names in the
RKD thesauri are linked to artists’ names in ULAN. Materials terms in the RKD
thesauri are linked with concepts in AAT. Detailed information on the conversion
and alignment methods of cultural heritage sources used can be found in (Tordai
et al. 2007; van Assem et al. 2006).

Table 5.2: Thesauri and collections used in LISA∗)

source (thesaurus coverage) size

Collection:
RKD Archive 82.781 objects

Thesaurus:
RKD thesaurus (RKD) 11.995 terms
TGN (geographical) 89.000 terms
ULAN (artist) 13.000 people
AAT (art and architecture) 31.000 terms
IconClass (iconographic) 24.331 terms

5.6 Evaluation Study: Thesaurus-based comparison search
interface evaluation

The goal of this study was to evaluate LISA. In particular, we focus on evaluating
how well the search, selection and comparison features support experts’ comparison
search tasks. As a baseline, we use the RKDimages website (http://english.
rkd.nl/Databases/RKDimages), a popular online cultural heritage archive that
contains descriptions, metadata and images of Dutch and Flemish artworks from
the 14th-19th century. The RKDimage website contain a comprehensive coverage
of different artworks and is widely used as reference. For the purpose of the
evaluation, participants can access the same information with LISA as well as
with RKDimages website. The research questions for this evaluation are:
• Does the LISA tool support searching, selecting and comparing artworks more

9http://www.getty.edu/research/conducting_research/vocabularies/
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efficiently than the baseline tool?
• Does user perceive the LISA tool asier to use than the baseline tool?

5.6.1 Setup

The experiments took place at the participants working place. Every participants
was asked to complete comparison search tasks with LISA and RKDimages (within
subject design). The experiment had four parts:
• Introduction. Participants were asked demographic questions and for informed
consent. Afterwards, they were shown a video demo and were asked to perform
trial tasks on LISA. As most participants were regular users of the RKD website
already, the demo focused on familiarizing the participants with LISA.
• Experiment session. The experiment was divided into two phases. In the first
phase, we compared how well the 4 different type of presentations (LISA Table,
LISA Bar Chart, LISA Scatterplot, RKDimages) support single property compar-
ison. In the second phase, we compared how well 3 different type of presentations
(LISA Table, LISA Scatterplot, RKDimages) support dual property comparison
10. In total, participants were given 14 comparison tasks (2 tasks per interface).
At the completion of each task, participants were ask about how they perceived
the ease of use of the interface used. At the end of all task, participants gave
general impressions about LISA and RKDimages.

The user recruitment were based on email invitations and open invitations on
a cultural heritage online forum. In total there were 12 cultural heritage experts
from seven cultural heritage institutions (see Table 5.3). Our participants conduct
searches within collections frequently for their work (M =4.8, SD= 1.8) 11 and are
fairly familiar with the RKDimages website (M =3.8, SD= 2.5) 12. None of the
participants have used the LISA interface prior to this evaluation.

10The LISA Bar chart was omitted in the second phase because it is unsuitable for dual
property comparison

11Seven point scale, 1: not very often, 7: very often
12Seven point scale, 1: very unfamiliar, 7: very familiar
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Table 5.3: User Study 2: Participants demography (total: 12 people)

Age: 21-60 years old (M=39.6, SD=12.1)

Gender: 4 male, 8 female

Affiliation CH institution(6), museum(2),

Art historical archive(3), university(1)

Expert role: researcher(4), curator(2), ICT(2)

program manager(3), librarian(1)

Table 5.4: Searching and Selecting artworks with LISA and RKDimages

LISA RKDimages

a. Search and select avg. time in min (SD)

1. FEW 1.38(.41) 1.58(1.19)

2. MANY 1.37(.51) 3.33(1.90)

b. Search - ease of use score (SD)

1. FEW 5.75(1.22) 5.58(1.38)

2. MANY 6.08(1.08) 4.67(1.78)

c. Select - ease of use score (SD)*

1. FEW 5.92(1.16) 4.50(1.68)

2. MANY 6.00(0.95) 3.58(1.68)

* 7-Likert point scale, score 1:very difficult, 7:very easy

Few: few objects comparison (1 item/set)

Many: many objects comparison (10-15 items/set)

5.6.2 Task

We use two independent variables as dimensions that reflects the complexity of
comparison search.
• Amount of artworks. We have two conditions: comparing few objects (1 artworks
per set) and comparing many artworks (10-15 artworks per set). We expect that
the more artworks there are, the harder it is to perform comparison search.
• Number of property. We have to conditions: single property comparison and
dual property comparison. An example of a comparison search task is as follow:
Use the scatterplot to answer this question: Compare all artworks having the subject
depiction church from the Stedelijk Museum De Lakenhal with all artworks having
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Table 5.5: Comparing artworks with LISA and RKDimages

a. Single property comparison avg. time in min. (SD)

Table Bar chart Scatterplot RKDimages

1. FEW 0.91(.75) 0.94(.34) 1.32(.66) 0.83(0.24)

2. MANY 1.37(.55) 1.19(.36) 1.70(.76) 2.13(1.61)

b. Dual property comparison avg. time in min. (SD)

Table Bar chart Scatterplot RKDimages

1. FEW 1.14(.71) - 1.28(.63) 1.06(.40)

2. MANY 2.28(.97) - 1.39(.65) 2.99(.99)

c. Compare - ease of use score (SD) *

Table Bar chart Scatterplot RKDimages

1. FEW 4.92(1.68) 5.42(1.08) 4.50(1.78) 2.83(1.47)

2. MANY 5.08(1.38) 4.75(1.54) 4.75(1.76) 2.17(1.47)

* 7-Likert point scale, score 1:very difficult, 7:very easy

the subject depiction church from Museum Bredius.
(1) Which artist made the most artwork?
(2) How many of these artworks are painting and are made after 1612?

Example 1 is a single property comparison task for the property Artist. Ex-
ample 2 is a dual property comparison task for the properties Object type and
Date.

5.6.3 Results

In this section we discuss observations on how well LISA and the RKDimages
website support the comparison search tasks conducted by the participants.

Searching and selecting artworks — Prior to the study, we had an assumption
that search and selection of artworks are two separate and independent activities.
However, during our experiments we observe this is not the case. Participants
conduct search, make selections, go back to repeat search before being satisfied
with the selection result. Thus, we will combine our observations for this two
activities.

We analyzed the time performance and the perceived ease of use for searching
and selecting artworks. Table 5.4a. shows the average time it took for partici-
pants to complete searching and selecting for (Few and Many) artworks with LISA
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and RKDimages website. Using the Wilcoxon Sign-rank (WSR) test13, we found
that participants were about two times slower when searching and selecting many
artworks using RKDimages (Mdn=2.75 min) than searching and selection few art-
works (Mdn=1.12 min) z=-2.04, p<.05, r=-.42. This confirms with our expecta-
tion that the more artworks there are, the more time it will take to search them
using the baseline tool. When participants use LISA for searching and selecting
artworks, however, the results were different. We did not found significant differ-
ence when participants were searching and selecting for few artworks (Mdn=1.43
min) and for many artworks (Mdn=1.15 min). Moreover, when searching and se-
lecting many artworks, RKDimages (Mdn= 2.75 min) is significantly slower than
LISA (Mdn= 1.15 min) z=-2.43, p<.05, r=-.49. Thus, we conclude that LISA is
more time efficient than RKDimages for searching and selecting many artworks.

Participants also rated the perceived ease of use of LISA and RKDimages for
searching and selecting artworks (see Table 5.4b,c). RKDimages is significantly
easier to use when searching for few artworks (Mdn=6.0) than when searching
for many artworks (Mdn=5.0) z=-2.46, p<.05, r=-.50. When searching with
LISA, however, this difference was not significant. Searching for many artworks
(Mdn=6.0) is perceived as easy as searching for few artworks (Mdn=6.0). Par-
ticipants also think that RKDimages (Mdn=5.0) is harder to use than LISA
(Mdn=6.0) when they need to search for many artworks z=-2.38, p<.05, r=-
.48. Thus, we conclude that LISA is easier to use than RKDimages specially for
searching many artwork. We asked the same question for selecting artworks and
found congruent results. We found LISA significantly easier to use than RKDim-
ages when selecting few artworks as well as many artworks (z=-2.06, p<.05, r=-.42
and z=-2.69, p<.05, r=-.55. respectively). Based on this, we conclude that LISA
is easier to use than RKDimages with respect to selecting few as well as many
artworks.

For searching and selecting artworks, we found LISA more time efficient and
easier to use than RKDimages. We also found that unlike the time efficiency
with the baseline tool, time efficiency with LISA does not suffer much as
there are more artworks to search and select. Moreover, overall, participants
perceived LISA easier to use than RKDimages for searching and selecting artworks.

Comparing artworks — We use Friedman Analysis of Variance by Ranks
(FAVR) to examine if there were any difference in time performance between the
different presentations types for single property comparison and dual property
comparison tasks (see Table 5.5).

13Nonparametric statistics is used throughout the study as not every data meet parametric
assumptions.
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• Single property comparison search tasks
For single property comparison, we compared the participants time efficiency us-
ing four different presentations: LISA-Table, LISA-Bar chart, LISA-Scatterplot
and RKDimages. Using the FAVR test, we found no significant difference for the
four different presentations. This applies for single property comparison task for
few artworks (χ2(3)=3.7, p>.05) as well as for many artworks (χ2(3)=3.0, p>.05)
We conclude that all four presentations performs equally with respect to the time
spent to conduct single property comparison.
• Dual property comparison search tasks
In dual property comparisons, we found no significant difference between the three
presentation for few artworks comparisons (χ2(2)=2.2, p>.05). However, there
is a significant difference between three different presentations (i.e. LISA-Table,
LISA-Scatterplot and RKDimages) for many artworks (χ2(2)=9.5, p<.05). We
found significance of of time performance between all three presentations. LISA-
scatterplot begin the fastest (Mdn=1.26 min), followed by LISA-table (Mdn=2.08
min), and RKD images (Mdn=3.02 min) is the slowest 14.

We saw clearer trends for the perceived ease of use scores (see Table 5.5c).
We found significant differences for comparison search tasks in few artworks
(χ2(3)=13.07, p<.05) as well as many artworks (χ2(3)=17.49, p<.05). The WSR
post-hoc test confirms that All LISA visualization is perceived easier to use than
RKDimages for comparison. Thus, we conclude that comparing with LISA is
more time efficient than with RKDimages mainly for many artworks dual property
comparison seach task. However, participants perceive LISA easier to use that
RKDimages for few as well as many artworks comparison.

5.7 Discussion

The thesaurus-based comparison search tool builds on two important components:
the interface and the data. We discuss challenges and improvements with respect
to these.

5.7.1 Interface

Searching and selecting artworks — The evaluation study showed that search-
ing and selecting artworks with LISA gives better time performance than with
RKDimages. This is mainly because of the ease of use of the thesaurus-based

14WSR post-hoc tests shows LISA Scatterplot - LISA Table (z=-2.12, p<.05, r=-.43),
RKDimages - LISA Table (z=-1.96, p<.05, r=-.40), RKDimages - LISA Scatterplot (z=-
2.83, p<<.05, r=-.58),
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guided search and the selection interface. The thesaurus-based autocompletion
enable users to quickly find the correct term to find the artwork. This aligns
with previous research on the use of thesaurus-based autocompletion for term
search (Amin et al. 2009). To increase confidence levels when selecting terms
from the autocompletion suggestions, improvements, such as adding extra infor-
mation about the terms, e.g. by showing the thesauri hierarchy or descriptions of
the terms, could be made (Hildebrand et al. 2009).
Comparing artworks — We found that, with respect to the time spent, LISA
shows little improvement on RKDimages for comparison activities. There can be
several explanations for this. Our participants are regular RKDimage users, thus
they are more experienced in using this application for comparison. Most of them,
however, are not used to handling graphs and charts. We observed that partici-
pants need to spend time to become familiar with the tool. We acknowledge that
we cannot fully eliminate learning effects in a one time evaluation study of a com-
plex tool such as LISA. Many of the participants thought they would be able to
handle LISA better once they were accustomed to it. “I think you have to get used
to the system, like to any new system” [P1], “This is a new way to present and
interact with (museum) collections.” [P14].

Even though LISA did not significantly improve the speed of comparison,
participants clearly favor LISA above RKDimages with respect to ease of use.
They see the practical benefit of having aggregated results presented automatically
rather than computed manually. Before trusting the results, however, they need
to understand how the thesaurus-based aggregation works to produce the graphs
and charts of the presentations. Participants also appreciated the different
presentations as they provide more ways to analyze the same data. “I think there
are different learning and reading styles, so it is useful to have these variations”
[P3].
Additional features — Sometimes experts need to go back and re-examine
previous comparison search tasks. Experts may also want to save the visualization
results and include them in a report, or may need to inspect the visualization
in detail. Our experts listed features such as bookmarking, search history and
‘save as’ as additional functionalities that LISA should have. Participants also
mentioned two important visualization improvements. First, the ability to enlarge
the visualization size on demand. This feature is specially useful when dealing
with many artworks. Second, more interactivity with the visualization, such as
being able to trace back from the visualization to the original artworks.
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5.7.2 Data

Based on what we have learned during the LISA implementation and the evalua-
tion study, we identify characteristics of the collection metadata that developers
need be aware of when developing thesaurus-based aggregator services.
Semantic aggregation — Thesaurus-based comparison search should take into
account semantic aggregation where narrower/broader relationships exist between
terms. For example, to be able to answer the comparison search question “How
many artworks are paintings?” correctly, the system needs to quantitatively ag-
gregate not only all artworks having object type: painting, but also all artworks
annotated by the narrower concepts of painting, such as object type: aquarel,
since Aquarel is a type of a painting.
Inconsistent data — Museum collection metadata may be inconsistent, for ex-
ample in measurement units. Artwork dimensions, such as height and width, can
be specified in different units, e.g. feet, cm or mm. Prior to an aggregation process,
metadata needs to be cleaned.
Incomplete metadata — In reality, museum metadata is not always complete.
Parts of the collection may have insufficient or missing values. A quantitative ag-
gregation on these data will generate false results. One solution is to check and
improve the quality of data automatically as suggested in (van den Bosch et al.
2009).
Estimated data — In some cases, the metadata contains an estimated value,
e.g., the creation date of an artwork is simply unknown. The museum is able to
supply only an estimate, e.g. “before AD 400” or “between 600-700”. Providing
accurate aggregation results based on these estimated data is not possible.
Quality of data alignment — The accuracy of information presented in a
thesaurus-based aggregated system also depends on the quality of the data align-
ment, i.e. linking metadata to terms from individual thesauri and linking terms
among different thesauri. Methods for vocabulary alignment are still at a prelimi-
nary stage of development, e.g. (Tordai et al. 2009), making it difficult to predict
when automatic methods will be of sufficient quality for our experts’ needs.

The biggest opportunity for LISA lies in the area of comparison across different
collections. At the moment, such tasks are carried out by accessing the different
collections individually, and then integrating the data manually. While there is
room for improvement by being able to automatically aggregate over multiple
collections, the number of errors in the results will also grow when performing
computations across collections because of the different schemata and thesauri used
to describe the artworks. When dealing with real museum datasets, we believe that
the answer needs to come from making the computations more transparant in the
interface, allowing the user to examine the data and how the computation is being
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performed. Thus, if there are errors in the results, the user should be able to trace
them, make corrections and even correct the underlying data.

5.8 Conclusions and Future work

We conducted a user-centered design study on a comparison search application for
the cultural heritage domain. In a preliminary study, we identified various com-
parison search use cases, such as learning about collections, planning exhibitions,
museometry and qualitative comparison, and identified the challenges users face
while performing comparison search, such as searching and selecting terms, and
comparisons involving multiple sets and properties. In our evaluation study, we
found that our comparison search tool can help users, in particular for efficient
searching for terms and selecting artworks. In general, participants perceived the
comparison search tool as easier to use than the baseline tool with respect to
searching, selecting and comparing artworks. Finally, based on our implemen-
tation experience and evaluation study, we identify future improvements to the
interface, namely, supporting interactivity visualizations, improving the autocom-
pletion and providing bookmarking and search history functionality. For the data
issues, we would be able to extend LISA’s functionality to support semantic ag-
gregation. For the other data issues we are dependent on others making the data
more reliable. Making the issues more transparent through the LISA interface
would be one way of tackling this.
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The Effects of Source Credibility Ratings in a

Cultural Heritage Information Aggregator

One important aspect of information seeking in multiple sources is finding and
selecting reliable information sources. We investigate the effect of displaying cred-
ibility ratings of multiple sources for the cultural heritage domain. Our aim is
to investigate whether lay users’ experiences while accessing information can be
enhanced through visualization of credibility ratings (research question 3). In the
first of two studies, we investigated whether there is a difference in how lay users
perceive the credibility of different types of cultural heritage information sources,
such as museums, news organizations and blogs. In the second study, we inves-
tigated whether source credibility has an influence on lay users’ confidence when
they are accessing information. The results of our online interactive study show
that by presenting the source credibility information explicitly, people’s confidence
in their selection of information increases, even though it does not necessarily make
search more time efficient. We also identify credibility issues that are applicable
beyond the cultural heritage domain, such as issues related to credibility measures
and choice of visualization.

This chapter was published as “The Effects of Source Credibility Ratings in
a Cultural Heritage Information Aggregator” in the Workshop on Credibility on
the Web (WICOW’09) at WWW’09, (Amin et al. 2009) and as a poster titled
“Improvings user’s confidence in cultural heritage aggregated results” in the Special
Interest Group in Information Retrieval conference (SIGIR’09) (Zhang et al. 2009)
and was co-authored by Junte Zhang, Lynda Hardman, Henriette Cramer and
Vanessa Evers
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6.1 Introduction

Consider a student who is looking for information about Dutch painters in the
17th century who made portraits in a certain artstyle. This information may be
online, but bits and pieces may exist on different HTML web pages, Wikipedia
articles, weblogs, etc. The student has to choose which pages to look at from a
large number presented in the search result page. Before making this decision, s/he
may examine where the information comes from and who wrote it before looking
at the article itself.

The situation above occurs frequently to all of us in slightly different settings.
Many web search aggregators enable us to find information from different sources
simultaneously (Murdock and Lalmas 2008). These systems enable us to quickly
retrieve information from multiple sources but the decision as to which information
source to go for is something that is left to the user. When interacting with such
systems, we constantly need to assess the information sources, the authors and the
content. In this decision process, credibility plays an important role.

Even though the number of information aggregators is expanding, there are only
few studies that report on how the added complexity of having to deal with multiple
information sources influences the users’ ability to make decisions and select the
appropriate information. The aim of this study is to investigate how displaying
the credibility ratings of cultural heritage sources affects the user’s confidence and
time to search for information.

The outline of this chapter is as follow: related work and problem statement
are given in the next sections, the experimental setup is laid out in section 6.4,
the results are presented in section 6.5 and finally we end this chapter with some
conclusions and future work in section 6.6.

6.2 Related Work

6.2.1 Credibility and the Web

We adopt the simple notion of credibility as believabilty (Fogg and Tseng 1999).
One of the earliest research about credibility was conducted by (Hovland, Carl
I. and Weiss, Walter 1951). That paper specifically focused on source credibil-
ity, i.e. credibility of a source. More recently, it is becoming an important issue
for research on the World Wide Web and information access as well. As new in-
formation systems are emerging that combine information from multiple sources,
the effects of source credibility for improving information access comes back as a
research issue. In (Flanagin and Metzger 2007), distinctions are made between
several types of credibilities, like Web credibility, site credibility, sponsor credi-
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bility, news credibility, etc. Credibility research is complex, and researchers do
not necessarily or completely agree with its dimensions as a concept. However,
a comprehensive and extensive literature overview about credibility is presented
in (Rieh and Danielson 2007), where credibility is related to a multidisciplinary
framework, and related to other concepts (which are not the same as credibility),
such as ‘quality’, ‘authority’, ‘trust’, and ‘persuasion’. There are also different
types of credibility by attaching it to potentially interlinked objects of assessment,
like source credibility, media credibility, and message credibility. In this chapter
we mainly focus credibility on the object of the source.

There has been ample research conducted about credibility, and in a plethora
of domains. For example, the credibility in the online encyclopaedia Wikipedia
(Chesney 2006; Lopes and Carriço 2008), and website design for achieving credible
websites (Tseng and Fogg 1999). Credibility in academic information and in the
online encyclopaedia Wikipedia (Metzger et al. 2003; Chesney 2006), health and
medicines (Lindberg and Humphreys 1998; Eastin 2001; Walther et al. 2004;
Craigie et al. 2002; Peterson et al. 2003; Eysenbach and Kohler 2002), media and
news providers (Kiousis 2001; Sundar and Nass 2001; Tsfati and Cappella 2005;
Choi et al. 2006; Cassidy 2007), website design for achieving credible websites
(Tseng and Fogg 1999; Hong 2006; Flanagin and Metzger 2007). These research
reports different aspects of credibility. For example, in (Eysenbach and Kohler
2002) the objectives were to describe techniques for retrieval and appraisal used
by consumers when they search for health information on the Internet. They
identified factors to determine the website credibility, where authority of a source,
email, credentials and qualifications can be applied to the source credibility. The
credibility of the source appeared to be a common determinant in the criteria of
all participants who looked online for information about medicines (Peterson et al.
2003). Source credibility is also a very important issue in the cultural heritage
domain, especially for cultural heritage experts (Amin et al. 2008) and historians
(Duff et al. 2004). Both studies have reported that it is important for these experts
to be able to assess the credibility of the source before using their information.

6.2.2 Aggregated Search

As defined in (Murdock and Lalmas 2008), Aggregated Search deals with the task
of searching and assembling information from a variety of sources, and placing that
information in a single interface. Examples of generic Information Retrieval (IR)
systems are Alpha Yahoo!1, Google Universal Search2 and Naver3, a Korean search

1http://au.alpha.yahoo.com/
2http://www.google.com/intl/en/press/pressrel/universalsearch_20070516.html
3http://www.naver.com/
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portal. There are also domain specific IR systems, such as Google Scholar4, a
search engine that harvests information from publishers, preprint repositories, uni-
versities and scholarly organizations, or WorldCat5, a union catalog of more than
10.000 libraries. In the cultural heritage domain, ECulture Multimedian(Schreiber
et al. 2006) and CultureSampo(Hyvonen et al. 2009) allow to search for informa-
tion from various museums or similarly the README system (Zhang et al. 2008)
for historical archives.

These systems were typically aimed at (semi-)expert users, such as hobbists,
scholars or professionals. For these systems, several issues remain open questions,
such as how to harvest and to present high quality information (Murdock and
Lalmas 2008), how to tackle information conflict or different views among the
information sources, and how to present the credibility of information sources.

6.2.3 Transparency

In the context of the evaluation of IR systems, it has been pointed out that a
central question for the design of interactive systems is the amount of knowledge
that is needed about a system (Koenemann and Belkin 1996). On the one hand,
interfaces can hide the inner workings of a system as much as possible and put
the focus on the user’s task. However, on the other hand, some knowledge and
control may be necessary to enhance interaction with (different components of)
the system. This deals at its core with the issue of transparency. Conversely,
transparency could also influence the trust and acceptance of systems.

As pointed out in (Cramer et al. 2008), there has not been a clear-cut consensus
in numerous different studies which empirically tested the effects of system trans-
parency. There were mixed findings: transparency could enhance or even worsen
user interaction with systems. There is no general guideline and it highly depends
on the implementation and the application. For example, the study that was con-
ducted in (Cramer et al. 2008) tested the effects of transparency with an adaptive
recommender system. It was found that transparency increased the acceptance
of recommendations and makes a system more understandable, which correlates
with the perceived competence of users (and thus enhances the interaction with
the system).

6.2.4 Credibility Measures

In a computer credibility research (Tseng and Fogg 1999), credibility is interpreted
as believability. The authors point out that credibility has 2 dimensions: The trust-

4http://scholar.google.com/
5http://www.worldcat.org/
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worthiness dimension of credibility captures the perceived goodness, morality of
the source or ‘well-intentioned’, ‘truthful’, and ‘unbiased’. The expertise dimen-
sion of credibility captures the perceived knowledge and skill of the source, or
‘knowledgeable’, ‘experienced’, and ‘competent’. They continue by pointing out
that credible people are believable people; credible information is believable infor-
mation. Credibility is a perceived quality, reflected by phrases, such as ‘trust the
information’, ‘accept the advice’, ‘believe the output’.

Most research on credibility take quantitative empirical social science experi-
ments as their approach. In this chapter we adopt a similar approach.

6.3 Problem Statement

When presented with multiple sources users need to make several decisions about
the information search results. This added complexity is likely to influence users’
search performance. Our main research question is therefore:
Does source credibility improve information access to information aggregated from
multiple sources?

We elaborate our research question through three research hypotheses. First,
when the users are confronted with multiple sources, they need to establish the
credibility of the source and its information. We expect that the users will feel less
confident in their selection of information from the numerous aggregated results:

H1 The confidence users have in the reliability of the information they selected
will decrease when the number of sources increases.

Results from (Cramer et al. 2008) indicate that information transparency
can positively influence the acceptance of recommendations coming from a single
source. This may also be the case for information from multiple sources provided
by an information aggregator. By presenting the origin of the information and the
credibility ratings, a user may be able to assess information quicker and be more
assured about their decisions. Our conjecture is that it will result in higher confi-
dence levels and less time needed to search. This leads to the following hypotheses:

H2 Displaying the ‘source credibility’ will give users greater confidence in the in-
formation they select.

H3 Displaying the ‘source credibility’ will produce a shorter search time when com-
pared to when it is not displayed.
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6.4 Experimental Setup

To test our hypotheses, we conducted a two phase studies. The first study was
a pre-study designed to elicit source credibility scores for the cultural heritage
sources, such as museums and art websites, that will be used for the Study 2. The
second study aimed to investigate how displaying source credibility influences the
user search efficiency.

6.4.1 Study 1: Measuring Cultural Heritage Source Credibility

For the purpose of eliciting credibility scores of 12 art sources from 4 categories
(see Table 6.1) we developed an interactive online survey (see Figure 6.1) which
automatically generated a random set of 6 art sources, out of a total of 12, for the
participant to assess on credibility.

6.4.1.1 Procedure

When evaluating credibility of an online information, both the receptor’s attribute
(Berlo et al. 1970) and the source’s attribute (Tseng and Fogg 1999; Flanagin
and Metzger 2007; Hong 2006) should be taken into consideration. Based on this
literature, we define the credibility measures for the cultural heritage domain:

Receptor’s attributes knowledge (of arts and culture), and reliance (degree of
importance of arts and culture).

Source attributes Trustworthiness, Completeness, Goodwill, and Expertise.

Participants were asked demographic questions reflecting the receptor’s at-
tribute. To measure the source attributes, participants are given information about
the different sources taken from the sources’ public website. The type of chosen
information were taken from(Eysenbach and Kohler 2002; Metzger et al. 2003) and
adapted for the cultural heritage domain. This information is: logo, name, contact
information, mission statement, history, repository, source type, and organization.
For each source, participants were asked to assess the 4 source attributes by using
a 5-point scale (see Fig. 6.1).

Trustworthiness (T) “I believe this source will give cultural information that is
neutral and it has good intentions.”

Completeness (C) “I believe this source is able to give me everything I need to
know about an artwork.”

Goodwill (G) “I believe this source genuinely cares about arts and culture.”
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Expertise (E) “This source appears to be a leader in its area of speciality.”

Additionally, participants were also asked whether they were familiar with or
have prior knowledge about each source by using 5-point Likert scale.

Source knowledge “I already have a lot of knowledge about this source.”

6.4.1.2 Participants

In total, 57 participants were recruited from Dutch online discussion boards over
a period of 3 weeks. The gender is almost evenly distributed (male: 47.4%, fe-
male: 52.6%), they were highly educated (61.4% University education), were very
experienced with the Internet (M = 4.39, SD = 0.80), had some arts and culture
knowledge (M = 3.14, SD = 0.93), and had lived their entire life in the Netherlands
(M = 25.49 years, SD = 9.93).

6.4.1.3 Cultural heritage source credibility scores

To examine the reliability of our 4 source attributes value, we calculated the Cron-
bach’s α and found the value of 0.70, which is sufficient to determine the credibility
of a source.

Source Credibility score γ Source

M (SD) Type

Joods Historisch Museum 4.09 (.61) 6.7
T1Rijksmuseum A’dam 4.34 (.59) 7.5

Museum Volkenkunde 4.05 (.55) 6.6

absolutearts.com 3.75 (.55) 5.6
T2ArtLex Art Dictionary 3.25 (.77) 4.2

Grove Art Online 3.96 (.69) 6.3

art.blogging.la 3.20 (.66) 4.1
T3Artblog.net 3.13 (.74) 3.9

ArtsJournal 3.29 (.66) 4.3

About.com 2.94 (.82) 3.5
T4Infoplease 2.93 (.72) 3.4

Wikipedia 3.05 (.86) 3.7

Table 6.1: Sources’ Credibility Score, where T1: Museums, T2: Arts Web-
sites, T3: Art Blogs, T4: General Websites. γ represents the marked up
credibility score as calculated by equation (6.1) and (6.2).
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Figure 6.1: Example screenshot used in Study 1 where participants judge the
credibiltiy of a cultural heritage source

The credibility scores of the 12 sources are depicted in Table 6.1. The scores
of source attributes were averaged into a single numeric value. The museums were
perceived as most credible by the participants, followed by arts websites. The
general websites, which do not exclusively cover arts and culture, score lowest.
Interestingly, Groove Art Online was considered almost as credible as the museum
sources. Overall, the sources were assessed as what we expected beforehand. We
also checked for the relationship between source knowledge and the perceived cred-
ibility score. We found weak relationship between source knowledge and source
credibility. Only Art.blogging.la was significant (2-tailed) (r=.39, n=28, p<.041)
and no correlation for the other sources. We conclude that for the sources that
were used in this study, participants gave the credibility scores based only on the
type of information given (e.g. source history, mission statement) and independent
of their knowledge with the source.

We use these credibility scores as basis for our follow up study. To increase
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the difference between the sources, we mapped the credibility score by using a
quadratic function (see eq. 6.1). This results in larger differentials between the
scores which will make the visualization clearer for Study 26. The score Ψ was
calculated for each score by taking the quadratic value of credibility scores and
translated to a 0 to 10 scale (0: lowest credibility, 10: highest credibility).

Ψi =
(
Ti + Ci +Gi + Ei

4

)2

· 1

2.5
(6.1)

γ =
1

Ktotal
·

N∑
i=1

(Ψi ·Ki) (6.2)

where the rating T is the Trustworthiness, rating C is Completeness, rating G is
Goodwill, rating E is Expertise for the i-th participant, and Ψ ∈ [0, 10]. Finally, we
take the users source knowledge into account for the mark up credibility score of
each source γ by taking Ψ from each i-th participant, and use the Source Knowledge
Ki as propagation factor, where Ki ∈ [1, 5] and Ktotal is the sum of all K-s (see
Table 6.1 for mark up credibility score γ for all sources).

6.4.2 Study 2: Cultural Heritage Source
Credibility Effects

In Study 2 we investigated the effects of displaying credibility scores of cultural
heritage sources on users confidence and search time. We use the mark up cred-
ibility scores γ from Study 1 in a bar visualization for different cultural heritage
information sources.

6.4.2.1 Procedure

An experiment was carried out to assess the effects of multiple information sources
and source credibility on search performance and user confidence. A 2x2 experi-
ment was carried out with number of sources (few = 4 sources, many = 12 sources)
and source credibility (ratings or no ratings) as between-subject variables (see Ta-
ble 6.2). An interactive online survey was developed in which participants were
randomly and automatically assigned to one of the four conditions (FN, FR, MN,
or MR).

Each participant was given 3 tasks. In each task, a participant needs to select
the culture of origin and the description of artwork that seemed most accurate to

6Alternatively, this mapping could be done with other functions, such as logarithmic.
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Few Sources Many Sources
(4 sources) (12 sources)

No credibility rating FN MN
With credibility rating FR MR

Table 6.2: Study 2 setup with 4 conditions: the number of cultural heritage
information sources (few or many) vs. availability of the source credibility
score ratings (displayed or not displayed).

them. The possible answers shown come from different cultural heritage informa-
tion sources. In the FN and MN conditions, the participant only sees the name
of the information source. In the FR and MR condition, the participant is also
given extra information on the credibility ratings of each information source (see
example in Fig. 6.2 from Study 1). In total, participants conducted 3 tasks. The
tasks order is randomized across all participants. After each task, participants
were asked to rate the confidence of their selection in a 5-point scale.

6.4.2.2 Variables

The descriptions available for the artwork were all designed to be concise, equally
realistic and plausible for all four conditions. Number of sources was manipulated
by either presenting information from 4 or 12 sources. As a greater number of
choices also implies a longer time needed to complete a choice task (Duff et al.
2004), this effect were taken into account. The answers for the many sources
conditions were short sentence, for the few sources conditions answers were usually
longer (around 3 sentences).

Source credibility transparency was manipulated by displaying (or hiding) the
source credibility for each chunk of information from a different source. Each task
consisted of low and high credibility sources. In the no source credibilility con-
ditions (FN and MN) the orange rating bar and the credibility indication were
omitted (see Figure 6.2). We presented low and high credibility ratings (not con-
trolled), because we wanted to simulate a more realistic use case and interactive
scenario.

We wanted to focus on and manipulate only the influence of credibility of
source and not the credibility of content. Thus, in every task, the information
content provided for the artwork was fictional but equally plausible (as assessed
by multiple art experts). We have also chosen unknown artworks to make sure that
the participants could not rely on prior knowledge about the artwork to answer
the questions in the task.
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Figure 6.2: Example screenshots used in Study 2. Top: few sources-with
credibility ratings condition (FR). Bottom: few sources-no credibility ratings
condition (FN).

The dependent variables measured were efficiency (the time it took a partici-
pant to finish the search task), and participant’s confidence in the accuracy of the
information selected. Search accuracy (giving the right answer) was not measured
as the information given to the participants were fictional but equally plausible.

We also checked whether participants rely on the content of the information
or the source (Q1 and Q2). Additionally, for the rating conditions (FR and MR),
we asked an extra question on the visualization (Q3). The answer selected by the
participant was expressed on a 5-point scale.

Q1 Reliance on source “I only choose the answer from the source I trust most.”

Q2 Reliance on content “I only choose the answer that seems most correct to
me.”

Q3 Reliance on visualization “I only choose the answer based on the visual-
ization.”
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6.4.2.3 Participants

Participants (N = 122) for Study 2 were recruited in the Netherlands through a
mailing to students and research staff at Dutch research institutes in a period of
2 weeks. The valid response ratios were 81.6% for FN (N = 30), 71.4% for MN
(N = 31), 81.6% for FR (N = 30), and 75.0% for MR (N = 31).

The participants demographics were similar to those in the first study. The
gender was equally divided, the average age was 29 years old (SD=10.15), they were
highly educated (68.0% University level), were very experienced with the Internet (
M=4.50, SD=.71), had modest knowledge of Cultural Heritage (M=2.71, SD=.92),
but they gave a high importance to Cultural Heritage (M=3.64, SD=1.00) and
most had lived their entire lives in the Netherlands (M=25.07 years, SD=12.35).

6.5 Results

In the analysis, Kruskal-Wallis (K-W) test was performed to check for the effects
across the four groups7. Afterwards, the Mann-Whitney (M-W) U test was used
as a post-hoc test to check for effects on the dependent variables (efficiency, confi-
dence, reliance of content and reliance on source). We conducted the M-W U test
for both the few sources conditions (FN and FR) and the many sources conditions
(MN and MR), and for with credibility ratings (FN and MN) and no credibility
ratings conditions (FR and MR).

6.5.1 Effects of Displaying Credibility Ratings

A significant effect was found on confidence in the accuracy using the K-W test
(χ2(3)=11.16, p(2- tailed)=.011). Scores on confidence were highest for both
with credibility ratings/many sources - MR (M=3.90) and the with credibility
ratings/few sources - FR (M=4.19) conditions. Therefore we accept Hypothesis 2:
displaying the ‘source credibility’ ratings do give users greater confidence in the
information they select.

There was also a significant effect on efficiency using the K-W test
(χ2(3)=17.80, p(2-tailed)=.000). The efficiency was surprisingly the highest for
the no credibility rating/few sources condition (FN), where the average rank was
47.16 (M=214.26 s) and the non-transparent/many sources condition with an av-
erage rank of 69.63 (M=458.03 s). This means we cannot support Hypothesis
3.

The M-W U test was used to check for more effects. In the few sources condi-
tion, the effect of transparency on reliance on content was significant (U = 341.500,

7Nonparametric statistics is used as the data did not meet parametric assumptions
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z = -2.1, p(2-tailed)=.038). When the source credibility rating is displayed, the
average rank was 27.02 (Mdn=4.00), whereas when it was not displayed, there was
an average rank of 35.98 (Mdn=4.00). In the many sources conditions, we did not
find a significant effect. We did not find other significant effects.

6.5.2 Effects of Number of Sources

As we have taken into account Hick’s law (Hick 1952) to control for the amount
of information, we can compare the mean values of the few and many sources
conditions. We found that the participants need significantly more time per source
to complete the tasks as the number of sources is tripled. The efficiency was
highest for the no credibility rating/few sources condition (FN), where the average
rank was 47.16 (M=214.26) and highest for the with credibility rating/few sources
condition (FR) with an average rank of 50.29 (M=227.07). Our a priori assumption
is confirmed. Moreover, the confidence drops, but not significantly, either when
there is no credibility ratings (U=405.500, z=-.870, p(2-tailed)=.384), or with
credibility ratings (U=393.500, z=-1.038, p(2-tailed)=.299), so we cannot support
Hypothesis 1.

With the M-W U test, we found that the reliance on the content was signifi-
cant when there was no credibility ratings (U=301.00, z=-2.495, p(2-tailed)=.013).
Participants who had information from 4 sources had an average rank of 36.29
(Mdn=4.00) and participants who had 12 sources to assess had an average rank
of 25.53 (Mdn=4.00), and hence relied less on the given content. We did not find
more significant effects.

6.5.3 Effects Between Source and Content

Participants answered several statements about what their decisions were based
on: the content (Q2) or the source (Q1). For the with credibility ratings conditions
(FR and MR), an extra option was added: the visualization (Q3). The bar chart
in Figure 6.3 shows the means from a 5-scale Likert value from 2 statements.

It shows that our participants agree more with statement 2 than statement
1 for all conditions. We check for statistical significant (2-tailed) correlation be-
tween these 2 variables for all 4 conditions with Spearman’s rho. We found a large
negative correlation for condition 1 (r=-.60, n=31, p<.0001), no correlation for
condition 2 (r=-.01, n=30, p<.95), a significant medium negative correlation in
condition 3 (r=-.49, n=31, p<.006), and a medium but not significant relationship
in condition 4 (r=-.34, n=30, p<.06). The results show that there is a signifi-
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Figure 6.3: Top: Mean decision score per condition based on Q1 - Reliance
on the source (black bar) or Q2 - Reliance on the Content (white bar) Score
Min:1 Max:5
Bottom: The number of people that based decision on either: source (black
bar), content (white bar) or visualization (grey bar). They are grouped by
conditions.

cant strong relationship between source and answer for choosing information when
people are confronted with the few sources conditions.

The bar chart in Figure 6.3 depicts what our participants choose for Q3 Re-
liance on visualization, which resulted in nominal data. Participants are asked
to prioritize between the 2 factors that we focus on, and additionally the 3rd fac-
tor “the source credibility” is introduced in the with source credibility conditions.
It shows that a majority of participants explicitly gave a higher priority to the
answers in all conditions, which indicates that a large part of the participants
preferred to use common sense, instead of blindly relying on the visualization of
the source credibility. It also shows that participants were almost equally divided
when choosing for either the source or the visualization of its credibility. However,
we did not find this to be significant.

According to (Rieh and Danielson 2007), previous research has shown that
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credible sources are seen as likely to produce credible content, and credible contents
are likely seen as to have originated from credible sources. The results of our study
also show this clear tendency, where participants tend to select the highest ratings,
however, this was also not significant.

6.5.4 Qualitative Feedback

In our studies, we also solicited user feedback on the experience and thoughts about
the study they participated in. Making the source credibility ratings available
significantly improved the confidence, however, some people do not rely blindly on
it or understood it fully:

• “The reliability meter seduces people to herd behavior.” [P26]

• “For the first answer I trusted the Wikipedia and Amsterdam museum site,
but since the answers for question 2 and further didn’t make sense for these
sites, I started looking only at the answers and not the sources.” [P31]

• “I would explain the confidence bar more thoroughly at the start of the exper-
iment. I understood it eventually, but it took some time.” [P72]

Some participants commented that the tasks given for both studies are dif-
ficult, especially the case with the many sources and no visualization condition.
Our results show that this low confidence is significantly dependent on the cul-
tural heritage knowledge of a participant, which is lacking for most of our novice
participants.

• “...average respondent gets their culture from NGC or Discovery Channel for
no longer than average 10 minutes a week.” [P12]

• “Whoa. I don’t know anything about Japanese or Chinese art. I might just
as well done a random selection...” [P108]

6.6 Conclusions and Future Work

This study contributes to the scant research on interaction with applications that
aggregate information from multiple sources. We investigated how displaying
source credibility ratings influences people’s behavior when accessing information.
Our findings also suggest that performance is negatively influenced when users have
to select information from many sources as compared with few sources, as people
relied less on the given information, were less confident, and needed significantly
more time as the number of sources increased. We also found that presenting
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credibility ratings do boast the confidence level for novice users. By making the
source credibility ratings available, users can select information more confidently,
even though people do not blindly rely on it.

In our study, it took participants more time to choose an answer in the condi-
tions where the credibility ratings of the source was displayed. We expected the
participants to lean heavily on the credibility indication to select (what seemed to
them) the most reliable information, thus reducing search time. This is, however,
not the case. The credibility indications may add to the user’s cognitive load,
or even that participants find the vizualisation a useful piece of information and
choose to examine it longer.

Our research has prompted many follow up questions for future work. There is
still a lot to be investigated on the topic of credibility ratings. For example, source
credibility measures across different domains; In our experiment, we have anchored
credibility rating to the 4 credibility measures for the Cultural Heritage domain
(trustworthiness, completeness, goodwill and expertese). It would be interesting
if there were other measures that are domain specific for example for the health,
law, news, or financial domains.

Moreover, we question whether these credibility measures are the same for
novice as well as expert users. We know from previous study (Amin et al. 2008)
that experts have their own standards on which information sources that they trust
and use.

Another question is how we can elicit credibility assessments of sources in a
cheap but accurate way, given the plethora online sources in numerous domains.
Examples of credibility scores assessments are: by user votes, by dedicated credi-
bility assessors, by most visited, or by most linked/referred, etc. Should there be
different assessment methods for different domains?

Furthermore, in our study, we manipulated the actual information to make
them all equally plausible, in the real world low credible information may come
from a high credible source, and vice versa. It will be interesting to investigate the
choice behavior when a user is confronted with contradictions.

Finally, visualization of credibility ratings; There are different ways to visu-
alize credibility, such as presenting the scores as numbers, bars, stars or other
visualizations. Alternatively, it is also possible to visualize a stamp of approval for
information sources that passed certain criteria. In our research, we only consid-
ered credibility visualization in a list result type presentation. Different types of
result presentation, such as map view in grokker.com, may require other credibil-
ity visualization techniques. This raise the question whether the type of credibility
visualization matters at all and if so, how does it influences users’ search behavior.
As online search systems act more as intelligent information aggregators, source
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credibility issues will be more prominent and will demand more attention from the
Web community.
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Discussion and Conclusion

The work reported in the first part of this thesis provided insights into the informa-
tion needs of both cultural heritage experts and mobile lay users when consulting
multiple information sources. This allowed us to identify specific tasks that can
be better supported by new information access tools. The studies carried out in
the second part of this thesis allowed us to examine the effects of specific inter-
face support for certain tasks. In this chapter we take a step back to reflect on
the results obtained as well as the methods used. The chapter first addresses the
research questions, then presents a discussion on the research methods, and finally
we list suggestions for further research.

7.1 Research questions revisited

Research Question 1. What are the information seeking tasks for cul-
tural heritage experts and mobile lay users?

We carried out two ethnographic studies in the domains of cultural heritage
and location-based mobile search. In our study with cultural heritage experts,
we conducted a semi-structured interview focused on professional information
seeking tasks in online and offline sources (chapter 2). In our study with mobile
lay users, we conducted a longitudinal digital diary study primarily focused on
location based mobile search activities (chapter 3). Based on these, we discuss
general trends in information seeking.

Cultural heritage experts and mobile lay users conduct both simple
and complex information seeking tasks — Based on our studies, we
conclude that cultural heritage experts and mobile lay users both conduct simple
(e.g. fact finding and non-goal oriented tasks) and complex (e.g. information
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gathering) tasks. In our studies, we found that instances of information gathering
tasks, such as comparison search, relation search, topic search, exploratory search
and combinations of these, exist for both user groups (sections 2.4.3 and 3.3.1).
However, the task distribution differs per user group. Cultural heritage experts
tend to emphasize information gathering tasks. This is because cultural heritage
experts’ tasks tend to be more complex and heavily oriented towards analyzing
information (section 2.4.3). The task distribution of mobile lay users is less
focused (section 3.3.1). Many of the mobile lay users’ tasks are simple, such
as looking for business contact information. However, we also identified many
complex information gathering tasks, such as comparing different businesses
and products. Even though current mobile devices may not yet be suitable for
complex information gathering tasks, we believe the frequency of these tasks will
increase along with the increase of smartphone capabilities. Tasks usually cur-
rently done on a desktop will then also be performed on smartphones (section 3.4).

Cultural heritage experts and mobile lay users search across multiple
sources — Based on our surveys of the information access tools used by cultural
heritage experts and mobile lay users, we found that both types of users search in
many information sources, sometimes simultaneously, to find their answers. Mo-
bile lay users use different websites as information sources (section 3.4). Cultural
heritage experts use online sources (reputable websites, collection management
systems, search engines) as well as offline sources (research literature, catalogs
and traditional archives) (section 2.4.2). When dealing with multiple sources,
users have to manually aggregate and analyze scattered information to be able to
synthesize their answer.

Based on our interviews, we conclude that the search tools of both cultural
heritage experts and mobile lay users provide insufficient support for complex
information seeking and multi-source search tasks. Comparison search is a good
example where the two problems are combined in a single task. Comparison
search applications typically support the user by aggregating and aligning similar
pieces of information, and present these pieces in a way that makes it easy to
compare results. In the cultural heritage domain, these laborious activities need
to be done manually. Tasks become only more cumbersome when users need to
compare results from different sources (section 5.3.3).

While our studies are only on two specific user groups and two domains,
literature suggests that these trends and challenges are also applicable to other
domains (section 2.4). In the following section we outline the requirements of
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information access tools addressing these challenges.

Research Question 2. What are the requirements to support informa-
tion seeking across multiple sources?

We found that for most complex information seeking tasks across mul-
tiple sources, the difficulties primarily lie in inadequate support tools (sec-
tions 2.5.4, 3.5, 5.3.2). As a result, we identify two general requirements for
information access tools: supporting simple and complex information seeking
tasks and supporting search across multiple sources.

Support simple and complex information seeking tasks — Due to the
different requirements of individual information seeking tasks, to fully support
these tasks, different interfaces tailored to different tasks should be made available
on top of the same data (2.5.4).

• Support fact finding and non-goal oriented tasks.
Compared to the more complex search tasks discussed below, current tools
tend to provide relatively good support for simple fact finding tasks. From
our studies, however, we find there is still room for improvements. These im-
provements tend to be application and domain specific. In the cultural her-
itage domain, fact finding tasks can be better supported by systems that as-
sist domain experts to do query expansion to help them build better queries,
especially when dealing with unfamiliar museum collections (section 2.5). In
the location-based mobile search domain, fact finding can be better supported
with location and business-specific query refinement features (section 3.5).
For non-goal oriented tasks in the cultural heritage domain, we found that
technological solutions to support non-goal oriented tasks, such as RSS feeds,
are already available even though not widely used. The main requirement
here is to provide the most recent and relevant information while not letting
the user feel overwhelmed by too much information, which turns out to be a
difficult balance in practice (section 2.5.3). For the mobile domain, non-goal
oriented tasks require better support in terms of recommendation based on
people’s social network and regular travel routes (section 3.6).

• Support information gathering tasks.
The focus of this thesis is on complex information gathering tasks. Based on
our survey of tools used, systems that support such tasks currently do not
yet exist in the cultural heritage domain (section 2.5.4). More specifically,
cultural heritage experts would appreciate tools that support tasks such
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as comparison search, relation search, topic search, exploration search,
and combinations of these (sections 2.4.3, 3.3.1 and 5.3.3). Generally,
the challenge that users experience in carrying out information gathering
tasks lies in finding higher-level relationships among individual facts that
are distributed across and aggregated information from isolated search
results (section 2.4.3). Therefore the application needs to provide links
between the results from isolated searches and the aggregation support.
More specific requirements, however, depend on the specific task. For
example, in chapter 5 we investigated the requirements for comparison
search tasks for cultural heritage experts. Here, the requirements are
directly related to the experts’ need to search, select and organize sets of
artworks and to compare groups and individual artworks by finding similar-
ities and differences among their properties and property values (section 5.4).

Support search across multiple sources— We found that there are different
levels of requirements for applications that support information seeking across
multiple sources.

• Provide aggregation support across multiple sources.
The most basic problem in information seeking across multiple sources is that
each source is a separate system that provides its own interface. Thus, to ac-
cess information stored in different sources, users spend large amounts of time
and effort on repetitive searching because they need to go to every source and
repeat the same query or think about all possible alternative queries. This
proves to be tedious and laborious work even for professionals (sections 2.5.4
and 5.3.2). Additionally, problems that occur while searching through a
single source also occur while searching through multiple sources, but on an
even larger scale. For example, in the cultural heritage domain, most prob-
lems with search within a single collection are related to the use of different
name variants, different languages and different related terms. These prob-
lems only become worse when searching across multiple collections, where the
information tends to be even more heterogeneous. Thus, one requirement for
an aggregation support system is to provide reliable alignments between the
different terms used by the different sources. By doing so, it should be pos-
sible to search on any alternative terms (section 5.4). On a related issue, to
help users formulate their query, solutions that support users with finding
the most appropriate terms should be provided (section 2.5.4 and 5.4). For
example, in the location-based mobile search domain, one requirment would
be that aggregation tools support the mashup of different types of informa-
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tion, such as business information, product information, transportation and
traffic information (section 3.6).

• Provide analysis support across multiple sources.
In complex tasks, such as information gathering, it is not sufficient to ag-
gregate and present individual search results. Analysis tools built on top
of the data from multiple sources could provide added value. An example
from the comparison search task in the cultural heritage domain is to pro-
vide support for users to analyze different properties and values of artworks
belonging to different collections (section 5.4). Since different museums have
their own conventions on how to annotate their collections, two requirements
to provide analysis support are to find ways to align the information from
the different collections accurately and to present them in the interface in a
way that helps the expert carry out the comparison analysis effectively.

• Enable transparency of information sources.
In a search aggregator, where many different information sources are com-
bined, the user still needs to be able to assess how reliable the provided
information is. For domain experts, source credibility is a crucial issue, and
they typically only search in sources they trust (section 2.5.4). Generally
these trusted sources are agreed upon within a community. For lay users,
this consensus may not exist, and judging information source credibility can
be difficult (section 6.6). For lay users to judge source credibility, systems
are required to offer other means. For example, a system might provide rec-
ommendations from trusted people in the user’s social network (section 3.6).
One requirement for systems that use information from multiple sources is,
therefore, to take credibility aspects into account, at the data, functional
and interface level, to help users assess the reliability of the information
presented.

Through our ethnography study, we have come across many inadequacies in
the available search tools. To enable users to carry out their specific complex
tasks better, these requirements should be addressed in future information access
systems. In our third and final research question, we discuss alternative solutions
that satisfy some of these requirements.

Research Question 3. How can we support information seeking tasks
across multiple sources?

We carried out user studies directed towards finding solutions for advanced
search tasks across multiple sources in the cultural heritage domain. We selected
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three areas to provide support: query formulation across multiple sources
(chapters 4 and 5), analysis of aggregated search results from multiple sources
(chapter 5) and transparency of information sources through credibility ratings
(chapter 6).

Supporting query formulation across multiple sources— Within the cul-
tural heritage domain, thesauri and other controlled vocabularies are commonly
used to address problems related to synonyms, name variants, differences in lan-
guages or differences in jargon. Thesauri-based interfaces have, however, the rep-
utation of being very hard to use, even for experts. We studied to what extent
the ease of use of autocompletion-based interfaces could be combined with a set of
aligned thesauri to support query formulation across multiple sources.

In chapter 5 we found that users can easily understand and use the tested
interface, that it can save time when searching for many documents, and that by
exploiting synonym relationships in the thesauri, it allows users to search and find
documents that have been annotated with different terminology (section 5.6.3).

The key challenge in autocompletion usability is to manage the large num-
ber of potential suggestions. In chapter 4 we studied different strategies using
the hierarchical and type relationships in the thesauri to organize autocompletion
suggestions. We found that different thesauri require different strategies. The geo-
graphic thesaurus has symmetric levels and the grouping made by these levels were
easy to understand. These grouping organizations were prefered by users over flat
lists. They increase user performance by reducing typing errors and improve the
speed of query formulation (section 4.3.2). This was the not the case for the other
thesaurus in the experiment. The lexical thesaurus has asymmetric levels. The
groupings were difficult to understand. Thus, it is hard to make a good grouping
and to predict which branch will contain the most appropriate suggestion. For this
thesaurus, other means of organizing suggestions, such as alphabetically ordered
lists or lists ranked on popularity, performed better (section 4.4).

In addition, we found that this feature requires sufficient data quality in
terms of the annotations and the thesaurus alignments, a problem we discuss
further in detail in section 7.1. Finally, we learned it is crucial to combine
thesaurus-based autocompletion with free text search. When the user’s query
cannot be expressed by the predefined terms in the thesauri and the dataset in-
cluded terms beyond those in the thesauri, free text search should also be available.

Supporting analysis of aggregated search results from multiple sources
— Because different information gathering tasks have different requirements, we
focussed on supporting a specific task, one frequently mentioned by the experts
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in chapter 2: comparison search. We designed a prototype application supporting
this task and evaluated it using cultural heritage experts (chapter 5).

We developed the search module of the application by reusing the aligned the-
sauri and the autocompletion interface components of the previous study (chap-
ter 4) and focussed on supporting the users with aggregation and (quantitative)
analysis of the aggregated search results. The use of synonyms, name variants
and other differences in terminology not only makes finding objects from multi-
ple information sources harder, it also makes it hard to determine the aggregated
properties of a group of search results, or to compare such groups. Inspired by this,
we explored another use of thesauri alignments: how to support comparison search
across aggregated information from multiple sources that are linked by thesauri.
To support the comparison search task, we use different types of visualizations
using the aggregated and partially linked information. We observed that users
were generally positive about the experience with the novel tool and some of the
visualizations were easy to use and allowed users to work effectively, in particular
for complex comparison tasks (section 5.6.3). In general, the tool demonstrated
that the use of thesauri can help to support a comparison task that is currently
very time consuming and difficult to do manually. We found that the data quality
of the object metadata and thesaurus alignments crucial in order to obtain reliable
visualizations (section 5.7).

Support transparency of information sources through credibility ratings
— We investigated the effect of visualizing information source credibility for lay
users (chapter 6). We found that when lay users are confronted with information
coming from multiple sources, they largely rely on judging the content presented
(section 6.5) or rely on recommendations from people in their social networks (sec-
tion 3.5). We collected different credibility ratings of different types of cultural
heritage sources and showed these ratings to lay users. We found that visualiza-
tion of the credibility ratings improved the confidence of lay users in the selected
information (section 6.5). This indicates that providing source credibility cues,
such as ratings, is useful to guide lay users in assessing which source to trust. The
issue of credibility of an information source in an information access tool is highly
context dependent 6.2. Thus, investigation of the appropriate mechanism to con-
vey credibility ratings of multiple sources should be tailored to the application.
For example, in chapter 6, we used users’ scores in a progress bar to reflect cul-
tural heritage institutions’ perceived credibility ratings. Depending on the domain
and application, other means to derive credibility ratings (e.g. peer review or by
authority) or other types of credibility cues, might be more appropriate.

In research question 3, we discussed various interface features developed to
support complex search tasks in heterogeneous data from multiple sources. In the
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next section, we will discuss the challenges future research will face with regards
to supporting information seeking tasks across multiple sources.

7.2 Research method revisited

While carrying out our research, we faced a number of challenges when evaluating
applications for multiple sources (chapters 4 and 5). Even though the interface
and interaction are the primary focus of this research, we found that there are
two important factors to be considered: 1) eliminating the effects of the varying
quality of the underlying data and the search algorithm (sections 4.4 and 5.7),
and 2) the user interface evaluation method. These factors have implications for
our application evaluations (van Ossenbruggen et al. 2008).

Reducing the effects of the varying quality of the underlying data and
search algorithm — The thesaurus-based applications, developed in chapters 4
and 5, provide meaningful interactions with complex data for specific tasks. If the
data comes from a single source, a relational database will suffice. All data and
relationships between different data can be adjusted to meet the application re-
quirements. This is not the case, however, in applications using data from multiple
sources where both the instance data and the data schemas are beyond the con-
trol of the application developer. Consequently, issues that normally do not occur
in single source applications, such as information duplication, inconsistencies and
trust in the information sources, become a concern that influences the perceived
benefit of the application.

• Lack of high quality test collections.
Ideally, the data combined from multiple sources has to go through a quality
evaluation and control process before being used in an application. This mea-
sure is important because as long as the quality of the data is not sufficient,
the information presented may not make sense to users. In our case, low qual-
ity data could negatively influence the user interface evaluation (section 5.7).
One way to isolate the influence of data quality is to use test collections that
has been carefully validated. Unfortunately, to date, there is little consensus
in the community on a test collection for semantic web applications evalua-
tion. For most domains it is hard to find ready made datasets that meet this
high quality criterion. We work mostly with cultural heritage datasets. In
this domain, annotation of cultural heritage datasets is done conscientiously
by domain experts to ensure a high quality of information (Hildebrand et al.
2009). Thus, we believe this domain provides one of the best and realistic
datasets. We find, however, that even in this domain there are cases where
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the quality of the datasets and their alignment is only partially sufficient for
a user evaluation (section 5.7).

• Varying quality of search algorithms.
The quality of the search and inference software is another important issue to
consider in our evaluation. Advanced search and inference software is needed
to allow efficient search and navigation through data from multiple sources.
Although this is true for all applications providing information access, effi-
cient search algorithms across multiple sources are still new and are in their
infancy. In our research, we are constantly confronted with algorithms and
heuristics that work well with one particular dataset, but perform poorly on
another: approaches that work well with one ontological modeling choice, do
not necessarily work for another. Ensuring the middleware is of sufficient
quality for a realistic user study is a non-trivial task.

Because we could not totally isolate interface aspects from the underlying data
and search software, in our evaluation we have preselected specific tasks, through
informed trial and error (section 4.4), that use parts of the data that we know
work well. With this approach, we try to eliminate any negative influence and
distraction caused by low quality data or poor search performance. This enables
us to evaluate the interface issues almost independently from the potentially poor
quality data and search algorithm. This means, however, we cannot evaluate
users performing any comparison search task in realistic setting because it might
require another part of the data that is poor in quality.

Evaluating user interfaces for multiple sources — Our user interface evalu-
ation focuses on two areas: evaluating unified interfaces on distributed data from
multiple sources; and novel interfaces for tasks that are complex and not supported
by current tools.

• Evaluating unified interfaces for data from multiple sources.
An application that accesses multiple sources will behave differently from
those that run on a single dataset. Typically the former would respond slower
but provide more information in terms of volume. We faced this challenge
when we wanted to carry out interface evaluation of our new application
that accesses multiple sources and compare it with a baseline application
that typically accesses a single source. To eliminate the influence of system
response and information load and have a fair evaluation, we decided to
load fewer datasets for the new application to be the same as the current
application. The trade off is that our users did not experience accessing
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different types of collections with the new application. Consequently, we
missed the opportunity to gain any insights in this area.

• Evaluating new interfaces for tasks that are not supported by current tools.
Our main challenge here is to conduct an evaluation to examine the value of
such applications. Since there are no similar tools that help users with the
same task, it is hard for us to set a suitable baseline in our evaluation. Our
comparison search interface is a good example of this (chapter 5). The inter-
face is designed to help users to search in multiple sources, and is equipped
with many features that are currently not available in current search tools
(section 2.4.2, 5.3.2). During our evaluation, we faced the difficulty of test-
ing advanced and complex information seeking tasks on our new tool because
those tasks cannot be carried out with the baseline tool. As a compromise,
we decided to “downgrade” our evaluation and test only a limited set of tasks
that we know were possible to do with the baseline interface. By doing so,
we cannot fully evaluate the usefulness of the rich novel features that our
new tool has to offer.

7.3 Future research

We feel that research on supporting information seeking tasks across multiple
sources is still at an early stage. Based on the experiences throughout this
research, we offer directions for future work in the area of Semantic Web and
Human Computer Interaction.

Semantic Web
As discussed in earlier section (section 7.2), the success of user evaluations on
semantic web applications is not independent of the data quality and back end
process. Therefore, we encourage future work in the following areas:

• Data quality improvements — Trust in the information is crucial for our
domain expert users, and low quality data may negatively influence users’
evaluation of it. Thus, high quality data, in single as well as multiple sources,
is an important requirement for our expert users (section 2.5.4). However,
this is a challenge for applications that include multiple information sources,
because the overall quality of the data in an application is the result of con-
verting and combining different single sources. In particular, it depends on
the quality of the original data from each source, the quality of the data
format conversion, and the precision of the alignments between the different
sources. Both the format conversion and alignment processes are likely to
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reduce the resulting data quality. For example, the alignment stage is fun-
damentally an imprecise process, since concepts that are aligned may not be
identical but still sufficiently close to motivate creating an alignment. Fur-
ther research is needed to identify the characteristics of the different data
quality problems (introduced at these different stages of data processing) of
information from multiple sources and to investigate methods to systemati-
cally mitigate them.

• Systematic evaluation methods — The work described in this thesis is
part of the semantic web research done within the MultimediaN E-Culture
project. As explained in section 7.2, interface evaluation on top of semantic
web technology is challenging. Therefore, we believe that the semantic web
community would benefit from a common agreement on the different types
of evaluation, much like the efforts of the information retrieval community
by organizing TREC and TRECVid conferences. To date, there is little con-
sensus in the semantic web community on a common evaluation framework1.
This includes three evaluation aspects: the quality of data process (conver-
sion and alignment), the semantic search algorithms and the semantic web
user interfaces. We encourage future work for the whole semantic web com-
munity to agree on different types of evaluation methods for these aspects.
In particular, to:

– Defining guidelines to measure the quality of data conversion and inte-
gration similar to those that have already been developed for evaluating
the quality of vocabulary alignments (to evaluate data quality).

– Establish benchmark tests to provide a more meaningful comparison
between the different semantic search algorithms (to evaluate search
algorithms)

– Provide test collections, either ’ideal’ dataset having high quality or a
realistic dataset having medium quality, that researchers can use in ap-
plication development and providing evaluation guidelines for interfaces
working on top of the test collections (to evaluate user interfaces).

We believe that establishing common evaluation methods for these aspects
will ultimately result in higher quality semantic web data, search algorithms
and user interfaces.

1The community has made a first step in this direction by setting up workshops, such as
“International Workshop on Evaluation of Ontology-based tools” (EON2009) or the“Evaluation
for Entity Search Track” as part of the Semantic Search 2010 Workshop. http://km.aifb.kit.
edu/ws/semsearch10/
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Human Computer Interaction
Despite the fact that the SWUI (Semantic Web User Interaction) community has
existed since 2006, research on user interfaces for semantic web application is still
in its infancy. Most of the research done in the semantic web community tends
to focus on the semantic web infrastructure and back-end process. To date, there
is little multidisciplinary research involving both semantic web search and human
computer interaction. As a follow up to our research, we indicate neccessary future
work for the human computer interaction community in the context of (semantic
web) search applications.

• Information seeking tasks taxonomy validation — We conducted two
ethnography studies on users’ information seeking tasks for two user groups
(domain experts and lay users) and two different domains (cultural heritage
and mobile location-based search). Consequently, our findings on the infor-
mation seeking tasks taxonomy were primarily based on these user groups
(section 2.4.3 and 3.3.1.3). Further validation of this taxonomy through in-
vestigation in other domains is a natural follow up for this work.

• Support information seeking tasks across multiple sources — In
earlier parts of this thesis, we described a number of ways to support infor-
mation seeking tasks across multiple sources (sections 2.7, 3.7, 4.5, 5.8, 6.6
and 7.1). However, we feel that one of the most important future directions
in this area is on investigating applications to support different types of
information gathering tasks. The reason being that these tasks are among
the least supported by most information access tools. As initial work, in this
thesis we investigated means to support comparison search task 5. Similar
work is needed for other information gathering tasks. For example, to
support relation search, more investigation is needed in the area of relation
search algorithms, such as finding solutions to relate data from multiple
sources and to present only meaningful relationships according to specific
user tasks (van Ossenbruggen et al. 2008), and information presentation,
such as investigations to find better visualizations to present different
relationships in a rich way while maintaining ease-of-use.

• Understanding the trade-offs between data quality and data cov-
erage for applications with multiple sources — Ideally, applications
should always use high quality and trustworthy datasets. In reality, due to
data processing and the characteristics of the original sources, the more in-
formation sources are combined together, the more likely that the average
quality of the overall dataset decreases. This is often the case when dealing
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with real datasets from multiple sources having different qualities, such as
linked data on the Web. It would be interesting for the SWUI community
to investigate where such data can be still be valuable. Future work should
investigate what are the types of information seeking tasks and use cases
where users are willing to tolerate lower data quality in return for larger data
coverage across multiple sources?

Once these specific tasks and use cases have been identified, follow-up work
for the SWUI community would be on how to design an interface and inter-
action for this type of information in a transparent way that enables users to
make assessments, to adapt their search strategy and ultimately to find what
they are looking for?

The work in this thesis gives some signposts for the large amount of work that
lies ahead in this research area. While we have identified a number of requirements
that need to be satisfied when providing support for complex information seeking
tasks, we have been able to investigate only three examples. Nevertheless, we
hope that the examples that have been developed will provide inspiration to the
semantic web community to understand the vital role that reliable data play in an
end-user application. In parallel, we encourage the human computer interaction
(HCI) community to embrace the huge challenges of developing new functionality
in the midst of unstable technology. While the development of semantic web is
predominantly an under-the-hood technology, we believe we have shown that this
brings with it real HCI challenges, and some indications of how these may be
addressed.
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Summary

Driven by the explosion of information sources available on the Web, more people
than ever rely on accessing online search applications to find answers buried in
large numbers of documents. Because of this, research on information seeking
behavior and how people use search applications is increasingly important. We
now understand that there are many variants of information seeking tasks (Kellar
et al. 2005), for example a simple search task: “I need the phone number of that
restaurant.”, or a complex and vague one: “I need to find a good theme for the
next museum exhibition.” These different tasks can be characterised by different
aspects, such as: user types, e.g. experts vs. lay people and different domains,
e.g. cultural heritage vs. e-commerce. Considering the plethora of information
sources available online, search engines plays an important role in helping users
find information from these sources.

With the ability to search across multiple sources, however, new challenges and
problems arise, for example, how should information be presented in a way that
users can understand the difference between different sources, or how can users
navigate through multiple (unfamiliar) information sources to find their answers.
End-user search across multiple sources is acknowledged to be a nontrivial problem
by the human computer interaction community, e.g. (Aula and Russell 2009;
Baldonado 2000), and remains a topic that has yet to be fully understood.

In this thesis, we investigate information seeking tasks across multiple sources
and how they are influenced by different user types and different domains. The
discussion is divided into two parts. The first part of the thesis presents two studies
that contribute to understanding users’ information seeking tasks. Two different
user types, domain experts and lay users, and two domains, cultural heritage and
location based mobile search domain were used as case studies. The second part
of the thesis discusses design requirements and examples of novel interfaces to
support specific aspects of information seeking tasks across multiple sources.

The contributions of the research described in this thesis include:

• an in-depth analysis of information seeking tasks across multiple information
sources for experts and lay users;
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• functional and user interface requirements for future information access tools;

• reflections on the user interface evaluation methods used throughout the
research

• challenges related to the implementation and evaluation of search applica-
tions for multiple sources using Semantic Web techologies.

The work in this thesis provides signposts for the large amount of work that lies
ahead in this multidisciplinary research area. We identified a number of require-
ments that need to be satisfied when providing support for complex information
seeking tasks and we have been able to investigate a few example applications.
Nevertheless, we hope that the examples that have been developed will provide
inspiration to the Semantic Web community as well as the Human Computer In-
teraction community. Through this thesis, we encourage both communities to em-
brace the huge challenges of developing user-centric applications for a fast growing
technology.



Sammenvatting

Door de explosie van informatie op het web gebruiken meer mensen dan ooit online
zoekapplicaties om antwoorden verborgen in stapels documenten te vinden. Van-
wege deze ontwikkeling wordt het onderzoek naar zoekgedrag en naar hoe mensen
gebruik maken van zoekapplicaties steeds belangrijker.

Uit onderzoek is gebleken dat er veel verschillende soorten van zoektaken zijn
(Kellar et al. 2005), bijvoorbeeld een nauwkeurige zoekopdracht: “Ik heb het
telefoonnummer van dat restaurant nodig.” of een complexe en vage taak: “Ik
moet een goed thema voor de volgende tentoonstelling van het museum vinden”.
Deze verschillende taken kunnen bëınvloed worden door andere aspecten zoals
gebruikers-typen, bijvoorbeeld: een deskundige gebruiker of amateur; of domeinen,
bijvoorbeeld: cultureel erfgoed of e-commerce. Door de overvloed aan beschikbare
online informatie spelen zoekmachines een belangrijke rol om gebruikers de juiste
informatie te helpen vinden.

Door de mogelijkheid om te zoeken in meerdere bronnen tegelijk, komen er
nieuwe uitdagingen en problemen te voorschijn, bijvoorbeeld de vraag hoe de infor-
matie moet worden gepresenteerd om een gebruiker goed inzicht in de verschillende
herkomst te bieden, of de vraag hoe gebruikers kunnen navigeren in meerdere (on-
bekende) informatiebronnen om hun antwoorden te vinden. Zoeken in meerdere
bronnen wordt erkend als een moelijk probleem door de Human Computer Inter-
action gemeenschap (Aula en Russell 2009; Baldonado 2000), een probleem dat
we nog niet volledig hebben begrepen. In dit proefschrift worden zoektaken in
meerdere bronnen onderzocht, alsmede de invloed van verschillende gebruikers-
typen en domeinen.

Dit proefschrift bestaat uit twee delen. Het eerste deel van het proefschrift biedt
inzicht in de zoektaken van verschillende gebruikers en domeinen. Als case studies
werden twee gebruikers-typen gekozen, namelijk domein-deskundigen en onervaren
gebruikers, en twee domeinen: cultureel erfgoed en mobiel zoeken. Het tweede
deel van het proefschrift bespreekt het ontwerpproces en evaluatie van nieuwe,
innovatieve interfaces om specifieke zoektaken te ondersteunen. De bijdrage van
dit onderzoek is onder andere:
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• Een diepe analyse van zoektaken in meerdere informatiebronnen voor
deskundigen en onervaren gebruikers.

• Een lijst met functionele eisen voor toekomstige zoekmachines die zoektaken
in meerdere bronnen uitvoeren.

• Refelecties over de interface-evaluatie-methoden die in dit onderzoek wor-
den gebruikt, en een identificatie van de belangrijkste daarbij behorende
uitdagingen.

Het werk in dit proefschrift biedt een aantal wegwijzers voor toekomstig onder-
zoek in dit multidisciplinaire veld. We hebben eisen gëıdentificeerd om complexe
zoektaken in meerdere bronnen te ondersteunen. Bovendien hebben we een aan-
tal applicaties als voorbeeld ontwikkeld, en hopen dat deze voorbeeld-applicaties
een inspiratie zullen zijn voor zowel de Semantic Web gemeenschap als de Human
Computer Interaction gemeenschap.
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